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Thesis abstract
The ultimate aim of fusion research efforts is to demonstrate net power gain in an economically viable manner. Large intricate machines, such as the Joint European Torus (JET),
have been constructed in the pursuit of this goal. As the machines become more energetic,
it becomes increasingly important to adopt a “predict-first” modelling approach regarding
its operation, as it can reduce operational inefficiencies and protect the device from severe
damage. However, this approach requires models which are:
• complete enough to capture all the relevant phenomena in the device,
• accurate enough to reliably base decisions on its predictions,
• and fast enough to find feasible solutions through iteration.
This thesis covers an approach to developing a model which satisfies these criteria through
the use of neural networks. This technique effectively allows a model to retain both speed
and accuracy at the cost of data collection. It was applied to a reduced-order turbulence
model, QuaLiKiz, which predicts plasma transport quantities caused by microturbulence.
This particular phenomenon is the dominant transport mechanism within the tokamak core
plasma. Unfortunately, the calculation of its contribution to plasma transport is also one
of the limiting speed factors in current state-of-the-art tokamak modelling, even when using
the reduced-order physics models.
First, a training dataset was generated by sampling JET experimental profiles with regards to the dimensionless parameters governing plasma microturbulent behaviour and executing QuaLiKiz on those samples. This involved the application of the Gaussian process
regression technique for profile fitting and an in-depth investigation into the accurate representation of experimental uncertainties. The resulting automated data processing pipeline,
which rigourously incorporated and propagated these uncertainties, was also demonstrated
to be useful for plasma transport model validation studies including state-of-the-art selfconsistent momentum transport evaluations. This extensive work culminated in an accepted
publication.
Secondly, a neural network model, named QLKNN-jetexp-15D, was successfully trained
on the generated QuaLiKiz database and verified against the original QuaLiKiz model.
The resulting neural network was then coupled into a larger integrated plasma modelling
framework, JINTRAC, to simulate the core of the JET tokamak. The performance of the
neural network can be evaluated by substituting the original QuaLiKiz model with the neural
network and comparing the results. This step is crucial as it fulfills the components of the
above criteria as follows:
• Completeness: by including the impact of other relevant physics models within the
integrated modelling framework
• Accuracy: by replicating the impact of the original QuaLiKiz model on predicted
radial profiles to within 10%
• Speed: by reducing a 217 hour simulation to 2 hours
The demonstration of the accuracy and speed of QLKNN, along with the verification set
extension to an ohmic L-mode and multiple isotope discharge, resulted in a submitted arti-
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cle. This study outlines the benefits of constraint analysis and input filtering in training a
successful neural network model.
Thirdly, a “predict-first” modelling exercise was successfully carried out on the JET
current ramp-up optimization for the tritium (T) campaign using the coupled JINTRAC
and QLKNN model. This involved the setup of the reference deuterium (D) simulation, its
validation, and the execution of sensitivity studies targeted for providing guidance to the
experimental teams concerning operational actuators. Despite the ∼400 multi-channel predictive simulations performed, the study from kick-off to reporting was completed within two
months, highlighting the achieved throughput of the model and workflow. The simulations
agreed with the observed isotope effect trends from protium (H) experiments and provided
valuable insight into physical mechanism behind the observed core temperature drop. In
addition, the predicted actuator target for producing the identity T discharge was consistent
with empirical extrapolations. This further emphasizes the completeness and accuracy of
the combined model for this plasma regime. The intention is to submit this novel predictive
simulation work for publication in the near future.
This thesis recommends future work in extending QLKNN to better capture impurity
transport predictions, as well as including samples from other devices in the training dataset.
It also recommends investigating the application of neural network regressions to other
physics models, as the turbulent transport predictions are no longer the limiting factor within
JINTRAC. On a broader scale, this thesis finds that integrated models are mostly used
demonstratively, meaning its overall robustness for predictive modelling remains unexplored.
Furthermore, it posits that further multi-disciplinary efforts should be focused on automated
workflow development, a necessity in moving towards large-scale verification and validation.
While this thesis presents a step in this direction, the author believes that many more
exciting opportunities for realizing a full-device predictive plasma model lie ahead.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

The global energy problem

Energy is the currency of the physical universe; i.e. without the exchange of energy, nothing
moves, nothing works, and nothing changes. Humanity is not excluded from this fact of
nature, as even our bodies require ∼100 W to function when at rest, known as the basal
metabolic rate. While a seemingly insignificant quantity, this becomes a staggering amount
of energy (on the order of TW) when accounting for the billions of us on this planet. However,
even this number is dwarfed once we consider that people do much more than rest. We create,
we invent, we tinker; and through this, we thrive.
Our current global society is estimated to consume ∼160 PWh every year [1], which is
equivalent to a continuous rate of ∼2.3 kW per person excluding metabolic considerations.
Of this total, ∼25 PWh is via the generation of electricity. Although generating this amount
of energy is entirely possible using the technologies available today, the current mix of power
generation sources emitted ∼14 Gt of CO2 in 2018 [2].

There are many warnings stating that the global impact of continuing this rate of CO2
emission would be devastating for the global ecosystem in terms of human habitability [3].
In short, our current state of business is unsustainable. As electricity and heat generation
is one of the major CO2 emission sources, this provides a strong motivation to shift these
sectors towards emission-free technologies and renewable sources, called the clean energy
transition.
The process of nuclear fusion was identified as a potential candidate for providing highdensity energy output with nearly zero carbon emissions. While it is still a non-renewable
technology, it uses abundant fuels (H and Li) of which we have enough supply for the next
millenia and beyond [4]. It also produces minimal amounts of short-term and long-term
waste compared to its counterpart, nuclear fission. Although its current development timeline may prevent it from being a key player in the clean energy transition, fusion technology
can have a significant contribution in the future energy mix as a baseload power source.
The abundancy and easy transportation of the fuel materials would allow its placement in
9
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remote locations to assist the electrification of manufacturing heat sources. Additionally,
its safe and clean operation allow its placement directly within dense urban centers without
the need of extensive power infrastructure development.

1.2

Nuclear fusion

Nuclear fusion is the same process by which stars generate energy and operates by bringing
two atomic nuclei close enough together that they bind into a single nucleus. This binding
process converts a small fraction of their nuclear mass into kinetic energy, releasing much
more of it than a standard chemical reaction.
In both feasibility and efficiency, the optimal reaction consists of deuterium and tritium,
which are both isotopes of hydrogen, as follows:
2
1D

+ 31 T

−→

4
2 He

(3.5 MeV) + 10 n (14.1 MeV)

(1.1)

However, the positive charge of the atomic nuclei cause them to electrostatically repel each
other more strongly as they come closer. A significant amount of initial energy is required
in order to bring the nuclei close enough together that the fusion reaction becomes possible,
otherwise the particles deflect each other via a Coulomb collision. The optimal value for
this initial energy to generate fusion reactions is between 40 – 50 keV [5], equivalent to a
deuterium nucleus moving at ∼1500 km/s.

At these energies, the atoms are easily ionized into a gaseous mixture of unbound electrons and ions called a plasma. This ionization gives the plasma electromagnetic properties
and allow it to interact with the energetic alpha particles (42 He) produced by the fusion reaction. This interaction becomes a self-generated heat source known as alpha heating. Fusion
plasma ignition is achieved when the contribution from alpha heating is enough to sustain
the optimal plasma temperature on its own, which is the ultimate goal of the technology
prior to commercialization. The triple product, nT τE , calculated from the requirements of
the fusion reaction itself, provides a good metric to evaluate fusion plasma performance. To
achieve ignition, the fusion plasma triple product must fulfill the following criterion [6]:
nT τE & 3 × 1021

(1.2)

Roughly speaking, this can be interpreted as requiring that the plasma is:
• dense enough (large n) to have a sufficient number of reactants;
• hot enough (large T ) to have a sufficient reaction rate;
• held long enough (large τE ) to have a sufficient number of reactions.
In reality, the three parameters are intricately connected such that only certain combinations
of values are possible. The minimum value quoted in Equation (1.2) occurs at a plasma
temperature of ∼15 keV, or ∼110 million K, due to the distribution of particle energies
within a thermalized plasma. Indeed, this is the target operating temperature of modern
large-scale steady-state fusion devices.
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While each requirement is simple enough to accomplish on its own, a viable fusion reactor
must simultaneously fulfill all three in a controlled manner. The initial obstacle was that
any material in direct physical contact with such a dense hot plasma would likely sustain
irreversible damage and also conductively cool the plasma, thereby stopping the fusion
reactions. This raised an issue for the containment of a fusion plasma within a reactor.
Since the ionized plasma particles have a non-zero electric charge, an external magnetic
field can be applied to confine them via the Lorentz force. This force transforms any straight
particle motion perpendicular to a magnetic field into circular motion, effectively restricting
the trajectory of the particle in that direction. Extending this notion to a macroscopic scale
allows it to confine the entire plasma. However, even once confined, the plasma must still be
brought into a stable global equilibrium in order to continuously produce fusion reactions.
The resulting balance between the plasma pressure and the magnetic pressure exerted by
the field forms the basis of magnetic confinement fusion (MCF).

1.2.1

The tokamak

The current leading technology for achieving magnetic confinement fusion for power generation is the тороидальная камера с магнитными катушками (toroidal chamber with
magnetized coils), or tokamak for short. As shown in Figure 1.1, it generally consists of
a set of toroidal field coils, a central solenoid to drive the plasma current generating the
poloidal field, and a set of outer poloidal field coils for plasma position stability and shape
control. This results in a helical magnetic field configuration which circles back into itself
both toroidally and poloidally to form closed toroidal magnetic surfaces.

Figure 1.1: Schematic depiction of the primary components of the tokamak device [7].
Once the magnetic cage is set up, energy must be injected into the plasma to bring it
up to the desired fusion temperature. The plasma current can be used initially to heat
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the plasma through Coulomb collisional transfer, called ohmic heating, but this mechanism
becomes less efficient with increasing plasma temperature. This creates a requirement for
auxiliary or external heating devices. Currently, these exist in two primary categories:
• the injection of neutral particle beams, which ionize inside the plasma, trapping them
in the magnetic cage and slowly transferring their energy to the plasma via Coulomb
collisions;
• the injection of electromagnetic waves, which couple with specific particle resonance
frequencies within the plasma to transfer energy to the plasma.
The Joint European Torus (JET) tokamak, located in Culham, UK, is currently the
largest operational machine of this type and is the primary experimental device discussed
within this thesis. In addition, international efforts are being focused on the construction of
the next generation of tokamak, ITER, currently under construction on international ground
near Cadarache, France.

1.2.2

Tokamak modelling and predictive simulations

In the deuterium-tritium phase, ITER is expected to generate 500 MW of fusion power and
sustain it over a period of 400 s [8]. This plasma would contain ∼20 times more stored
thermal energy, Wth , than the standard high performance plasma at JET but depositing it
on roughly the same surface area in the divertor region, pushing the limits of solid material
integrity [9]. Additionally, under the circumstance of a complete plasma collapse, called a
disruption, extremely high energy electron beams [10], or runaway electrons, can be generated inside the machine. While the device is designed to passively contain these beams and
prevent any external release, these intense operating conditions do pose a risk of severely
damaging the internal systems of the machine and incurring costly downtime for repairs.
In order to minimize these risks, it is desirable to develop predictive full-device models
capable of accurately simulating an entire plasma discharge, including the various heating
sources and plasma-material interactions. In order for such a model to properly address
these concerns, it must be:
• complete enough to capture all the relevant phenomena in the device;
• accurate enough to reliably base decisions on its predictions;
• and fast enough to find feasible operating solutions through iteration.
However, even without the future requirements of ITER, quick predictive tokamak modelling can also greatly improve the operation of current tokamaks. They can be used both in
routine physics analysis, highlighting interesting plasma conditions and testing new models,
and in experimental scenario design, helping to utilize the machine uptime more efficiently.
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Plasma transport

Within the inner region of the confined plasma, known as the core, one of the fundamental
modelling problems is that of plasma transport. This phenomena effectively determines
the maximum density and temperature of a certain operation scheme, known as a plasma
scenario, which consequently determines the maximum fusion power achievable by that
scenario.
Within a tokamak plasma, the classical transport theory, based purely on a collisional
mechanism, seemed to overestimate the core plasma temperatures via low transport coefficient predictions. By accounting for the curvature of the magnetic field inside the toroidal
geometry of the tokamak, the theoretical transport predictions became larger. While these
considerations still did not match experimental results, they provided a useful lower bound
which was valid for ion heat and impurity particle transport in specific plasma regimes. This
resulted in its adoption under the name of neoclassical transport.
Unfortunately, these theoretical treatments did not conceptually explain the observation
that there appeared to be a limit on the fusion power performance. As efforts pushed the
conditions closer to fusion conditions, it became increasingly more difficult to gain even
incremental improvements. Within literature, this mechanism is often called anomalous
transport due to its mysterious origin at the time.

1.3.1

Plasma turbulence

A deeper analysis of the interaction between the plasma particles and the electromagnetic
field revealed that this extra transport was the result of microinstabilities driven by radial
plasma gradients. These instabilities allowed more radial transport than expected from a
purely collisional description.
Gyrokinetic theory has been the most successful and widely accepted description of the
plasma behaviour driving these microinstabilities. However, its evolution equations exhibited strong coupling across multiple temporal and spatial scales, emerging macroscopically
as a phenomenon known as turbulence. This makes its evaluation computationally expensive
even for general physics analysis. Reduced versions of the gyrokinetic equations, simplified
using physics-based assumptions, have lowered the computational cost sufficiently to allow
the codes to be used in routine analysis. The primary code of this study, QuaLiKiz [11], is
one of these reduced models. However, the heavily iterative nature of optimization routines
demands even faster implementations.
Within most present-day tokamak scenarios, the dominant global transport mechanism
is related to plasma microturbulence. It is widely accepted in the fusion community that
these scenarios can be optimized to improve their overall performance. However, optimizing
these scenarios via trial-and-error is both time-consuming and costly, with an added risk of
potentially damaging larger and more energetic machines. Thus, there is a demand for highfidelity models which can accurately simulate a physical device to perform optimizations and
other exploratory analysis.
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Integrated plasma modelling

Te

The symmetry of the tokamak device and its magnetic configuration allow a reduction of the
tokamak core plasma geometry into a 1D radial problem [12], as depicted in Figure 1.2. The
resulting global transport model can then be evaluated sufficiently fast, once it is given the
transport characteristics of the plasma. However, the difficulty is that multiple nonlinear
phenomena contribute to the transport characteristics of fusion tokamak plasmas, e.g. MHD
effects, microturbulence, etc. In an effort to study these phenomena, independent groups
have developed specialized codes to model them. An integrated model typically couples the
global transport model to these different specialized physics codes, called modules in the context of these frameworks, in an attempt to numerically capture any nonlinear dependencies
between them as well. There are many existing integrated modelling frameworks designed
specifically to explore the complex physics interactions involved in plasma transport, such
as JINTRAC [13], ASTRA [14], METIS [15], etc.

r

ne

Z

r

R

r

Figure 1.2: Sample visualization of a tokamak plasma core within an integrated model.
The physical 3D toroidal geometry can be reduced to a 2D poloidal cross-section (left) to
represent the magnetic cage and further into a 1D radial profile (right) to represent the core
plasma parameters.
However, if the most accurate and most complete versions of these specialized codes are
used inside the integrated model, the time and computational resources required to execute
a simulation would render it practically infeasible. This is usually because the development
goals of these specialized models lean heavily towards simulation fidelity, i.e. completeness
and accuracy, instead of speed, between which there appears to be a natural tradeoff. Great
efforts have been invested in the development of reduced and/or approximative versions
of these specialized codes for integrated modelling applications, as exampled by QuaLiKiz
and TGLF [16]. These simplifications bring the execution time of a tokamak simulation
into a reasonable time frame without sacrificing too much accuracy by effectively restricting
the module applicability to a specific range of plasma scenarios. Unfortunately, in spite of
these efforts, turbulent transport calculations are still the limiting factor in the speed of the
integrated model.
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While the reduced physics modules currently bring the computational speed of the integrated model to a level sufficient for physics analysis, they unfortunately remain outside
the requirements of experimental plasma discharge design or optimization exercises. This is
simply due to the highly iterative nature of those applications. As a result, these types of
studies have traditionally favoured the use of more empirical models, due to their focus on
speed and robustness. While these empirical models are rigourously tested for applicability
within their respective use cases, they are often criticized for sacrificing too much fidelity to
be sufficiently representative of the actual system for exploratory studies.

1.4

Machine learning techniques

With the development of large-scale supercomputing resources and optimized data management frameworks, data-driven model generation, better known as machine learning (ML),
techniques are becoming increasingly feasible to apply in solving complex real-world problems. For example, recent work [17] provides a proof-of-principle that neural networks (NNs)
are capable of generating a numerical model of the microturbulent transport physics that is
capable of significantly increasing the evaluation speed while retaining the desired accuracy.
In general, these ML models accomplish this by effectively introducing a third factor into
the speed-accuracy tradeoff paradigm, data collection. This translates roughly into paying
the cost of speed vs. accuracy in the development phase as opposed to during runtime. This
section provides a brief sketch of the two major ML algorithms used in this study.

1.4.1

Gaussian process regression

The Gaussian process regression (GPR) algorithm [18] is a probabilistic approach to the
problem of generalized curve fitting, in which a combination of analytical functions are
optimized to match a set of collected data points as closely as possible. In standard curve
fitting, a decision must be made concerning which functions will be allowed within the
optimization problem, often limiting the solution space due to computational considerations.
However, by using a mathematical simplification called the kernel trick, the Bayesian
approach used by this algorithm transforms that decision to determining how the data points
behave relative to each other, defined through their covariance. Thus, the solution space is
nearly infinite in terms of possible functions and can be configured to rigourously propagate
uncertainty information due to its probabilistic nature. As a tradeoff, the algorithm scales
very unfavourably with the number of data points and the resulting curve can no longer
be expressed symbolically in a standalone mathematical expression, i.e. the data points
used to optimize the fit must be retained even to re-evaluate different points on the already
optimized curve.
The primary appeal of this algorithm within turbulent transport modelling is its natural
extension to the uncertainties of the fit derivatives [19]. These estimations are crucial due
to the high sensitivity of plasma microturbulence to gradient quantities. This study opts for
this regression algorithm as it provides a rigourous basis on which to broaden the sample
statistics for NN training dataset generation.
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Neural networks

Neural networks are mathematical constructs interconnecting a large number of simple units,
known as neurons, into a multilayered structure. This combination allows them to represent
a wide variety of complex nonlinear phenomena, through a property known as emergence,
and they are often able to reproduce them with a surprising degree of accuracy.
While their conceptual design was inspired by the structure of the human brain, it should
be noted that the functionality and mechanism of learning between our biological brains and
this digital mirror is vastly different. Modern NN architectures must still be meticulously
designed and trained for very specific tasks with very specific inputs and outputs. They perform poorly when extrapolating and even worse when introduced to another task altogether.
In other words, the human brain has both a flexibility and an inferential learning capacity
within its architecture that has not yet been reproduced by artifical neural networks [20].
Nonetheless, these artificial models have demonstrated their capability to vastly outperform humans once properly trained on a specialized task. These tasks can even be very
complex tasks which require divergent thinking and problem solving, such as the popularized
algorithms playing Go [21] or StarCraft II [22]. These successes have inspired its usage on
all forms of complex non-linear problems, from facial recognition to weather prediction,
and spurred the development of user-friendly platforms capable of constructing and training
these models, e.g. Keras [23] or Scikit-learn [24].
The existence of these tools opens the possibility of implementing them to perform a
regression of the QuaLiKiz model by training it on a large dataset of input-output pairs
generated by the original model itself. However, this particular application does not require
as sophisticated a network architecture and opts for a basic design primarily for ease of
implementation.

1.5

Research question

This brings the brief exposition to the identification of the research question which this
thesis attempts to answer.
How can state-of-the-art physics-based models be used predictively to guide experimental
discharge design and operation of tokamak devices?
After further inspection, this question was broken down into three individual sub-questions,
which define the research plan described in this thesis. These sub-questions are:
1. What is the added value of connecting experimental data and its associated uncertainties to state-of-the-art physics-based models with minimal manual intervention?
2. Which considerations are crucial when applying modern machine learning techniques
to generate models for replacing computationally heavy physics codes inside full-device
simulations?
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3. What are the capabilities of these accelerated integrated models coupled with specialized neural network modules outside the domain of post-experiment physics analysis?

1.5.1

How to read this thesis

This chapter summarizes the key concepts involved within this work as well as the current
state-of-the-art relating to those concepts, in order to provide context for the remainder of
this thesis. Additional details regarding these concepts can be found in Chapter 2. The three
following chapters then each cover the efforts undertaken to answer one of the sub-questions
outlined above.
Chapter 3 details the development of an automated workflow for handling and fitting
experimental data from the JET discharge repository, demonstrating its utility in model
validation exercises inside the published work inserted in Section 3.2. However, during this
development, discussions with our American-affiliated colleagues over GPR applications in
the fusion field opened a fruitful investigation into the origin of experimental uncertainties, detailed in Section 3.3, and how to treat them within this framework, detailed in
Section 3.4. Additionally, a natural extension of the model validation work, based on a
JET high-performance deuterium discharge, to an extrapolated deuterium-tritium simulation was also performed, outlined in Section 3.5. The main conclusions of this chapter are
summarized in Section 3.6.
Chapter 4 discusses the development and validation of a NN regression of the QuaLiKiz
turbulent transport model. This study makes full use of the automated data extraction
workflow developed in Chapter 3 for large-scale sampling of the dimensionless gyrokinetic
parameter space represented by the JET tokamak device. The submitted publication, provided in Section 4.2, not only details the entire development process but highlights the
importance of a proper constraint analysis and data filtering metrics on the quality of the
trained NN. Section 4.3 summarizes the key points in this chapter and provides suggestions
into future QLKNN studies.
Chapter 5 applies the QLKNN model, trained in Chapter 4, to a deuterium reference
discharge for the JET hybrid scenario, which was not explicitly within the NN training set.
Section 5.2 details the development and validation of the reference simulation, with a sensitivity study on the separation of the impact of effective charge and radiated power within
this plasma regime. Since these parameters are difficult to independently vary within a
plasma discharge, as they are tied to the impurity content, physics-based modelling was required to provide insight into their impact. Section 5.3 then extends the reference simulation
into a predictive study to assist in the development of the then-upcoming tritium identity
discharge and the chapter summarized in Section 5.4. Due to the limited tritium budget
within JET tritium and deuterium-tritium operations, every disrupted discharge becomes
costly for the scientific progress of the JET team. This provides an exciting opportunity for
predictive integrated modelling to assist and build confidence with experimental teams.
Finally, an overview of the entire study, with regards to the research questions stated
above, is provided in Chapter 6, along with a collection of insights into the implications
of the work performed and suggestions for potential future advancements along this line of
research.
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Chapter 2

Background Theory
This section is meant to provide the reader with a sufficient description of the key foundational concepts used within this thesis.

2.0.1

Magnetic coordinates in toroidal geometry

Since transport models typically work with spatially-dependent phenomena, a precise description of the spatial coordinates is required to properly interpret the inputs and outputs of
the model. Due to the shape of the tokamak, it is often convenient to use toroidal geometry,
(r, φ, θ). In this system:
• r is the radial direction, going out from the poloidal axis of the torus;
• φ is the toroidal direction, going around the torus the long way;
• and θ is the poloidal direction, going around the torus the short way.
The measure of the radial direction, r, is usually called the minor radius within tokamak
literature.
As described in Section 1.2.1, the axisymmetry of the tokamak allows the plasma transport equations within it to be reduced to a 1D radial problem [1]. As an added convenience,
the presence of the magnetic cage provides a more intuitive radial coordinate than a physical
radius. This is the poloidal flux, ψpol , which can be calculated from the poloidal magnetic
field as follows [2]:
Z
ψpol =

Spol

Bpol · da

(2.1)

where B is the magnetic field and a is a unit area on the surface, S. The specific surface,
Spol , is the one encolsed by tracing a loop around the toroidal axis, as shown in Figure 2.1.
The convenience of this coordinate comes from the plasma equilibrium, in which the
plasma current density, j, and the plasma pressure, p, are functions of the poloidal magnetic
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Figure 2.1: Diagrams of integration surfaces, S, [2] for the calculation of the poloidal flux
(left), ψpol , and the toroidal flux (right), ψtor .
flux, ψpol . This allows many of the expressions governing the plasma behaviour to also be
reduced to a 1D description via a flux-surface average [1].
The topology of the magnetic cage can then be visualized by grouping points of constant
poloidal flux into flux surfaces. The surface furthest from the centre of the magnetic cage
which forms an enclosed volume without intersecting with the plasma facing components is
aptly called the last-closed-flux-surface (LCFS). This is also known as the separatrix inside
more complex divertor geometries.
Since these surfaces of constant poloidal flux form closed loops in the poloidal direction,
another coordinate system emerges called the toroidal flux, ψtor . This is related to the
toroidal magnetic field as follows [2]:
Z
ψtor =
Btor · dA
(2.2)
Stor

where the specific surface, Stor , is the area enclosed by tracing the flux surface loop around
the poloidal axis, also shown in Figure 2.1.
Within an ideal cylindrical plasma with a uniform magnetic field, these flux-related
coordinates scale with the square of the minor radius, r2 . As such, they are often expressed as
a square-root of the flux normalized to the value at the LCFS, resulting in a rho coordinate,
ρ, as follows:
s
s
ψpol
ψtor
,
ρtor =
(2.3)
ρpol =
ψpol,LCFS
ψtor,LCFS
The midplane-averaged minor radius, ravg , is another common magnetic coordinate system within the field of gyrokinetics, as it retains a more intuitive connection to physical
dimensions. It can be computed as follows:
ravg =

router + rinner
Router − Rinner
=
2
2

(2.4)

where R is the major radius, representing the distance between the toroidal axis and the
chosen point, and inner and outer refer to the values at the intersection between the flux
surface and the horizontal plane containing the poloidal axis.
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Local plasma parameters

In addition to the magnetic coordinates, the turbulent behaviour of a plasma is strongly
determined by its local plasma parameters, such as density, temperature, flow velocity, and
pressure, denoted by ns , Ts , us , and Ps , respectively. For reasons discussed later in Section 2.1.3, it is specifically the local gradients of these quantities that are important. These
gradients are transformed into gradient lengths in order to provide a more intuitive comparison to other spatial phenomena in the plasma. This transformation is done as follows for a
generic variable, z:
z
−1
(2.5)
Lz = − (∇ (ln z))
−→ −
∇z
where ∇ is the gradient operator. The inverse of this parameter is also known as the
logarithmic gradient in literature.
Due to the scale invariance of the turbulent phenomena, the physical parameters of the
plasma can be transformed into dimensionless forms to increase the generality of any given
solution [3]. These transformations arise naturally from the turbulent transport equations,
supporting the notion that this invariance is heavily linked to the physics rather than a mere
numerical construct. The resulting turbulent transport quantities are then also transformed
into dimensionless forms based on dimensional analysis [4, 5], leading to the gyro-Bohm
scaling:
√
ms T 1.5
χGB ≡ 2 2 e
(2.6)
e B0 Lref
where ms is the particle species mass, e is the elementary charge, and B0 is the magnetic
field at the magnetic axis. Lref is the reference length, which can be chosen arbitrarily due
to the nature of the gyrokinetic equations as long as it is also consistently used within the
definitions of all the dimensionless parameters. Table 2.1 provides a list of the dimensionless
parameters used in this study and their mathematical definitions.
Ideally, one dimensional parameter would then determine the physical scale for both the
inputs and outputs. In this thesis, the electron temperature, Te , was chosen to fulfill this
role as it is both conveniently positioned in the hierarchy of calculations and frequently
measurable within plasma experiments. Although both the toroidal magnetic field, B0 ,
and electron density, ne , are also equally valid candidates, the scaling calculations become
slightly more complicated.

2.1
2.1.1

Transport and Plasma Physics
Kinetic theory

A strictly fundamental description of the plasma requires tracking each individual particle
within it, along with the electromagnetic fields. Unfortunately, it is impossible to compute
the dynamic behaviour of all these particles individually due to the sheer number of them
in a fusion plasma.
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Table 2.1: Summary of the dimensionless parameters used within this thesis, along with
their notation and definitions. These definitions assume Lref = a, i.e. the midplane-averaged
minor radius at the LCFS, which is the convention chosen by QuaLiKiz.

Name

Variable

Expression

Normalized radial position

x

r
a

Inverse aspect ratio



a
R
ns
ne

Fractional species density

Ns

− R∇n
n

Logarithmic density gradient

R/Ln

Temperature ratio

Ti /Te

Ti
Te

Logarithmic temperature gradient

R/LT

− R∇T
T

Rotation Mach number
Logarithmic rotation gradient
Effective charge

u
cs

M
R/Lu
Zeff

Safety factor

q

Magnetic shear

ŝ

Normalized pressure

β

Normalized pressure gradient

α

Collisionality

ν∗

E × B shearing rate

γE

− R∇u
u

P

2
i ni qi
ne qe2
∂ψtor
∂ψpol
r∇q
q

2µ0 P
s Ps
B2
P
2
−2µ0 qBR
2
s ∇Ps
ne,20 Zeff
9174
Λ τb
3/2
Te,3
r
q∇

q Er
r B
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However, the amount of information can be significantly reduced by using the principles
of statistical mechanics to effectively group particles with similar position, r, and velocity,
v, into bins. The most intuitive bins use the Cartesian phase space, represented by the three
fixed orthogonal dimensions, (x, y, z). With sufficiently narrow bin ranges, this creates the
concept of the distribution function, f (r, v, t), whose dynamics can be evaluated using the
Boltzmann equation [6]:
∂t fs + v · ∇r fs +

F
· ∇v fs = C(f )
ms

(2.7)

where the subscript s denotes a particular particle species in the plasma and C(f ) is the
collisional operator between the species in question and all species in the system, including
itself.
Additionally, the velocity moments of the distribution function, integrated over the momentum space, yield the macroscopic or bulk quantities. This includes the number density,
ns , the bulk momentum, ps , and the pressure, Ps , as follows:
Z
ns = fs dv
Z
(2.8)
ps = ms ns us = ms vfs dv
Z
3
3
1
Ps = ens Ts =
ms v · vfs dv
2
2
2
where ms represents the species mass, us is the bulk velocity of the particle, e is the elementary charge, and Ts is the mean kinetic energy in electron-volts (eV), taken as the definition
of temperature in the field of plasma physics.

2.1.2

Bulk transport

The relatively slow time scales and macroscopic behaviour of plasma transport across the
magnetic cage allow a fluid approximation to be used to describe the bulk plasma evolution [7]. The consistency of this approximation is surprising since plasmas are generally
considered collisionless in the classical sense, but the derivation of the hydrodynamic equations requires collisions as a mediating phenomenon. The Coulomb collisions occurring from
the electrostatic repulsion are not sufficiently randomizing to replace solid-body collisional
processes in thermalizing the particle distribution. However, the fact that the plasma frequency is generally much larger than the ion gyrofrequency, ωp  ωci , allows an adiabatic
assumption to take the role of solid-body collisions.
By applying the same velocity moment operations in Equation (2.8) to Equation (2.7),
the bulk transport equations can be derived. Each relating to a fundamental conservation
law and are expressed as follows [1]:
∂ns
+ ∇r · Γs = Ss + Cn
∂t

(2.9)

3 ∂Ps
+ ∇r · qs = Qs + CP
2 ∂t

(2.10)
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∂ps
+ (us · ∇r ) ps + ∇r · Π = τs + Cp + τL
(2.11)
∂t
representing the conservation of mass, energy, and momentum, respectively, for each particle
species within the plasma, denoted with the subscript s. Table 2.2 provides a summary of
the crucial variables present within these equations, with the C terms representing any
contributions from cross-species interactions.
A consistent fluid description of the plasma also contains Maxwell’s equations to include
the electromagnetic effects. Once included, Ohm’s law can be used to derive an equation
for the dynamics of the magnetic confinement cage on the transport time scale:
1
Vloop
JNI
∂ψpol
−
∇r · ∇r ψpol =
+
∂t
σk µ0
2π
σk

(2.12)

where ψpol represents the polodial magnetic flux, σk represents the plasma conductivity
along the direction of the magnetic field, Vloop is the loop voltage, and JNI represent the
non-inductive current sources.
Table 2.2: Description of common fluid transport quantities
Variable

Name

Units

Γ
q
Π
S
Q
τ

particle flux
heat flux
momentum flux
particle source
heat source
momentum source

m-2 s-1
W m-2
Pa
m-3 s-1
W m-3
N m-3

Due to the presence of the v · ∇r fs term in Equation (2.7), the strict calculation of
the flux terms, {Γ, Π, q}, requires the evaluation of a moment one order higher than the
one applied to obtain the equation. The spatial and temporal behaviour of this higher
moment is then determined by its own transport equation, leading to the requirement of
yet another higher order moment. Typically, an assumption called the closure must be
made to circumvent the need to resolve an infinite chain of transport equations. The strong
presence of collisions in regular hydrodynamics bring all the odd moments of f to zero near
equilibrium, i.e. qs → 0, naturally truncating the set of equations. Unfortunately, the effect
of collisions cannot be easily replaced within fusion plasma theory [8] and qs cannot be
generally neglected in plasma transport. Thus, an alternate method to compute the heat
flux without the third-order moment transport equation is required, in order to create the
necessary fluid closure.

2.1.3

Linear gyrokinetic theory

If kinetic theory explains the motion of particles and collections of particles, then gyrokinetics
is the specific application of its principles to magnetized plasma phenomena with ω  ωc ,
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where ω represents the inverse time scale of the phenomenon in question and ωc ≡ qs B0 /ms
is known as the gyration frequency. This distinct categorization occurs due to the inclusion
of Maxwell’s equations to the system, as well as the gyro-averaging procedure possible due to
the Lorentz force on the plasma particles. Substituting the Lorentz force into Equation (2.7)
results in the Vlasov equation, expressed as follows:
∂t fs + v · ∇r fs +

qs
(E + v × B) · ∇v fs = 0
ms

(2.13)

where qs is the electrostatic charge of the particle and E and B are the electric and magnetic
fields, respectively. For the purposes of simplifying this introduction, it was assumed that
C(f ) = 0. However, this collisional term is required for trapped particle phenomena and is
accounted for within the gyrokinetic equations solved in numerical codes.
At this point, it is already useful to introduce a coordinate
change into the guiding


center coordinates, such that (rx , ry , rz ) → Rgk , Rg⊥ , % and (vx , vy , vz ) → vk , v⊥ , ξ1 ,
where % ≡ v⊥ /ωc is known as the gyroradius or Larmor radius and ξ1 is the gyrophase, as
defined by ωc = ∂t ξ1 . This coordinate change intuitively comes from the circular particle
motion generated by the Lorentz force. In this new system, there are only two explicit
velocity dimensions, k and ⊥, representing the directions parallel and perpendicular to the
background magnetic field, B, respectively. The third velocity dimension is converted into an
angular variable due to the periodicity of the gyro-orbit but its vector direction points from
the particle towards its center of gyration. This coordinate change also has the following
implication on the velocity derivative:
∇v = êx ∂vx + êy ∂vy + êz ∂vz −→ ∇v = êk ∂vk + ê⊥ ∂v⊥ + ê%

1
∂ξ
v⊥ 1

(2.14)

where the ê notation represents a unit vector in the subscripted direction.
Within the field of kinetics, an equilibrium distribution, f0 , is a solution to Equation (2.7)
in which the time derivative term is zero. This equilibrium solution, f0 , is described by a
Maxwellian distribution, mathematically expressed as:
f0,s = n0,s



ms
2πeT0,s

3/2

exp



ms v · v
2eT0,s



(2.15)

where n0 and T0 are the equilibrium number density and temperature.
Once the anomalous transport was determined to be connected to plasma fluctuations
and turbulent behaviour [9], it was experimentally observed that the overall fluctuation
amplitude is .1% of the background within the core plasma region [10]. This allows the
system to be decomposed into a small perturbation, f1 , on top of an equilibrium distribution,
f0 . This decomposition is also done with electric and magnetic fields, E and B, to represent
the initial driving force for the turbulence. This provides the following expressions:
fs = f0,s + εf1,s (r, v, t)
E = E0 + ε E1 (r, t)
B = B0 + ε B1 (r, t)

(2.16)
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where ε  1 and its explicit notation allows straightforward identification of the order
of each term in the final equation. Due to the quasineutral property of the plasma, it is
assumed that E0 → 0.

In order to compute the linear response of Equation (2.13) to this perturbation in a very
simplified fashion, it is useful to first understand the equilibrium solution by only keeping
the zeroth order terms, i.e. ε = 0, and setting ∂t f0,s = 0. This results in the following
expression:
qs
(v × B0 ) · ∇v f0,s = −ωc ∂ξ1 f0,s
(2.17)
v · ∇r f0,s = −
ms
where the final form takes advantage of the new parallel and perpendicular definitions to
simplify the vector operations.
By expanding Equation (2.13) using the perturbation definitions in Equation (2.16), then
simplifying terms using Equation (2.17), the following expression is found:
(∂t + v · ∇r + ωc ∂ξ1 ) εf1,s =



qs
2 qs
(εE1 + v × εB1 ) · ∇v f0,s − ε
E1 · ∇v f1,s
−
ms
ms

(2.18)

Note that since the perturbations only extend to the first order, ie. O(ε), all terms with order
O ε2 and higher were treated as negligible for consistency, with the exception of the term
inside the square brackets. This term is important for capturing three-wave coupling effects,
such as mode coupling through zonal flow mediation, but is dropped from here onwards for
the sake of exposition.
Then, a Fourier transform of the perturbations across the spatial coordinates can be
performed to simplify the derivatives, as such:
Z
f1 = F1 ei(k·r−ωt) dk dω −→ ∂t f1 = −iωf1 , ∇r f1 = ikf1
(2.19)
Similarly, the new velocity coordinate system can be used to simplify the velocity derivatives
as follows:
∇v f0,s = −

1
ms f0,s
v · ∇r f0,s
ms f0,s
v + ê% ∂ξ1 f0,s = −
v−
ê%
eT0,s
v⊥
eT0,s
ωc v⊥

(2.20)

where the last term substitutes in Equation (2.17) for the remaining derivative. The last
formulation is crucial as it introduces the dependence of the linear plasma response on the
local gradients within the plasma, which are known to have strongest impact on the growth
rate of the instability [11, 12]. Then, the electromagnetic fields can be written in terms of
potential fields, φ and A, as such:
B = ∇r × A ,

E = −∇r φ − ∂t A

(2.21)

in order to allow further simplifications of the mathematics coupling the electric and magnetic fields.
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By substituting Equations (2.19), (2.20) and (2.21) into Equation (2.18), the resulting
expression is found:
qs f0,s
v · (k δφ − ω δA)
eT0,s
v · ∇r f0,s
+
[(ê% · k) (δφ − v · δA) + (ω − v · k) (ê% · δA)]
v⊥ B0

(ω − v · k + iωc ∂ξ1 ) δfs =

(2.22)

where the shorthand, δf ≡ εf1 , δφ ≡ εφ1 , and δA ≡ εA1 is now used since the ordering has
already been truncated.
Finally, an average over one period of the circular motion generated by the Lorentz force,
called gyro-averaging and denoted using h i, can be applied to Equation (2.22), such that
h∂ξ1 δfs i = 0. Note that this averaging process causes the gyroradius direction to see all the
same vectors as the perpendicular direction, such that the hê% · ki → k⊥ and hê% · δAi →
δA⊥ J0 (k⊥ %) intepretation is not too unnatural. This provides the final expression of the
linear response of a magnetized plasma to a small electromagnetic perturbation with ω  ωc ,
as such:


qs f0,s v · k δφ − ωv · δA
δfs =
J0 (k⊥ %)
eT0,s
ω−v·k


v · k∗ f0,s δA⊥
v · k∗ f0,s k⊥ δφ − v · δA
J0 (k⊥ %) +
+
J0 (k⊥ %) (2.23)
B0
v⊥
ω−v·k
B0
k⊥
where J0 is the Bessel function of the first kind, resulting from the gyro-averaging of spatial
quantities, and the notation k∗ f0,s ≡ ∇r f0,s is used primarily for convenience. If the
collisional operator, C(f ), is reintroduced to these equations, it generally shows up as a term
in both the numerator and denominator of these fractions. However, the exact expressions
are dependent on the form of the operator chosen.
However, the true response of a plasma is the one in which all the species in the plasma
react in a manner that respects both Ampere’s Law and the Poisson equation [13], such that
the relation between the electric and magnetic field as well as quasineutrality is maintained.
These can be mathematically expressed as follows:



XZ
ω2
ω 
µ0
(2.24)
qs v δfs dv = k · k − 2 δA + k k · δA + 2 δφ
c
c
s
XZ

qs δfs dv = 0

(2.25)

s

Then, given the local plasma parameters, a particular perturbation, δφ and δA, these equations can be solved for the resulting local linear response frequency, ω, given corresponding
wavevectors, k.
In order to strictly calculate the turbulent contributions to the transport quantities
discussed in Section 2.1.2, these linear modes would have to be evolved in time using a collisional form of Equation (2.13), called a nonlinear simulation. These nonlinear gyrokinetic
simulations showed that the linear modes calculated by the dispersion relation do not grow
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to infinity [14], as suspected from experimental observations [9]. Instead, they reach an
amplitude which the energy transfer rate from mode coupling matches the instability drive.
If the coupling connects with a stable mode, the energy can then be dissipated from the
instability and results in a nonlinear turbulent pseudo-steady-state known as a saturated
state. Fortunately, the dominant perturbation mode in this saturated state retains many
characteristics from the dominant linear instability, providing the basis for the quasilinear
approximation.
Thus, in order to compute a fluid transport quantity from the linearized gyrokinetic
equations, a grid of ω must be computed for each component of k and another method must
be used to estimate the saturated perturbation amplitudes, |δφ| and |δA|, called a saturation rule. These grid scans lead to an increase in the computational resources required to
provide the turbulent transport prediction, which is further compounded by the complexity
of the integrals described by Equations (2.24) and (2.25), as they must typically be done
numerically via an iterative method. For this reason, additional assumptions can be made
pertaining specifically to tokamak devices which significantly reduce the complexity of the
problem while still capturing all the relevant phenomena.

2.1.4

Quasilinear microturbulent model, QuaLiKiz

The QuaLiKiz program solves for the linear response of the plasma to a given perturbation,
given by Equation (2.23) under the assumption of purely electrostatic perturbations, ie.
δA = 0. By applying this to the procedure outlined in the previous chapter, the linear
response changes as such:


k⊥ eT0,s v · k∗
v·k
qs f0,s
+
J0 (k⊥ %) δφ
(2.26)
δfs =
eT0,s ω − v · k v⊥ B0 qs ω − v · k
However, between the axisymmetric assumptions afforded by the tokamak geometry and
the electrostatic assumption applied by QuaLiKiz, it is more convenient to take a Hamiltonian approach to the Boltzmann equation [15]. This is because the tokamak magnetic
geometry allows the simplification of the particle motion into various periodic motions,
which in turn imply the existence of additional conserved physical quantities in the system.
The Hamiltonian approach then simplifies the conceptual derivation by taking advantage of
these conserved quantities. To start, Equation (2.7) is modified to consider the total energy,
or Hamiltonian, of the system, H, instead of the explicit positions and velocities, expressed
as follows:
∂t f + ∇p H · ∇q f − ∇q H · ∇p f = 0
(2.27)
where p and q are the generalized momentum and position coordinates, respectively. Note
that Equation (2.13) can be re-derived from Equation (2.27) by substituting (q, p) = (r, v)
and the appropriate Hamiltonian in that coordinate system.
By mathematically defining the periodic motions of the particles in a tokamak, an invariant value, called the action variable, J, associated with each conserved quantity, enumerated
using i, can be derived by calculating the following integral:
I
Ji = pξi dξi
(2.28)
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where ξ represents the angle variable associated with each periodicity. Within a tokamak,
this analysis results in three action variables, collectively represented with J, whose expression and fundamental conserved quantity are defined in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3: Action-angle variables used in QuaLiKiz
Conserved
quantity

Corresponding
frequency, ∂t ξ

Gyro-orbit
angular
momentum

Gyration
frequency

Total
particle
energy

Poloidal
orbit
frequency

Toroidal
angular
momentum

Toroidal
orbit
frequency

Action variable, J
2ms µ/qs
Hp

2ms (E − µB) d` + qs ψtor
ms Rutor + qs ψpol

Each of these coordinate transformations come with their own limitations on the applicability of the model. The use of the gyro-orbit action variable, J1 , enforces the constraint that
ω/Ωc  1, which is the fundamental condition for the application of gyrokinetics. The use
of the poloidal orbit action variable, J2 , due to its specific form within QuaLiKiz, enforces
the constraint that a/R  1. The use of the toroidal orbit action variable, J3 , enforces a
toroidally axisymmetric geometry, ie. ∇tor → 0, as the toroidal angular momentum is not
strictly conserved otherwise.
The new δf equation can be found by substituting (q, p) = (Ξ, J) into Equation (2.27),
applying the linearization and Fourier transform again, and discarding all terms with ordering O ε2 and higher. This results in:
ωδfs + ∇J H0,s · k δf − ∇J δf · ∇Ξ H0,s =

∇J f0,s · kδH − ∇J δH · ∇Ξ f0,s

(2.29)

Then, the choice of using action-angle variables becomes useful, since ∂t J = ∇Ξ H = 0 by
their definition and ∇Ξ f0 = 0 is imposed by the axisymmetries used to derive them. These
considerations significantly simplify the expression to the following:
δfs =
where
∇J f0,s =




∇J T0,s
∇J H0,s
−
f0,s
T0,s
eT0,s
!
2
ms vk,s
ms
2
qs φ + µB +
−
|E × B|
2
2B 4

∇J n0,s
+
n0,s

∇J H0,s = ∇J

∇J f0,s · k
δHs
ω − ∇J H0,s · k



H0,s
3
−
eT0,s
2



(2.30)

(2.31)
(2.32)
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Although the last E × B term of Equation (2.32) comes directly from the Hamiltonian, it is
can be omitted from these considerations due its O ε2 ordering.

While Equation (2.30) is more or less identical to Equation (2.26), the intuitive explanation and further simplification of the equation is made much easier with the Hamiltonian
interpretation, leaving only terms which are reflect changes in the action variables, ∇J f0
and ∇J H0 .
Equation (2.30) can be written in a more commonly used form of the electrostatic dispersion relation, as follows:


ω − ω∗,s
qs f0,s
δφ
(2.33)
1−
δfs =
eT0,s
ω − ωD,s − ∇J H0,s · kk
by substituting the following notation:

ω∗,s = eT0,s



ωD,s = ∇J H0,s · k⊥



H0,s
3 ∇J T0,s
∇J n0,s
+
−
·k
n0,s
eT0,s
2
T0,s
δHs = qs δφ

(2.34)
(2.35)
(2.36)

Similar to the general case described in Section 2.1.3, the quasineutrality constraint is
used to ensure a consistent solution for all species within the plasma. However, Ampere’s
Law is not required due to the electrostatic assumption and this derivation employs a weak
formulation of the Poisson equation, in which the distribution function is multiplied by a test
function, δφ∗ , and integrated over the entire phase space, dR dv. This formulation allows
2
the spatial perturbation structure, |δφ| , to be calculated from a high frequency expansion
of the dispersion relation [16] and inserted directly. This reduces the dispersion relation to
a 0D equation, providing the greatest computational save of the model.
However, another important computational save comes from the ability to simplify Equation (2.32). Since one of the action variables, specifically J2 , are defined using a closed loop
integral over the projected poloidal orbit, a strict analytical evaluation would require calculating the trajectory of all possible poloidal orbits. As this would significantly complicate
the integrand, QuaLiKiz assumes that they fall within two distinct categories based on their
velocities along the magnetic field:
• passing particles which travel the entire 2π poloidal angle around the magnetic axis
• deeply trapped particles which have insufficient parallel velocity and bounce within a
segment of much less than 2π poloidal angle.
This allows the dispersion relation to be separated into the sum of two components, each
of which can be simplified into particular forms with the following additional physics-based
assumptions [16]:
• Circular magnetic flux surfaces with Shafranov shift specified according to the s − α
geometry;
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• Separation of fast-varying φ of resonance surface and slow-varying φ (ballooning space
approximation) with θb = 0;
• Low Mach number expansion consistent with gyrokinetic ordering;
• Shifted Gaussian envelope for the slow-varying amplitude of the resonant mode, calculated in the fluid limit of the dispersion relation.
These allow the integrals to be written in generic 2D forms, for which optimized integration routines have been developed. The speed gain comes primarily from the fluid limit
calculation of the slow-varying amplitude envelope [17].
The basic algorithm within QuaLiKiz solves for the linear response of the plasma to
a given perturbation wavenumber, kθ , in an iterative fashion. Particularly, it numerically
solves for the frequency at which the denominator of the dispersion relation is zero. This
condition indicates a resonant mode between the probing perturbation and the plasma itself,
leading to an efficient transfer of energy between the two. If the energy transfer favours going
from the system to the perturbation, the resulting mode is considered to be unstable and
grows with time. The mode is stable if the transfer is reversed.
QuaLiKiz incorporates the knowledge of the nonlinear physics via a saturation rule tuned
to nonlinear simulations, which can be generically expressed as follows [18]:

Z τ Z X Z

1
ns , vs,k , Ts δfs,k dv Sk δφk dR dτ
(2.37)
{Γs , Πs , qs } ∝
0 τ
k

where Sk represents the empirical saturation rule. Further details regarding these saturation
rules can be found in [19]. Another important consequence of this method is that the heat
flux, qs , is directly computed from the solution to the dispersion relation, providing the
required closure of the fluid equations.

2.1.5

Integrated modelling suite, JINTRAC

While microturbulence is the dominant transport mechanism within the core of tokamak
fusion plasmas, it is certainly not the only contributor to determining the complete plasma
state. The magnetic coils, the external heating systems, magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)
modes and instabilities, wave-particle resonances, neutral particles from the scrape-off layer
(SOL), and radiative processes also play a crucial role in the tokamak plasma, just to name
a few. Similarly to plasma microturbulence, models with varying degrees of fidelity have
been developed to predict the effect of these phenomena on transport, and are still under
continual development as knowledge in their fields expand. The results of these models can
then also be included in the conservation equations, Equation (2.9) – (2.11), as transport
coefficients or source / sink terms to capture their effects on the plasma evolution.
The integrated transport model couples all of these various codes, or modules, passing the relevant data between each module to produce a self-consistent simulation of the
plasma. This configuration allows for the discovery and analysis of phenomena which occur
only when multiple phenomena interact on the system as a whole, as is the case in most
high-performance experiments. Due to the nonlinear nature of plasmas, these interactions
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may result in behaviour which is contradictory to expectations based on an analysis of the
component modules individually, potentially adding scientific value to fusion plasma research
as well as tokamak operations. The JINTRAC [20] modelling suite is one example of such
a collection of codes, and is the focus of this thesis due to its historical association with the
JET tokamak. However, it is important to note that other integrated modelling suites exist,
e.g. ASTRA [21], METIS [22], RAPTOR [23], etc.
This capability of self-consistent simulation does not come without its drawbacks, as
the computational time requirements could increase to the point of impracticality. Also,
as the number of modules used within a simulation increases and the complexity of the
modules themselves increases, the numerical stability of the integrated model becomes even
less trivial to ensure. This is due to the creation of unexpected feedback loops through the
increasing interconnectivity within the simulation.

2.2

Machine Learning Techniques

The human learning process predominantly operates through experience, be that first-hand,
second-hand, or even third-hand. These experiences are accumlated in memory and slowly
distilled into functional preconceptions that can be quickly recalled to judge new experiences.
This system also has a built-in plasticity and inferential capability which allows it to be
highly adaptable, in case any abrupt and dramatic change in the environment occurs.
The field of machine learning (ML) focuses on developing techniques to transfer components of the biological learning process to computers. While the name has become recently
popularized in mainstream media, it also encompasses many long-standing fields, e.g. analysis of variance, statistical inference, regression analysis, etc. Artificial intelligence (AI)
is only one branch of machine learning, and a true AI would not only be capable of fully
reproducing the entire learning process but also of determining the best things to learn in
order to address a given problem. This section provides the basic information required to
understand the different machine learning algorithms used within this thesis.

2.2.1

Bayesian statistics

In order to translate the process of learning into the language of computers, it must first
be translated into the language of mathematics. The field of Bayesian probability theory
originated from an attempt specifically made to mathematically describe the formation and
evolution of human belief systems [24]. This resulted in Bayes’ theorem, expressed as:
p(A|B) =

p(B|A) p(A)
p(B)

(2.38)

where A represents a hypothesis, or any form of testable belief, and B represents any form
of evidence provided. Then, Equation (2.38) can be seen as a platform on which a preconception, or prior, p(A), can be updated in light of new information, p(B|A), also known as
the likelihood. This results in a new conception, or posterior, p(A|B), which can be fed back
into the model as the prior when additional evidence is presented.
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The denominator, p(B), called the marginal likelihood, provides the normalization required to make the posterior a proper probability distribution. It can be computed from the
other components via an integration, as follows:
Z ∞
p(B) =
p(B|A) p(A) dA
(2.39)
−∞

This marginalization process removes the dependence of the likelihood on the hypothesis,
A, by accounting for all possible instances of the hypothesis. In other words, it effectively
represents the chance that the provided evidence would exist irrespective of which exact
hypothesis is correct. It should be noted that Equation (2.39) is usually written without
integration limits, but they were included here to enforce the fact that it should not be
viewed as an indefinite integral due to the nature of probability distributions.
This Bayesian approach allows a continuum of possible conclusions with varying probabilities, incorporating previous evidence while being flexible to future evidence. This contrasts
against the frequentist approach [25] which applies statistical checks on the likelihood of
existing evidence to reach a binary conclusion about a given hypothesis, with associated
confidence intervals. Equation (2.38) also exhibits four interesting qualities:
• narrow priors represent high bias and require a large amount of evidence to appreciably
modify;
• wide priors represent high variance and can be modified in any direction with very
little evidence;
• consistent evidence with low uncertainty yield narrow posteriors;
• inconsistent evidence with high uncertainty yield wider posteriors.
These properties make it an ideal candidate for translating the human learning process to
machines, but it has limited applicability in practice.
This is due to the difficulty of properly defining the likelihood distribution, which often
requires an existing probabilistic model for the problem under analysis. This effectively
limits it to problems for which sufficient data can be gathered to approximate a realistic
likelihood distribution, through model generation techniques. In addition, a meaningful
interpretation of the results depends on knowing the important variable factors associated
with the evidence provided, which further limits its applicability when analyzing extremely
complex problems.

2.2.2

Regression theory

One rudimentary method for approaching the problem of model generation is by contructing
a mathematical function which follows the trends observed in any collected numerical data.
Regression theory describes the set of statistical tools that estimate the relationship of certain
dependent quantities, Y , with respect to other independent factors, X. The resulting model
can then be used to predict unknown responses of a system based on known ones.
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In order to perform any sort of regression, a model basis, Φ, consisting of basis functions
must first be defined which has the potential of describing the observations. This process
benefits greatly from the domain expertise of its particular application, which can constrain
the basis such that useful solutions can be found more quickly. The regression model can
then be expressed as follows:
Y = Φ(X, β) + ε
(2.40)
where (X, Y ) represents the set of collected data points, β represents the vector of fitting coefficients in the problem and ε represents the residuals of the model, or simply the difference
between the value predicted by the model and the true value.
Once the basis functions are chosen, the coefficients, β, can be numerically adjusted to
bring ε as close as possible to zero such that it best describes the collected data. This
objective of minimizing the residuals is an example of an optimization problem. However,
if the model basis is too unrestricted, there will generally be some configuration of β which
can represent the data exactly. This leads to the problem of overfitting, in which the model
loses its predictive power as it begins to capture trends in the data which are unrelated to
the phenomena of interest, i.e. noise.
Often, the model is considered as a linear combination of the basis functions, i.e. Φ(X, β) →
Φ(X) β, in order to simplify the process of determining β. This can be done without a significant loss in generality as it does not impose any specific form onto the basis functions
themselves.

2.2.3

Basic optimization techniques

In order to optimize a given problem, two things must be provided:
• a numerical model which describes the problem with free parameters that can be
adjusted to change the model output;
• and a set of numerical criteria on which the accuracy of the model configuration can
be evaluated, called the objective function, U.
The objective function, also called the cost function, usually consists of any number of
loss functions, L, which determine the contribution of a specific feature of the model to
the overall cost function. However, the usage of these terms are very often interchangable
across different fields due to the ubiquity of the optimization problem. This explanation
also assumes that the problem is optimizable, meaning that the chosen objective function is
sufficiently smooth and has a defined extremum, which is a maximum or minimum depending
on the problem.
Once these requirements are met, the actual optimization procedure involves evaluating
the model under a large variety of different configurations of the free parameters. Then,
the routine searches for the configuration which performs the best according to the chosen objective function. This highly repetitive evaluation renders the optimization exercise
impractical with a computationally-expensive model.
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Luckily, there are various numerical methods which reduce the number of evaluations
required for this process, although they often impose additional constraints on the optimization problem itself. Even then, some degree of iteration is still required so the process
strongly favours faster models even if they are less accurate. The optimization methods
discussed below are only those which have relevance to this thesis but are no means the best
methods in each category.
Function-based methods
One method is the pattern search, where the objective function is evaluated for two values in
each free parameter, β. The finite difference between each pair can be used to adjust these
free parameters towards the optimal configuration. This adjustment parameter is called the
update step, ∆β, and can be expressed as:
∆β = γ

U2 − U 1
β2 − β1

(2.41)

where γ is the learning rate, a globally adjustable parameter which can be chosen to favour
a fast but coarse-grain search or a slower but fine-grain one. Due to the nature of the finite
differences, the sign of the learning rate depends on whether the algorithm is searching for
a maximum or a minimum.
Another method is the grid search in which the iterative nature of the update step is
replaced with a pre-defined grid of free parameter configurations. The optimal grid point
can then be selected directly based on their objective function evaluation.
Gradient-based methods
These methods require that both the model and the objective function are differentiable
with respect to the free parameters, β. If the derivative with respect to a free parameter is
dependent only on that free parameter, then the optimized configuration can be solved for
directly by computing where ∂U/∂β = 0.
However, if the derivative is a multivariate function, then it can only be evaluated locally
and an iterative method is still required to find an optimal free parameter configuration.
In this case, the local derivative can also be used to provide a reasonable estimate for the
update step. This can be done with the following equation, known as the gradient descent
method:
∂U
∆β = γ
(2.42)
∂β
A common variant of the gradient descent method in machine learning is the Adam
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algorithm, expressed as follows [26]:
Mi
∆β = γ
1 − κi1

s

Vi
+ε
1 − κi2

!−1

∂U
∂β

2
∂U
Vi = κ2 Vi−1 + (1 − κ2 )
∂β
Mi = κ1 Mi−1 + (1 − κ1 )

(2.43)

where i represents the step number, κ1 and κ2 are known as forgetting factors, and ε is a
small non-zero number used to prevent divisions by zero for numerical stability.
This algorithm implements the concept of update step momentum through the explicit
usage of previous update steps and forgetting factors, which help the process to escape
from local minima / maxima in the optimization space. It also implements a correction
factor through the square gradient term, V , which emphasizes the change in gradient over
iterations to adjust for very narrow or very wide extrema. This process of accumulating
memory tends to introduce a strong bias to the initial update steps, which is counteracted
by the κi factors.
Many other gradient-based optimizers were found in literature, e.g. adaptive gradient
descent [27], Adadelta [28], Nesterov-accelerated gradient [29], Nadam [30], etc., but they
are not discussed further in this thesis. While the Adam algorithm is highly recommended
by most machine learning literature due to its overall performance and robustness, the other
algorithms may still be more optimal in specific applications.
Hessian methods
These methods require that the objective function is twice differentiable with respect to the
free parameters, β. Again, if directly solving ∂U/∂β = 0 is possible, then checking the sign
of ∂ 2 U/∂ 2β can verify whether the solution is a maximum or minimum.

In the case that it is not directly solvable, the update step can be computed using the
following expression:

−1
∂U ∂ 2 U
∆β =
(2.44)
∂β ∂ 2β

which is taken from Newton’s method. Similar to the Adam method, the second derivative in
the denominator acts as a corrector for very narrow or very wide extrema in the optimization
space, albeit much more accurate. In this case, the second derivative component becomes
the learning rate itself. While Hessian methods were not used within this thesis, they are
provided here for a complete description of the optimization problem.
Overview
Table 2.4 summarizes the main advantages and disadvantages of each of the methods discussed above. In general, gradient-based methods offer the best balance of applicability,
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performance and stability, leading them to be the category of choice within this thesis.
However, it is strongly advised to remember that the best method depends strongly on the
details of a given application.

2.2.4

Gaussian process regression

Gaussian process regression is an ML technique which applies Bayesian statistics in the
context of standard curve fitting, such that A = β and B = Y (X) in Equation (2.38). It
assumes that all the underlying probability distributions involved are Gaussian in nature.
This means all of the associated random variables, z, are distributed as follows:
!
2

1
(z − µ)
∼ N µ, σ 2
(2.45)
p(z) = √
exp −
2
2σ
2πσ 2
where µ is the mean of the distribution, and σ 2 is the the variance of the distribution. The
second form of Equation (2.45) provides a commonly-used shorthand notation, to improve
the readability of this section.
Starting from Equation (2.40) and assuming β ∼ N (0, Σβ ) and ε ∼ N (0, Σn ), the two
concepts can be combined to yield the predictive distribution of the GPR. This final result
is an extension of the posterior distribution, given in Equation (2.38), and is expressed as
follows:
Z ∞
p(Y∗ |X∗ , X, Y ) =

−∞

p(Y∗ |X∗ , β) p(β|X, Y ) dβ

(2.46)

After expanding and simplifying Equation (2.46), it was found that a particular mathematical unit occurred frequently in the predictive distribution, named the kernel and expressed
as [31]:
K(X1 , X2 ) = Φ(X1 ) Σβ Φ(X2 )
(2.47)
This removes the limitation of an explicitly finite set of basis functions by specifying the
extent in which data points can vary relative to each other instead.
This relation is defined via a covariance function, k(x1 , x2 , θ), such that:


k(x11 , x21 , θ) k(x11 , x22 , θ) . . . k(x11 , x2m , θ)

 k(x12 , x21 , θ) k(x12 , x22 , θ)


K(X1 , X2 ) = 

..
.
.


.
.
k(x1n , x21 , θ)

(2.48)

k(x1n , x2m , θ)

where n is the number of elements in vector argument, X1 , m is the number of elements
in vector argument, X2 , and θ contains a set of externally adjustable hyperparameters used
to fine tune the resulting fit. Note that although θ functionally replaces β as the set of
free parameters, they have no numerical relation to each other, i.e. the values of θ do not
explicitly define the values for β or vice versa. The kernel function itself can then be chosen
by the user to encourage specific behaviours in the learned models, with each kernel function
exhibiting different general characteristics.
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Given a set of input data points, (X, Y ), and derivative data points, (Xd , ∂Y /∂Xd ), the
predictive distribution can be expressed as [31]:
−1

E[Y∗ ] = K(X∗ , X 0 ) [K 0 + N 0 ]

Y0

−1

V[Y∗ ] = K∗ + N∗ − K(X∗ , X 0 ) [K 0 + N 0 ]

K(X 0 , X∗ )

where the variables denoted with 0 are defined as follows [32]:

 

Y
X
X0 =
,
Y 0 = ∂Y ,
Xd
∂Xd
#
"
∂K(X1 ,Xd2 )
K(X
,
X
)
1
2
∂Xd2
K 0 ≡ K(X10 , X20 ) = ∂K(Xd1 ,X2 ) ∂ 2 K(X
d1 ,Xd2 )
∂Xd1

and
0

N ≡

N (X10 , X20 )


Σn
=
0

(2.49)

(2.50)

(2.51)

∂Xd1 ∂Xd2

0
Σnd



(2.52)

The inverted matrix, K 0 + N 0 , must be a positive semi-definite square matrix to ensure
its invertibility within the predictive calculation. It is also noted that N∗ ≡ 0 for the
basic algorithm, under the premise that it is neither feasible nor necessary to propagate the
uncertainties represented by Σn to the predictive distribution.
Once the inputs are clearly defined, the resulting fit can be optimized by adjusting the
values of the kernel function hyperparameters, θ, such that it maximizes the log-marginallikelihood, defined as follows:
1
λ
−1
L(θ) = − Y 0T [K 0 + N 0 ] Y 0 − log |K 0 + N 0 |
2
2

(2.53)

where λ is called the regularization parameter, which can be increased to push the algorithm
to select smoother fits, and C is the number of input data points provided to the GPR
algorithm, including the derivative data points if any are provided. By using this criteria,
called type-II maximum likelihood optimization, the final fit has the highest probability of
producing fits which match the input data. However, it does not provide any guarantee that
the shape of the fit function correctly models the underlying physical processes described
by the data.
The predictive distribution of the GPR fit derivatives can also be computed through a
similar methodology, provided that the kernel function used is differentiable either numerically or analytically, as follows [33]:


∂K(X∗ , X 0 ) 0
∂Y∗
−1
E
=
[K + N 0 ] Y
∂X∗
∂X∗
(2.54)


0
∂Y∗
∂ 2 K∗
∂K(X∗ , X 0 ) 0
0 −1 ∂K(X , X∗ )
V
= 2
−
[K + N ]
∂X∗
∂ X∗
∂X∗
∂X∗
Indeed, the nth derivative of the GPR fit can be computed by taking higher order derivatives
of the kernel function, provided that they exist. Only the first derivative is used within this
thesis.
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Neural Networks

Neural networks (NNs) are a type of ML regression model in which an arbitrary non-linear
function can be represented by a large number of simpler non-linear components called
neurons [34].
These neurons are typically assembled into layers, and the network normally consists of
more than 1 layer. All neural networks have an input and an output layer, which provide a
data interface. The reamining layers are known as hidden layers, whose specific architecture
can depend on the application.
This thesis uses a more basic type of neural network called a fully-connected feed-forward
neural network (FFNN), in which every neuron in a given layer, i, passes information to
every neuron in the next layer, j. This architecture can be mathematically expressed as
follows:
X
xj =
wij yi + bj ,
yj = f (xj )
(2.55)
i

where x and y represent the input and output of a neuron, wij and bj are the weights and
biases of the network, and f (x) is the activation function of the neuron. The set of weights
and biases make up the free parameters, β, within this regression model.

Similar to every other regression routine, these free parameters must be adjusted to
capture the information within a given training set through a process called supervised
learning. The necessary free parameter adjustments for each update step in the learning
process is determined by using gradient-based methods [35], as discussed in Section 2.2.3.
The non-linear regression capabilities of the NN model require that some portion of the
activation functions within the network are themselves non-linear [36, 37].
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Table 2.4: Summary of the main advantages and disadvantages of each optimization strategy
mentioned in Section 2.2.3.
Advantages

Disadvantages

Pattern search

• Applicable to any
optimizable model

• Fixed resolution,
β2 − β1 , trades
accuracy with speed
• Fixed γ trades
accuracy with speed
• Linear scaling with Nβ

Grid search

• Applicable to any
optimizable model

• Fixed grid resolution
trades accuracy with
speed
• Fixed γ trades
accuracy with speed
• Power scaling with Nβ

• Highly parallelizable

Gradient Descent

Adam

• Minimal scaling with
Nβ
• ∇β provides best
resolution

• Needs analytical ∇β U

• Minimal scaling with
Nβ
• κ allows escape from
shallow local extrema

• Needs analytical ∇β U

• Fixed γ trades
accuracy with speed

• κ can prevent
convergence for very
narrow extrema

• ∇β provides best
resolution
• Psuedo adaptive γ via
2
(∇β )
Newton’s method

• Minimal scaling with
Nβ
• ∇β provides best
resolution
• ∇2β provides best γ

• Needs analytical ∇2β U
• ∇2β U can be unstable
if many local extrema
exist
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Chapter 3

QuaLiKiz model validation
This chapter details the process of answering the first of the sub-questions discussed in in
Section 1.5.
• Can experimental data be directly connected to state-of-the-art physics-based models
with minimal manual intervention?

3.1

State of JET profile fitting routines

By examining the typical data processing workflow used at JET, it is evident that the
experimental data must be smoothed and interpolated onto a customized radial grid for
ingestion by the various codes used for physics analysis. This is normally done via a leastsquares fitting routine for a zeroth-order approximation and refined as required for more
detailed analysis. In addition, many of these codes, e.g. the current standard tool at JET,
ProfileMaker, require a large amount of user input and manual tuning to produce a fit,
although they are undergoing continual improvement.
While the myriad of options available and the requirement of manual tuning provide
a convenience in flexibility and generalizability, there is also a need for a robust and automatable pipeline for enabling large-scale model validation against experimental data. As
with most comparative analysis, these validation exercises would benefit greatly from the
inclusion of experimental errors within the fitting process in order to evaluate the sufficiency
of the physical description included within a given model. Even though most current tools,
such as ProfileMaker, account for the experimental errors in generating the fit, they generally do not provide unceratinties for the fits that they return. This further limits the type
of validation exercises which can be performed with them.
Due to the specific application of the experimental data to gyrokinetic turbulent transport codes, a rigourous propagation of these uncertainties to the fit gradients is more useful than numerically estimating them from the profile uncertainties. This is because the
standard error propagation techniques tend to greatly overestimate derivative uncertain48
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ties. Thus, this thesis applies the Gaussian process regression [1, 2] (GPR) technique as a
replacement of the least squares fitting algorithm since it:
• allows a generalized fit function with regularization, similar to the B-spline fitting
technique;
• is sufficiently fast and robust to be automatable for less than 1000 data points, optimizing a fit within O(1s);
• provides analytical estimates for the derivative uncertainties.

The attached publication covers the application of the Gaussian process regression (GPR)
algorithm to JET experimental data and its subsequent use for model validation. Afterwards, there is a brief discussion on the treatment of experimental measurements and reported diagnostic uncertainties and some suggestions on how this information can be applied
to the GPR algorithm for future use. Finally, the results of the extrapolation of the validation exercise performed within the paper to a deuterium-tritium plasma are discussed and
an overall conclusion is provided.

3.2

Publication

Within the following accepted publication [3], the author of this thesis was the primary
contributor of the work performed, with the co-authors providing valuable advice on both
accepted data handling practices and recommended simulation considerations within their
respective domains of expertise. The content of the publication was reformatted for inclusion
into this thesis.
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Abstract
This paper outlines an approach towards improved rigour in tokamak turbulence transport model validation within integrated modelling. Gaussian process regression (GPR)
techniques were applied for profile fitting during the preparation of integrated modelling
simulations allowing for rigourous sensitivity tests of prescribed initial and boundary conditions as both fit and derivative uncertainties are provided. This was demonstrated by
a JETTO integrated modelling simulation of the JET ITER-like-wall H-mode baseline
discharge #92436 with the QuaLiKiz quasilinear turbulent transport model, which is the
subject of extrapolation towards a deuterium-tritium plasma. The simulation simultaneously evaluates the time evolution of heat, particle, and momentum fluxes over ∼ 10
confinement times, with a simulation boundary condition at ρtor = 0.85. Routine inclusion of momentum transport prediction in multi-channel flux-driven transport modelling
is not standard and is facilitated here by recent developments within the QuaLiKiz model.
Excellent agreement was achieved between the fitted and simulated profiles for ne , Te ,
Ti , and Ωtor within 2σ, but the simulation underpredicts the mid-radius Ti and overpredicts the core ne and Te profiles for this discharge. Despite this, it was shown that this
approach is capable of deriving reasonable inputs, including derivative quantities, to tokamak models from experimental data. Furthermore, multiple figures-of-merit were defined
to quantitatively assess the agreement of integrated modelling predictions to experimental
data within the GPR profile fitting framework.

1

Introduction

To have confidence in the predictions of any given model in unproven conditions, it
must first be rigourously tested to show it behaves as expected and to understand its
range of validity, through a process called model verification and validation (V&V) [1].
However, with a complex non-linear system, such as a tokamak plasma device, the
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interpretation of experimental data and the verification and validation of any resulting
models becomes increasingly difficult [2], though no less important.
This paper outlines a rigourous and automatable approach to data processing and
profile fitting, through the use of Gaussian process regression (GPR) techniques [3, 4],
and the consequent improvements to V&V within the field of nuclear fusion research,
as applied to the JETTO transport code [5, 6], coupled with the QuaLiKiz quasilinear
turbulent transport code [7, 8]. While Bayesian techniques have been applied to
experimental data from tokamaks before [9–12], including the implementation of GPR
techniques [13], the novelty of this work lies in its extension into validation efforts
for integrated models. The simulated results and distributions from Monte Carlo
studies are compared against the GPR fit distributions, themselves being determined
based on experimental data from the JET tokamak. Specifically, this paper applies
it to JET discharge #92436, a JET-ILW baseline discharge with plasma parameters
BT = 2.77 T, Ip = 2.98 MA, and 33 MW of input heating power, 28 MW from neutral
beam injection (NBI) and 5 MW from ion cyclotron (IC) heating. This discharge was
selected as it recorded the highest experimental D-D neutron rate to date at JET and
is also the subject of extrapolation towards a D-T plasma. In order to proceed with
the proposed V&V procedure, the experimental data needs to first be processed into
the appropriate inputs for the code.
For the combined JETTO + QuaLiKiz transport code, the primary quantities
under investigation are the simultaneous time evolution of the following plasma kinetic
profiles:
• main ion density, ni ,
• electron temperature, Te ,
• ion temperature, Ti ,
• and toroidal flow angular frequency, Ωtor .
Note that the current density, j, and densities of the primary impurity ions, nimp ,
within the discharge are also self-consistently evolved in time for completeness, although these results are not validated in this study due to the lack of experimental
measurements of these quantities. However, JETTO combines the main ion and impurity ion densities, along with their respective charges, to form the electron density
profile, ne , for which experimental data exists. The profiles are evaluated by the
simulation over a sufficient number of confinement times to reach steady state, due
to the high sensitivity of the simulation on these quantities at the simulation boundary, especially on the ratio Ti /Te [14]. These inputs are typically expressed on the
square-root normalized toroidal flux coordinate, or simply toroidal rho, ρtor , defined
as follows:
s
ψtor
(1)
ρtor =
ψtor, LCFS
where ψtor is the toroidal magnetic flux associated with the radial point in the plasma
and LCFS is the last-closed-flux-surface. The advantage of using GPR for profile
fitting is the estimation of both the fit uncertainty based on the measurement uncertainties, as well as the analytical calculation of the fit derivative and its uncertainty as
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well. This additional information allows for statistically rigourous sensitivity studies
regarding the impact of the boundary conditions of the simulation, set at ρtor = 0.85
within the simulations performed in this study, as well as an improved measure of the
agreement of and confidence in the transport model when compared to experimental
data.
As the quantities of interest, ne , Te , Ti , Ωtor , are also inputs in the calculation of
the heat sources, Qe , Qi , the particle sources, Si , and the fast ion population quantities, nfast , Efast , from the various plasma heating devices, it is in principle possible
to propagate these uncertainties through these calculations as well. However, this
particular application is outside the scope of this study. Additional measurements,
such as the effective ion charge, Zeff , neutron rate, N , total diamagnetic energy, Wtot ,
total radiated power, Prad and normalized internal inductance, li , were used to adjust
and filter the measurement data and constrain the fits further, via an automatised
data processing algorithm.
Section 2 outlines the specific measurement data in the JET database used to
generate these profiles, as well as briefly discussing the pre-processing steps required
in order to automate this procedure, highlighting the generality inherent in the GPR
techniques for profile fitting. Section 3 introduces the novel figures-of-merit (FOM)
used in this study, discussing their application and interpretation. Section 4 discusses
the sensitivity and consequent validation studies performed, highlights their implications, and showcases the statistical rigour and validation metrics made possible with
GPR profile fitting. Finally, a summary and future outlook is provided in Section 5.
2

JET data extraction and processing

In general, the raw measurement signals from the diagnostic devices have already
been converted into the physical quantities and profiles. Although this process accrues
its own errors, it is assumed that the reported measurement uncertainties associated
with the processed data sufficiently capture these effects and that they do not warrant
further discussion. To that effect, this paper refers to these converted measurement
signals as the raw data. This section discusses the GPR fitting algorithm and the
pre-processing done to the raw data at JET.
2.1

Data processing and profile fitting

Table 1 shows the primary data fields in the public JET experimental data storage
system, and their corresponding diagnostic devices, from which the raw profile data
was derived from. Due to the potential presence of erroneous data as a result of drifting diagnostic calibrations or data processing faults within this database, a workflow
was devised to filter out any non-physical data points in a broad and generic fashion.
These filters were designed to be generic in nature such that they may be applied to
any appropriate raw data, regardless of the origin of that data, such that the resulting
workflow can be used for large-scale automation of data extraction and profile fitting.
This level of automation was desired to support the collection of a JET 1D profile
database, for purpose of sampling QuaLiKiz inputs for creating neural network training sets to extend previous work [15]. Figure 1 shows the developed workflow and
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Table 1: List of diagnostics used for most crucial
physical quantities

Quantity

Diagnostic Type

ne
Te

Thomson scattering
Thomson scattering
Electron cyclotron emission
Charge exchange spectroscopy
Charge exchange spectroscopy

Ti
Ωtor

outlines the various criteria determined to produce sufficiently reasonable profile fits
from a wide variety of discharges.
The basic requirements of the workflow are the existence of electron density, ne ,
and electron temperature, Te , measurements, along with the magnetic geometry /
equilibrium in order to define the radial coordinate systems on which the profiles are
to be mapped. If additional diagnostics or post-processed results are available, such
as the ion temperature, Ti , toroidal angular frequency, Ωtor , and impurity densities,
nimp , measurements, these are also extracted. A number of basic data filters are then
applied to the data, such as the removal of corrupted or missing data and non-physical
values1 .
Then, a number of data points are added to the raw data to enforce a small positive
boundary constraint at the separatrix, due to known behaviours from scrape-off layer
modelling, and a zero derivative constraint is applied at the magnetic axis, due to the
assumed symmetry across the magnetic axis. Note that the boundary value constraint
for the Ωtor profile is a linearly extrapolated value as the rotation profile can switch
signs in the separatrix region. Finally, the data is organized into a standardised
format and the appropriate kernels are selected according to approximate properties
of the filtered profile data. This standardised structure is passed to the newly-created
“GPR1D” Python package2 to perform the GPR fits.
The GPR algorithm is derived by applying Bayesian statistical principles to the
mathematics of regression modelling, with the assumption that the input noise is
described by Gaussian probability distribution functions [3, 13]. The resulting algorithm effectively performs the regression using an infinite set of basis functions,
represented by a careful choice of the covariance function, or kernel function, of the
underlying model. This theoretically gives it the capability of a universal function estimator. However, as this section will discuss, the exact details of its implementation
and usage often enforce some constraints on this capability.
The algorithm calculates the mean fit profile and its error through the following
1 Due to the identified discrepancies in the equilibrium reconstruction for this discharge, the midplane major radius vector of the equilibrium was shifted by ∼ 5 cm inwards before remapping the
raw data to ρtor and applying the GPR. This shift was calculated by applying a least-squares tanh
fit to the temperature pedestal data and setting the separatrix at the location where Te = 100 eV, as
is understood to be the Te boundary condition for H-mode plasmas from scrape-off layer modelling
results.
2 An
open-source
one-dimensional
GPR
algorithm,
available
on
GitLab
at
https://gitlab.com/aaronkho/GPR1D.git
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Remove NaNs and
∞s from raw data

Calculate coordinate systems

Extract raw data
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ne , Te kernels = Gibbs
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at ρ > 0.8?

Pass Te > 10 eV and
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ne , Te kernels = RQ

N
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N
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N
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Pass Ωtor > 102 rad s-1
and average over window

Ωtor kernel = Gibbs

Ωtor
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at ρ ≈ 1.0 and zero derivative constraints at ρ = 0

Perform GP fits: ne ,
Te , Ti , nimp , Ωtor , q

Save

Figure 1: Workflow diagram of the filters and consistency checks applied to the raw data in order to
ensure an adequate level of data quality for the 1fitting algorithm to produce useful profiles.

predictive equations [3, 16]:
K(X, X 0 ) = k(x, x0 , θ) |x=X,x0 =X 0

R(X, X 0 ) = r(x) r(x0 ) δ(x − x0 ) |x=X,x0 =X 0
Y∗ = K(X∗ , X) L−1 Y

(2)

σY2 ∗ = L∗ − K(X∗ , X) L−1 K(X, X∗ )
where θ represents the hyperparameters of the chosen kernel function, k, the lowercase and upper-case variables denote continuous functions and discrete data points,
respectively, (X, Y ) represents the input data points, (X∗ , Y∗ ) represents the points
at which the model is evaluated, and the short-hand K = K(X, X), R = R(X, X),
K∗ = K(X∗ , X∗ ), R∗ = R(X∗ , X∗ ), L = K + R, and L∗ = K∗ + R∗ was used
to improve readability. Due to the numerical details of the GPR implementation,
it is assumed and advised to select the prediction points such that X∗ ∈
/ X. The
resulting regression fit distribution for each point is then Gaussian-distributed, or
normally distributed, by the definition of the GPR procedure, which is a probability
distribution described by the following expression:
!
2

(y − Y∗ )
1
2
exp −
(3)
N Y∗ , σY∗ ≡ q
2σY2 ∗
2πσ 2
Y∗

where y is the variable coordinate corresponding to the input data, Y .
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Within the GPR framework, the hyperparameters of the chosen kernel, θ, act
as the free variables which can be adjusted to fine-tune the resulting fit. One optimization technique for these hyperparameters maximizes the log-marginal-likelihood
(LML), ln p(Y |X, θ), through the use of its derivative with respect to each of the
hyperparameters, θj , which is expressed as follows [3]:


∂ ln p(Y |X, θ)
1 T −1 ∂K −1
λ
−1 ∂K
= Y L
L Y − tr L
(4)
∂θj
2
∂θj
2
∂θj
where the hyperparameter-dependence is also present in L ≡ L(θ) and λ is the regularization parameter, used to control the degree of complexity in the model. This
optimization scheme assumes that an analytical form, or a sufficiently accurate numerical approximation, exists for the derivative of the kernel function with respect to
these hyperparameters and attempts to find the model that maximizes the probability for observing the experimental data. However, it provides no guarantee that the
chosen model accurately depicts the physical process which produced the input data.
The desired optimized solution will then be the combination of hyperparameters,
θ, which satisfy the following criteria:
∇θ ln p(Y |X) = 0

(5)

However, since Equation (4) typically forms a non-linear system of equations for the
set of θ, it is difficult to calculate the solution explicitly. Thus, an iterative method,
such as a gradient-based optimization algorithm, is used to find the closest desired
solution.
The primary advantage of the GPR technique, over other common fitting techniques such as spline fitting, is that it provides statistically rigourous uncertainties
of the fit, including the fit derivatives, based on the input measurement errors. More
information about the theory and terminology behind the GPR can be found in Appendix A and in Ref. [3].
A common issue with current fitting practices is that, when a pedestal is present
within the profile, it is normally difficult to accurately fit both the core and pedestal
regions. This is typically due to the dramatic difference in properties between these
two neighbouring regions. The GPR methodology offers a potential solution to this
without modifying the radial coordinate space through the use of a Gibbs kernel,
mathematically as such [3]:
s
!
2
(x − x0 )
2l(x) l(x0 )
0
2
k(x, x ) = σ
exp 2
(6)
l2 (x) + l2 (x0 )
l (x) + l2 (x0 )
where l(x), known as a warping function, is chosen based on the desired behaviour
of the length scale of the fit. The hyperparameters of this kernel are θ = {σ, Θ},
where Θ represents the set of additional hyperparameters introduced by the chosen
warping function. In order to obtain the required behaviour of the length scale for
capturing the pedestal, an inverted Gaussian warping function was selected, expressed
as follows:
!
2
(x − µ)
l(x) = l0 − l1 exp
(7)
2σl2
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where the additional hyperparameters are Θ = {l0 , l1 , µ, σl }. The ability to avoid the
modification of the coordinate space is desired, as it would introduce an interpretation
bias in the data which is inconsistent towards the Bayesian treatment and eliminates
the need for complex data processing algorithms to handle this in an automated
fashion. When a large jump in the data is detected within ρ > 0.8, for any of
the kinetic profiles, which is indicative of the formation of an H-mode pedestal, the
workflow attempts to fit the data using this Gibbs kernel.
When a potential pedestal is not detected in the profile data, the Gibbs kernel is
entirely replaced with the more basic rational quadratic (RQ) kernel, as it is generally
more stable and yields sufficiently reasonable results in these cases. The RQ kernel
can be expressed mathematically as follows [3]:
k(x, x0 ) = σ 2

(x − x0 )
1+
2αl2

2

!−α

(8)

where the hyperparameters are given by θ = {σ, α, l}.
The noise function required by the GPR algorithm, r(x), is generated by applying a
separate GPR on the measurement uncertainties, also using the RQ kernel. Typically,
a large regularization parameter (λ ≥ 10) is applied to the fitting of the measurement
errors, due to the overprediction of the fit derivative uncertainties as a direct result
of steep gradients in the noise function.
The profile fitting routine is designed to execute the GPR a number of times per
physical quantity, first using a defined initial guess and afterwards with a number of
randomized guesses within set boundaries, in order to ensure that the hyperparameter
optimization routine does not fall into a local maximum. If a pedestal is detected in
the profile data and all the attempts to perform a fit using a Gibbs kernel fail, then the
workflow reverts to using the RQ kernel into order to provide a reasonable estimate,
albeit with a lower fit quality. In practice, this is a rare occurance since the algorithm
is more likely to overfit if a reasonable solution cannot be found, wherein the algorithm
converges on a solution which does not model the underlying smooth structure but
the radial variation due to noise instead.
Overfitting is a common problem with GPR fitting, especially if the initial guess
is too far from the optimal spot, and typically results in a poor quality profile fit
which varies erratically in the radial coordinate. To remedy this, the regularization
parameter of the fit itself can also be increased, which then applies a greater penalty
to erratic fits. Another solution to this problem within this profile fitting routine is
to increase the number of random hyperparameter restarts, which can significantly
increase the amount of time required to fit each profile, and may reduce the efficacy
of the algorithm in capturing the behaviour of the pedestal.
2.2

Application of data extraction process

A demonstration of the GPR profile fitting routine was performed on JET-ILW discharge #92436, a high-power H-mode baseline scenario plasma with BT = 2.73 T,
Ip = 2.98 MA, and 28 MW neutral beam injection (NBI) and 5 MW ion cyclotron
(IC) auxiliary heating applied. This discharge is of particular interest as it is the
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JET-ILW baseline with the highest measured neutron rate to date at JET and is the
subject of extrapolation towards a D-T plasma. The input data used to generate
these fits were averaged over a 0.5 s time window, specifically from 9.75 s – 10.25 s,
after all the discussed filters were applied to the raw data. The results of these fits are
shown in Figures 2, 3 and 43 , showing reasonable fits and error estimates, including
good performance over the pedestal region and even in the absence of inner core data,
as seen in the Ti fit.
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Figure 2: Profiles for JET #92436, averaged over a 0.5 s time window, from 9.75 s – 10.25 s, with
∼ 50 ms data resolution. Left: Electron (green line) and ion (red line) densities with experimental
data (black points), showing good fitting of pedestal shoulder for use as the boundary condition for
core transport modelling, ni estimated using ne , Zeff . Right: Normalized logarithmic gradients for
ne and ni , only shown for ρtor ≤ 0.8. All errors are depicted as ±2σ, corresponding to a confidence
interval of ∼95% within Gaussian statistics.
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Figure 3: Profiles for JET #92436, averaged over a 0.5 s time window, from 9.75 s – 10.25 s,
with ∼ 50 ms data resolution. Left: Electron and ion temperatures with experimental data, with
assumption that Ti = Timp . Impurity ion temperature measurements concatenated over three charge
exchange diagnostics: one core diagnostic and two edge diagnostics. Right: Normalized logarithmic
gradients for Te and Ti , only shown for ρtor ≤ 0.8. All errors are depicted as ±2σ, corresponding to
a confidence interval of ∼95% within Gaussian statistics.

With the selection of an appropriate kernel and optimizer, a single profile fit can
be performed in ∼10 s on a single processor. This means that a single discharge time
3 An error in the radial coordinate specification for the Thomson scattering diagnostic, HRTS,
has been discovered inside the data extraction routine after the completion of this study. However,
it does not change the data extraction and profile fitting methodology and a sensitivity scan shows
there is little impact on the simulation results.
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Figure 4: Profiles for JET #92436, averaged over a 0.5 s time window, from 9.75 s – 10.25 s, with
∼ 50 ms data resolution. Left: Toroidal flow angular frequency with experimental data. Toroidal flow
measurements concatenated over three charge exchange diagnostics: one core diagnostic and two edge
diagnostics. Right: Normalized toroidal flow shear. All errors are depicted as ±2σ, corresponding
to a confidence interval of ∼95% within Gaussian statistics.

window can be processed in 1 – 3 minutes, depending on the amount of raw data
available. A significant portion of this time is spent extracting data from the storage
system and performing the pre-processing required such that the fit procedure can be
automated. While this demonstration is limited to a single discharge, profiles from
13000 time windows from over 2000 different JET discharges have been processed for
the aforementioned purpose of sampling QuaLiKiz inputs for creating neural network
training sets. This will be the subject of a future publication.
3

Validation metrics

To improve the validation efforts of plasma kinetic profiles predicted by these complex
transport codes, validation metrics need to be developed from which the model results can be compared to experimental data. These metrics typically require a degree
of generality such that they can be applied across a large range of foreseen scenarios, but also retain enough information as to provide a proper quantification of any
agreement between the model and experiment [1]. Although many different validation metrics have been previously formulated for fusion data [1, 2], their applicability
is normally problem-dependent. This section outlines two figure-of-merits (FOM),
which are intended to be applied specifically to the comparison of kinetic profiles
with Gaussian-distributed uncertainties, such as those provided by GPR fitting. The
first is for comparing profiles without any known uncertainty estimate to the GPR fit
uncertainties and the second is for comparing other profiles with Gaussian-distributed
uncertainties to the GPR fit uncertainties.
3.1

Point-distribution comparisons

In the cases where an estimate of the output uncertainty is unavailable, an analysis of
statistical agreement can be performed by evaluating the probability density function
of the experimental distribution at the point of the simulation output value, as a
function of space. As the GPR technique necessarily provides fit uncertainties with
a normal distribution, the degree of trust that can be placed on these output profiles
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given the input distributions can be calculated simply by evaluating a modified form
of Equation (3), which is as follows:
!
2
ln(2) (yo − µi )
(9)
S ≡ exp −
2
2σi2
where yo is the simulation output value, and µi and σi are the mean and standard
deviation of the experimental fit distribution, respectively. The normalising prefactor
of Equation (3) was removed such that S = 1 indicates a perfect match, and the
additional factor in the exponent was added such that S = 0.5 when the simulation
output is at the ±2σ boundary of the GPR uncertainty. In principle, an evaluation
of the agreement between simulation and experimental fit via this methodology does
not strictly require the assumption of Gaussian-distributed uncertainties. Thus, its
application is not exclusive to the GPR fit methodology but is demonstrated in this
paper using the GPR fit uncertainties.
3.2

Distribution-distribution comparisons

On the other hand, if an estimate of the output uncertainty
is provided and assumed

to be Gaussian-distributed and denoted as N µo , σo2 , as defined in Equation (3), a
comparison can be made between the
 input and output distributions based solely on
their statistical properties, µi , σi2 and µo , σo2 , respectively. The proposed FOM
developed in this work, denoted as M , accounts both the difference of the distribution
means in relation to their widths and the ratio of the distribution widths in relation
to their means, expressed as follows:
M = A Pi Po
2

2

2

(µi − µo )
(3σi )
(3σo )
= exp −
−
−
2 (σi2 + σo2 )
µ2i
µ2o

!

(10)

where A represents the accuracy of the output distribution compared to the input
distribution, and Pi and Po represent the individual precision of the input and output
distributions, respectively. These components can then be expanded further into the
desired terms as a function of µ and σ using logical considerations.
The accuracy component can be derived by calculating the area under the product
of the two distributions, expressed as follows:
!
2
(µi − µo )
A = exp −
(11)
2 (σi2 + σo2 )
By examining Equation (11) intuitively, it compares the absolute difference between
their means, |µi − µo |, while taking into account the combined width of their distributions, σi2 + σo2 , making it a suitable measure of accuracy. The negative exponent
ensures that A ∈ (0, 1], with a value of unity meaning a perfect match between the
two means and a value of zero meaning no statistical overlap between the two distributions, corresponding to no overlap of the 3σ boundaries of the two distributions.
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Equation (11) is similar to the metric proposed by P. Ricci [17], except with the inclusion of the negative exponential operator and the 1/2 factor. In order to provide
a rule-of-thumb for the interpretation of A, it is generally noted that distribution
pairs with A & 0.8 typically have their mean values lie within the ± 1σ range of the
distribution of the other.
However, in Equation (11), A → 1 as σi → ∞ or σo → ∞, which is undesired
behaviour as it would award high scores to distributions that are too dispersed to be
meaningful. The precision component is then introduced to provide a penalty for this
behaviour based simply on the ratio of the distribution width to its mean, as follows:
!
2
(3σ)
(12)
P = exp − 2
µ
where 3σ was chosen as the reference width as ∼ 99.7% of the distribution lies between
[µ − 3σ, µ + 3σ] in Gaussian statistics, effectively meaning 99.9% of the probability
distribution lies on one side of zero when |µ| = 3σ. Similarly to Equation (11),
the negative exponent ensures that P ∈ (0, 1], with a value of unity meaning the
quantity in question is perfectly known and a value of zero meaning that the given
distribution can be regarded as meaningless due to its width in comparison to its
mean. This particular method for qualifying the distribution width is only useful for
quantities which have a non-zero expected value, as P = 0 when µ = 0. In order to
provide a rule-of-thumb for this component, it is generally noted that distributions
with P & 0.7 have a relative error of σ/µ . 0.2. When applying this to fusion profiles,
which generally have strictly positive values, regions with P < 0.3 can effectively be
regarded as meaningless without additional information. Due to the dependence of
this parameter on the absolute value of the distribution mean itself, it is only suitable
for comparing distributions of quantities which do not fluctuate around zero, as is
generally the case for fusion profile quantities. In that sense, extra care should be
taken when applying this to toroidal rotation profiles, as they can cross zero in certain
plasma regimes.
By considering the heuristic statements for each individual component in Equation (10), a good rule-of-thumb for the proposed FOM is that a value of M . 0.1
implies the two distributions do not match at all, ie. inaccurate, or the data is inconclusive, ie. imprecise. On the other hand, a value of M & 0.9 implies an excellent
match between the two distributions, meaning they are both precise and accurate in
comparison to each other. A pair of distributions whose means lie within ± 2σ of
each other, each having a relative error of ∼ 10%, yields M ' 0.5, which indicates a
reasonable match for fusion data. The constant factors added in Equations (11) and
(12) were chosen such that this interpretation is consistent with that described for
the point-distribution metric discussed in Section 3.1.
The performance and suitability of the proposed FOM can be determined by
comparing it to other known statistical distance tests which evaluate the agreement
between two distributions. The chosen tests are the validation metric proposed by
P. Ricci [17] and the Kullbeck-Leibler (K-L) divergence test [18, 19] for continuous
probability distributions, specifically the Gaussian distribution in this case. These
tests were modified with a negative exponential operator to simplify their comparison
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with the proposed FOM in Equation (10) and were computed as follows:
!
2
(µi − µo )
MRicci = exp − 2
(σi + σo2 )

 Z ∞
 
po (y)
po (y) ln
MK-L c. = exp −
dy
pi (y)
−∞
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(13)

where N is the number of bins in the discrete probability histogram, po (y) ∼ N (µo , σo )
is the naı̈ve Gaussian envelope computed from the Monte Carlo results, po (yj ) is the
histogram of the Monte Carlo results, pi (y) ∼ N (µi , σi ) is the GPR fit distribution
and pi (yj ) is calculated from the GPR fit distribution as such:
Z yj,upper
pi (yj ) =
pi (y) dy
(14)
yj,lower

Depending on the application of these profiles, the spatially-resolved FOM, M ,
can be reduced even further into a single number via its integration with respect to
quantity. For example, integrating it with respect to volume, V , ie.
Ran appropriate
R
M dV / dV , can provide a rough estimate of similarity of the profiles for applications involving volumetric considerations, such as total plasma energy, Wp , or neutron
rate, Rn . Although the uncertainty of the numerical integration can be made small by
selecting an appropriate algorithm, the uncertainty of the multiplied quantity provides
an additional source of error which could significantly influence the interpretation of
this single number. As such, this paper does not comment further on the use of an
integrated FOM, as it is highly dependent on the application.
As a final note, both the proposed figures-of-merit discussed in this paper for
evaluating the agreement and trustworthiness between simulation inputs and outputs,
found in Equations (9) and (10), should not be confused with other statistically
meaningful quantities, ie. probability, likelihood, etc. Although the derivations of
these metrics are based on statistical principles, they are intended only to provide a
simple, quantitative, but still inherently heuristic measure of agreement between the
experimental fits and the simulation output while simultaneously incorporating any
knowledge on the experimental and simulation uncertainties.
4

Integrated modelling results

The macroscopic transport phenomena within fusion plasmas are governed by a system of coupled differential equations, which must be solved self-consistently in order
to determine the time evolution of the system. The one-dimensional energy transport equation for a given species, s, in cylindrical geometry is provided below as an
example of one such equation:
3 ∂ (ns Ts ) 1 ∂ (rqs )
+
= Qs (r, t)
2
∂t
r ∂r

(15)

where ns and Ts are the density and temperature, respectively, qs represents the heat
transport flux within the plasma, and Qs represents the heat source of the plasma.
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Neoclassical Transport Models
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Figure 5: Workflow diagram of the JETTO integrated model, showing the coupled calculation of
several smaller models and integrating their results in the core transport solver. The green modules
1
are the primary focus of this study, while the yellow
modules were used but not involved in the
statistical study and the red modules were not used.

This equation along with the mass transport, momentum transport and current diffusion equations form the basic equations of a plasma transport simulation code.
Due to the complexity of these equations, they are typically solved numerically
and in an iterative manner, requiring that the spatial and temporal coordinates be
divided into discrete points, or grids, to make its computation viable. Due to the
effective timescales of the most influential plasma physics phenomena, the temporal
grid typically has small intervals, typically on the order of 10−5 – 10−3 s, to resolve
and investigate their behaviour and underlying mechanisms. Such an approach effectively linearises the system of transport equations, allowing the separation of plasma
transport processes into distinct sets of linearised equations which can be solved individually, using results from other models as inputs if necessary. The amalgamation
and interconnection of these separate components back into a larger simulation suite
is called an integrated model. The plasma transport simulation code used in this
study, JETTO, is an example of such an integrated model, schematically depicted in
Figure 5, and QuaLiKiz is the module used for the calculation of the turbulent transport fluxes, known to be the dominant contributor to transport fluxes, ie. qs within
Equation (15), within the core region of tokamak plasmas. This section discusses the
settings used in this integrated modelling exercise and the results of the simulation.
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4.1

Nominal simulation settings for JET #92436

Once processed by the GPR1D tool, the resulting kinetic profiles, along with their
associated derivatives, can be used to calculate the input quantities needed by various
plasma models. The uncertainties of the fit calculated by the GPR technique, which
are themselves derived from the measurement uncertainties, allow for rigourous model
V&V efforts, described further in Sections 3.2 and 3.1.
The fitted kinetic profiles were given as inputs to an interpretive TRANSP [20]
calculation, along with the experimental input heating parameters, in order to determine the associated particle, heat, and momentum source profiles. Then, both
the fitted kinetic profiles and calculated source profiles were used to define the initial
and boundary conditions for the JETTO + QuaLiKiz integrated model, which then
self-consistently evaluates the particle, heat, and momentum flux within the chosen
steady-state time window, then consequently the kinetic profiles themselves. Due to
the focus on steady-state solutions, it is assumed that only the boundary condition,
set at ρtor = 0.85 for the simulation of this discharge, will have a significant impact on the simulation results. Although the initial condition can affect steady-state
solutions through the switching of plasma turbulence regimes, the variations in the
initial condition required for such effects to be important are typically much larger
than the uncertainties given by the GPR profile fits. Thus, any initial condition dependencies can be safely neglected in this study. As the TRANSP calculation also
provides the fast ion density and energy density profiles, it was decided to also include them inside the quasilinear turbulent transport model, QuaLiKiz, as additional
Maxwellian-distributed ions species. This implementation only accounts for the linear
component of the fast ion species as the non-linear saturation rules for the fast ion
turbulence contributions are still under study. For reference purposes, a list of other
relevant settings and parameters for the simulation can be found in Appendix B.
A number of modifications were made to the input profiles in order to increase the
self-consistency of the simulation. Some complications are foreseen in incorporating
modifications of this nature into any automatised version of the proposed verification
workflow, due to their reliance on additional signals and consequent analysis, but the
modifications themselves are still presented here for completeness.
Firstly, the input safety factor, q, profile was not prescribed using the standard
equilibrium fitting (EFIT) routine at JET, but was instead calculated from a separate interpretive JETTO simulation with the fitted profiles as inputs. Within the
framework of integrated modelling, this is justified by the knowledge that the current
profile evolves on a slower time scale than the kinetic profiles. Thus, to avoid nonphysical feedback loops in the time evolution of the kinetic profiles due to excessively
far initial conditions, the chosen q profile was such that the time evolution of the
simulated internal inductance, li , had a reasonable match with the measured values
at the desired simulation start time, 10 s. Figure 6 shows the comparison study of
the li traces and their corresponding q profiles. The q profile chosen to be used as the
base setting was the t = 8 s option.
Secondly, an inspection of the time-resolved temperature measurements from the
ECE heterodyne radiometer revealed the presence of MHD behaviour, as can be seen
in Figure 7. The presence of sawteeth behaviour is visible throughout the discharge
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Figure 6: Comparison of the simulated li time traces from the various interpretive JETTO runs
against the measured li signal taken from EFIT/LI3D.

at a frequency of ∼ 1 Hz but is only plotted around the crash at 10.77 s for clarity.
From these measurements, the inversion radius of the sawtooth crash was estimated
to be located at ρtor,inv ' 0.25, but the presence of similar behaviour with a different
inversion radius before sawtooth crash is indicative of additional MHD behaviour. As
the explicit modelling of all the complex MHD behaviour within the inner core is not
necessary for the validation of the turbulent transport model, an ad-hoc emulation
of the expected transport of this phenomena was implemented in the model instead.
As such, the q profile was further modified with a linear multiplication, such that
q = 1 at the observed inversion radius, and the diffusion coefficients in the simulation
were manually increased in the central core region, ie. ρtor < ρtor,inv , as a proxy
for sawtooth-induced transport in this region. Both the electron and ion thermal
diffusion coefficients, χe and χi respectively, were modified according to a Gaussianshaped function, centered on ρtor = 0.0 with a height of 1.0 m2 s−1 and a standard
deviation of 0.15 in the toroidal rho coordinates, such that the additional contribution
is sufficiently reduced but non-zero at the inversion radius. The density diffusion
coefficient, D, was also modified using an identical function except with a height of
2.0 m2 s−1 .
Thirdly, based on the presence of nickel within the vessel during this discharge
observed via spectroscopy and a suspected population of beryllium due to the first
wall materials and tungsten from the divertor tiles, the impurity transport module,
SANCO [5], was employed to self-consistently evolve the impurity density profiles.
The boundary conditions of the impurity densities were chosen such that the simulation converged on a 0.8% beryllium (Be) and 0.07% nickel (Ni) impurity ion composition within the inner core, with both species computed with variable ionisation
levels and the percent composition referenced to the measured electron density, ne .
The constraint applied was that the beryllium concentration should be between 0.5%
and 1.0%, as given by the acceptable impurity concentration for the observed IC heat
deposition. The tungsten concentration in the plasma was adjusted such that the
total radiated power of the simulation was within 10% of the measured value, leading
to a core tungsten density around 0.004% of ne . The computed radiated power profile
from SANCO was then used self-consistently in the simulation.
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Figure 7: Time traces of the core ECE radiometer channels, showing the signature behaviour of MHD
activity in the core and the inversion radius, ρtor,inv ≈ 0.25, of the sawtooth instability located at
t ≈ 10.77. The sawtooth behaviour continues throughout the discharge at a frequency of ∼ 1 Hz, with
the smaller sawtooth-like behaviour before the crash begin indicative of additional MHD instabilities.

Finally, since QuaLiKiz is an electrostatic code, an ad-hoc emulation of electromagnetic (EM) β-stabilisation of ITG turbulence was added as a non-standard option.
However, as JET #92436 is a baseline discharge with a reasonably low βN , it is anticipated that these effects will play a minor role in the predicted profiles of the discharge.
The effect of this stabilisation mechanism is shown to be important for high performance hybrid scenarios with βN > 2.5 and significant fast ion populations [21–24],
where:
*
+
aBT
2µ0 a X
βN = β
'
ns Ts
(16)
Ip
BT Ip
s
V

where h iV denotes a volume-average operation. For JET #92436, with βN,th =
1.88 and βN,tot = 2.11, the impact of the EM stabilisation is not expected to be
significant but the option is retained in the simulation for completeness. The adhoc implementation applies a numerical reduction of the normalised ion temperature
gradient, R/LTi , input to QuaLiKiz by the ratio of the local thermal energy density
over the local total energy density, Wth /Wtot 4 . This ad-hoc correction does not
imply that fast ions are solely responsible for the EM-stabilisation effect, but rather
acknowledges that the expected level of stabilisation, including contributions from
the thermal component, βN,th , is strongly correlated with the fast ion content in
discharges with substantially high NBI and IC auxiliary heating powers.
In order to test the applicability of known physical phenomena for recovering the
plasma conditions in JET #92436, including the ad-hoc electromagnetic stabilisation
factor, a number of sensitivity studies were performed based on the exclusion of certain
physics from the JETTO + QuaLiKiz simulation. In order to increase the rigour of
4 The implementation used in this paper has since been determined to overestimate W
fast by a
factor of 2.25. While the effect of this ad-hoc factor on the Ti simulation results is significant, it is
expected to have a negligible effect on the conclusions made by this study.
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Figure 8: Results of the sensitivity studies regarding the addition or inclusion of known physical
phenomena, where the input profiles (green lines) are compared against the output profiles (see
legend) and the base case scenario (blue line). Upper left: Electron density profiles. Upper right:
Electron temperature profiles. Lower left: Ion temperature profiles. Lower right: Toroidal angular
frequency profiles.

these tests, the results were evaluated against the fit uncertainties provided by the
GPR. The sensitivities performed for this identification analysis are as follows:
• moving the simulation boundary condition to ρtor = 0.9;
• switching off the calculation of electron temperature gradient (ETG) scale turbulence in QuaLiKiz;
• removing the ad-hoc EM-stabilization based on Wth /Wtot from QuaLiKiz;
• removing the linear contribution of the fast ion populations from QuaLiKiz.
Figure 8 shows the results of the base simulation and the described sensitivity studies
established earlier in this section.
From the simulation using the base settings, the blue line in Figure 8, there is a
slight overprediction of ne and Te within the inner half of the core, ρtor ≤ 0.5, and an
underprediction of Ti near the mid-radius, ρtor ∈ [0.3, 0.6]. The agreement of these
profiles are considered to be good given the 2σ uncertainties of the input profiles
and the complexity of the simulation undertaken. However, further discussion on
the possible explanations of these discrepancies are relegated to Section 4.2, after the
introduction of results from a more statistical rigourous study.
The extension of the simulation boundary to ρtor = 0.9 yields similar results for the
ne , Te , and Ti profiles, which indicates good performance of the turbulent transport
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model in H-mode baseline plasmas up until the pedestal top and potentially into the
pedestal. However, as this radial location is just inside the pedestal region, as seen in
the ne profile, it was chosen to forego using this extended boundary condition as the
base settings for this validation exercise. The reduced agreement of the Ωtor profile at
the edge when using the extended boundary condition is attributed more to a poorly
resolved pedestal in the angular frequency measurements, as further evidenced by the
overall smoothness of the GPR fit.
The exclusion of ETG scale turbulence from QuaLiKiz yields a significantly higher
Te profile, likely due to the supression of electron heat transport generated by the ETG
instabilities. The QuaLiKiz ETG model contains a rudimentary multi-scale model [21]
which is not fully verified against nonlinear multiscale simulations [25–27]. Nevertheless, the excellent agreement for the Te profile using the QuaLiKiz predictions, with a
significant ETG contribution, provides a compelling case for further nonlinear investigation of ETG impact in this discharge. Such an investigation is outside the scope
of this paper.
The addition of the ad-hoc EM-stabilization factor significantly increases the density and ion temperature profile, as the reduction of the normalized ion temperature
gradient input, R/LTi , to QuaLiKiz reduces the driving mechanism of ITG turbulence. As this instability is a significant transport channel for both particles and ion
heat, it effectively causes the integrated modelling suite to drive the local density and
ion temperature gradients higher, in order to achieve the fluxes required to balance
the source terms in the simulation. While its removal improves the ne and Te predictions, the reduction of the Ti prediction to values outside the 2σ GPR uncertainties
motivated the decision to retain this ad-hoc factor in the base settings.
Finally, the contribution of the fast ion species in the simulations only had a
minor impact on the results. However, the fast ion impact on turbulence in QuaLiKiz
is currently limited to dilution and electrostatic kinetic effects. In this discharge, it is
possible that the EM-stabilisation of ITG modes is further enhanced by sharp fast ion
gradients, particularly those generated by IC heating at inner radii [21]. This effect
is not captured by the simple ad-hoc EM-stabilisation model employed here and may
partially explain the Ti underprediction. Further investigation of this effect, which
would involve nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations, is left for future work as it is outside
the scope of this paper.
Due to the physical arguments for the settings chosen for this execution, they
were designated as the base settings to represent this particular time window in this
discharge. This is further supported by the level of agreement between the input
profiles from the GPR technique and the output profiles from the converged JETTO
+ QuaLiKiz execution, as shown by the blue line in Figure 8. From these base case
settings, a wide variety of additional sensitivity studies were performed, as further
discussed in Sections 4.3 and 4.4.
4.2

Validation of the nominal settings

Figure 9 shows the results of applying Equation (9) to the profiles shown in Figures 8.
As shown in this figure, the level of agreement between the experimental fit and the
simulation output profiles is quantitatively captured by the proposed metric, with
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Figure 9: Point-distribution validation metric for sensitivity study results regarding the addition or
inclusion of known physical phenomena (see legend). Upper left: Electron density profiles. Upper
right: Electron temperature profiles. Lower left: Ion temperature profiles. Lower right: Toroidal
angular frequency profiles.

a value of S ≥ 0.5 indicating that the profile lies within the ±2σ boundary of the
experimental fit distribution. The negative impact of the removal of the ETG scale
turbulence calculation in QuaLiKiz on the Te and Ωtor agreement is clearly evident
in Figure 9. In addition, the negative impact of the removal of the ad-hoc EM
stabilisation factor on the Ti agreement is also clearly shown.
Also, since the predicted ne and Ti profiles lie at the edges of the uncertainty
envelopes, as shown in Figure 10, a quantification of the agreement between prediction
and experiment is desirable and will be further discussed in Section 3.2. However,
this was still chosen as the base settings as no parameter combinations were found to
remedy this while simultaneously remaining strictly consistent with the experimental
data.
Based on the uncertainty information provided by the GPR fits, the JETTO +
QuaLiKiz boundary conditions for the electron density, ne , electron temperature, Te ,
ion temperature Ti , and angular frequency, Ωtor , set at ρtor = 0.85, were simultaneously varied within their uncertainties using a Monte Carlo approach and a normallydistributed random number generator (RNG). The red shaded regions in Figure 10
represent the results from the Monte Carlo study with 100 samples4 , executed with
the sampled profiles as both the initial and boundary condition, computing over 2 s of
4 The Monte Carlo analysis was originally performed using a slightly different boundary condition.
The statistics from the original analysis was carried over to the simulations presented in this work
due to limitations from its computational expense, as these statistics are not expected to change
significantly as a result of the adjusted boundary condition.
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Figure 10: Comparison of GPR fit profiles (green line) and error (green shaded region) for JET
#92436 against JETTO + QuaLiKiz output (blue line), using the GPR fits as the initial / boundary conditions and the base scenario parameters. The mean output (red dashed line) and output
distribution (red shaded region) was determined from a Monte Carlo sampling of the four respective
initial / boundary conditions simultaneously, with 100 sample points. Upper left: Electron density
profiles. Upper right: Electron temperature profiles. Lower left: Ion temperature profiles. Lower
right: Toroidal angular frequency profiles.

plasma, or ∼ 10 τE , with simultaneous predictive updates on eight channels: the current, j, main ion density, ni , three impurity ion densities, nBe , nNi and nW , electron
and ion temperatures, Te and Ti , and angular frequency, Ωtor . A more quantitiative
statement on the level of agreement is discussed further in this section but can be considered in good agreement for the four channels for which experimental measurements
exist, ne , Te , Ti and Ωtor , except for an overprediction in the central ne and Te and an
underprediction in the mid-radius Ti . Similar information about the derivatives of the
profiles with respect to the radial coordinate, ρtor , is shown in Figure 11. From this
plot, it becomes evident that the source of the discrepancies seen in the profiles result
from differences between the fitted and simulated derivatives within ρtor ∈ [0.4, 0.7]
for ne , and within ρtor ∈ [0.25, 0.8] for Ti .
Figure 12 shows the proposed FOM, given by Equation (10), and its associated
components, A, Pi , and Po as a function of ρtor , determined from the naı̈ve Gaussian
envelope approximation calculated from the Monte Carlo boundary condition study
performed on JET #92436. The level of agreement graphically shown in Figure 10 is
successfully captured by the proposed FOM for the comparisons of all profile quantities, with regions having M & 0.5 indicating sufficiently good agreement between
the input and output profile distributions. As expected from previous analysis, the
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Figure 11: Comparison of GPR fit profile derivatives with respect to ρtor (green line) and error
(green shaded region) for JET #92436 against JETTO + QuaLiKiz output derivatives (blue line),
using the GPR fits as the initial / boundary conditions and the base scenario parameters. The mean
output (red dashed line) was determined from a Monte Carlo sampling of the initial / boundary
conditions, with 100 sample points. Upper left: Electron density profile derivatives. Upper right:
Electron temperature profile derivatives. Lower left: Ion temperature profile derivatives. Lower
right: Toroidal angular frequency profile derivatives.

central core ne , Te and the mid-radius Ti all exhibit M < 0.5, though it is not low
enough to exclude these profiles to be untrustworthy.
By combining all the Monte Carlo study results into a single data set and calculating the variance, σo2 , of that data set using the base case result as the mean,
µo , a probability distribution can be constructed to act as the simulation output uncertainty. By using only these two statistical moments of the data set, it is naı̈vely
assumed that its distribution can be described as Gaussian, as given by Equation (3).
Figure 13 shows a comparison between the proposed FOM, given in Equation (10),
and the other tests which evaluate the agreement between two distributions described
in Section 3.2. The other tests provide lower scores for the simulated ne and Ti profiles
and provide higher scores for the simulated Te and Ωtor profiles compared to the proposed FOM. This is expected behaviour as the standard tests only provide a measure
of how similar the input and output distributions are to each other, in both location
and shape, resulting in values of unity at the boundary condition (not shown) where
the distributions are identical. The proposed FOM attempts to provide a measure of
the likelihood that a profile drawn from the output distribution belongs to the input
distribution and vice versa, regardless of the match in the distribution shapes, by the
addition of the terms, Pi and Po . Since these tests do not answer the same question,
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Figure 12: Distribution-distribution validation metric, M , for the kinetic profiles (black line) and
associated components, A, Pi , Po (red, blue and green lines, respectively) calculated from the Monte
Carlo sampling of the JETTO + QuaLiKiz initial / boundary conditions, based on the GPR fit
uncertainties and the base scenario parameters. Only ρtor < 0.8 is displayed since the profiles
are not evolved for ρtor ≥ 0.8, as a result of the chosen boundary condition for the JETTO +
QuaLiKiz simulations. Upper left: FOM for electron density profile. Upper right: FOM for electron
temperature profile. Lower left: FOM for ion temperature profile. Lower right: FOM for toroidal
angular frequency profile.

the comparison shown is cannot be taken as quantitatively meaningful. However,
the fact that the trends in the figure-of-merit profiles are similar provide confidence
that the proposed FOM provides a valid measure of the agreement between the two
distributions.
In preparation for future extrapolation exercises, Table 2 shows a comparison
of results of the neutron rate sensitivity studies, performed with TRANSP, against
the experimental total neutron rate, measured using calibrated time-resolved neutron
counters with a quoted calibration error of ∼ 10% [28]. All uncertainties are given
with ± 2σ or at the ∼ 95% confidence interval of the mean. These results provide
further evidence that the Ti profile from JETTO + QuaLiKiz is underpredicted, as the
neutron rates using the simulated profiles consistently fall under the measured neutron
rate, though still within the ± 2σ uncertainty ranges for pure Ni. These results are
consistent with previous works on this matter [29] and accentuate the importance of
reliable impurity composition and profile estimations for any extrapolation exercises,
due to the impact of fuel dilution on the total fusion rate.
The Ti underprediction is suspected to come from the underestimation of the
EM-stabilization factor provided by the ad-hoc implementation. The presence of IC
auxiliary heating within the analyzed time window generates a large fast ion pres-
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Figure 13: Comparison of the validation figure-of-merit profiles (black line), calculated from the
Monte Carlo sampling of the JETTO + QuaLiKiz initial / boundary conditions based on the GPR
fit uncertainties and the base scenario parameters, against other metrics, (red, blue, green, and yellow
lines, respectively). Only ρtor < 0.8 is displayed since the profiles are not evolved for ρtor ≥ 0.8,
as a result of the chosen boundary condition for the JETTO + QuaLiKiz simulations. Upper left:
Metrics for electron density profile. Upper right: Metrics for electron temperature profile. Lower
left: Metrics for ion temperature profile. Lower right: Metrics for toroidal angular frequency profile.

sure gradient in the energy deposition region, with a maximum absolute value of
∂pfast,IC /∂ρtor = (5.2 ± 0.3) × 105 J m−3 . Due to the known dependency of this effect
on large fast ion pressure gradients [21, 30], generated in this discharge by IC auxiliary
heating, the ad-hoc EM-stabilization factor, based on Wth /Wtot , may underestimate
the magnitude of the stabilization effect. However, the quantification of this shortcoming is outside the scope of this study and deeper investigations are left as future
work.
4.3

Impact analysis of rotation profiles

In addition to the Monte Carlo analysis of the model sensitivity to boundary conditions, the GPR fit uncertainties also allow for greater statistical rigour in the modification of prescribed input profiles for the integrated model. A typical example of
such a prescribed input profile is the toroidal angular frequency, Ωtor , within simulations using interpretative momentum transport, meaning that the Ωtor profile remains
fixed to its initial condition. To demonstrate this capability and the effects of this
modification within this discharge, the following sensitivity studies were performed:
• switching off the rotational contributions to the fluxes calculated by QuaLiKiz,
applied only to ρtor ≥ 0.5 in the base settings [7];
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Table 2: Results of neutron rate studies performed using TRANSP based on simulation data for
JET #92436, with a line-integrated Zeff measurement of 1.76 and an impurity composition of 0.8%
Be, 0.07% Ni, and 0.004% W. Measurements taken from calibrated time-resolved neutron counters
with a quoted calibration error of ∼ 10% [28]. The uncertainty ranges for the TRANSP results come
from setting the Ti profile at its ±2σ values and leaving all other inputs identical.

Data Source
Measured
GPR
JETTO + QLK

Neutron Rate [n/s]
16

2.8 × 10
3.2 × 1016
2.9 × 1016

with Zeff + 20%

Uncertainty (± 2σ)

–
3.0 × 1016
2.5 × 1016

0.3 × 1016
0.7 × 1016
0.3 × 1016

• adjusting the angular rotation, Ωtor , profile within ± 2σ to have a steeper gradient at the simulation boundary;
• adjusting the angular rotation, Ωtor , profile within ± 2σ to have a shallower
gradient at the simulation boundary.
Figure 14 shows the results of these sensitivity studies.
The impact of the rotation shear in QuaLiKiz appears primarily on the density
profile, which is attributed to a strong E × B shear stabilisation effect on ITG instabilities within QuaLiKiz. Despite the fact that ITG instabilities also drive ion heat
transport, this effect is not as prevalent in the Ti profile. It is likely that the increasing density gradient prevents further increase of Ti with increasing E × B shear, as
this simulation performs both predictive heat and particle transport. This increasing
density gradient increases the turbulence drive and compensates the stabilising effect
of the E × B shear on the ion heat flux. The sensitivity of density peaking to the
rotational shear is consistent with previous works [22, 31], although a more detailed
transport analysis of this effect is recommended and left for future work.
Figure 15 shows the analysis of these sensitivities according to the FOM given
in Equation (9). The negative impact of the removal of the rotation contributions
within QuaLiKiz on the ne and Ti agreement can be seen.
4.4

Impact analysis of impurity concentration and composition

Due to the inclusion of predictive impurity transport calculations via SANCO, sensitivity tests were also performed regarding the impurity concentration and composition
in order to assess the validity of the chosen base settings. The sensitivities performed
for this analysis are as follows:
• increasing the initial Zeff condition by 20%;
• setting Zeff = 1 in the JETTO simulation by disabling the impurity transport
module.
Figure 16 shows the results of these sensitivity studies.
The dilution is expected to strongly stabilize ITG turbulence [32, 33], which is
reflected in the increase of Ti with increasing Zeff . However, the trend is also noticed in
the Te and an inverse trend is seen in the Ωtor profile, where increased Zeff slows down
the plasma rotation. An analysis of the QuaLiKiz growth rates show that the ETG
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Figure 14: Results of the sensitivity studies regarding the toroidal rotation profile modifications,
where the input profiles (green lines) are compared against the output profiles (see legend) and
the base case scenario (blue line). These simulations were performed using interpretive momentum
transport. Upper left: Electron density profiles. Upper right: Electron temperature profiles. Lower
left: Ion temperature profiles. Lower right: Toroidal angular frequency profiles.

instabilities become less dominant as the Zeff increases, possibly explaining the rise
in the Te . This is consistent with known ETG critical threshold dependencies [34]. It
is uncertain whether the impurities have a direct impact on the momentum transport
or the observations are a result of an indirect effect through the modification of other
profiles, particularly the Te profile in this case. However, the clarification of the
underlying mechanisms and their relative strengths is left for future work.
Overall, all of the performed physics studies appear to agree with current literature, with the largest impact on the formation of these particular profiles being
the stabilizing effect of flow shear. This highlights the importance of ensuring selfconsistent profiles through the predictive calculation of the Ωtor profile simultaneously
with the other quantities, especially for extrapolation to D-T plasmas.
The application of the point-distribution metric described in Equation (9) to the
data presented in Figure 16 were omitted from this paper as they did not reveal
additional insights.
5

Conclusions

A novel implementation of model validation, incorporating the use of Gaussian process regression techniques in profile fitting, has been proposed and demonstrated
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Figure 15: Point-distribution validation metric for sensitivity study results regarding the toroidal
rotation profile modifications (see legend). These simulations were performed using interpretive
momentum transport, thus the Ωtor figure-of-merit calculation is not meaningful here. Upper left:
Electron density profiles. Upper right: Electron temperature profiles. Lower left: Ion temperature
profiles. Lower right: Toroidal angular frequency profiles.

in JETTO integrated modelling of JET-ILW discharge #92436 with the QuaLiKiz
quasilinear turbulence model. A comparison between the fitted and simulated profiles showed that an excellent level of agreement was achieved in all channels, with
discrepancies in both the core ne and Te profiles as well as in the mid-radius Ti .
However, due to the high sensitivity of the ne prediction in the model to the simulation boundary conditions, only the temperature profile discrepancies are considered
to warrant more in-depth studies. Two figures-of-merit were proposed, one for comparing a point and a distribution and one for comparing two distributions, which
were shown to sufficiently quantify the level of agreement between the experimental
profiles and the simulated profiles, with figure-of-merit scores & 0.5 indicating the
two profiles fall within ±2σ uncertainty bounds of each other. All four of the major predictive channels in the base simulation have figure-of-merit scores > 0.5 for
the point-distribution metric and ∼ 0.5 for the distribution-distribution metric, effectively and quantitatively evaluating the degree of trust that can be assigned to these
simulation results.
Additionally, the neutron rates calculated from the fitted and simulated profiles,
using interpretive TRANSP, were compared against the measured neutron rate, agreeing with the experimental value within the ± 2σ uncertainties. This showed the sensitivity of the neutron rate prediction to the various impurity composition estimates
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Figure 16: Results of the sensitivity studies regarding impurity concentration and composition modifications, where the input profiles (green lines) are compared against the output profiles (see legend)
and the base case scenario (blue line). These simulations were performed using interpretive momentum transport. Upper left: Electron density profiles. Upper right: Electron temperature profiles.
Lower left: Ion temperature profiles. Lower right: Toroidal angular frequency profiles.

and relative concentration estimates, made via Zeff . The discrepancy in the simulated Ti profile is suspected to be the result of an incomplete description of the fast
ion contributions to the instabilities driving turbulent transport. It was also shown
that the Ωtor profile is crucial to the accuracy of integrated modelling results of JET
discharges and that QuaLiKiz is capable of providing reasonable momentum transport predictions within the studied plasma regime. This capability is expected to be
important for extrapolating to future scenarios, such as deuterium-tritium plasmas.
As the proposed data processing and fitting procedure lends itself well to automatization, provided that the hyperparameter optimisation settings have been properly
tuned, it opens the possiblity of large-scale model verification and validation through
the comparison of thousands of different discharges. However, a bottleneck remains
in performing the integrated modelling executions due to the complexity of setting
up the simulations and ensuring self-consistency between any additional inputs to the
model. Future work is foreseen in applying this procedure to similar data from other
tokamak devices, such as ASDEX-Upgrade, Alcator C-Mod, and WEST, with the
aim of developing a large database of discharges suitable for performing model verification and validation studies on a wide variety of gyrokinetic codes. Furthermore,
when combined with their corresponding model outputs, this large database can be
used to generate training sets for neural network emulations of the target model. Such
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emulations not only reduce the computational resources required for Monte Carlo uncertainty quantification studies, similar to the one presented in this paper, but also
allow for the development of extremely quick and reliable model emulators for use in
scenario optimization and tokamak controller design.
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Gaussian processes

A Gaussian process (GP) [3, 4] is strictly defined a collection of random variables
whose joint distribution, along with the joint distribution of any finite set of them, is
Gaussian. As such, a GP is completely specified by its mean function, m(x), and its
covariance function, k(x1 , x2 ), also known as kernel, where x, x1 and x2 all represent
the same coordinate space. In general, the theory assumes that m(x) = 0, as it is
simple to devise a transformation which makes this true and is easy to apply to the
data before and reverse after the completion of the algorithm.
Given a N -dimensional set of data, (X, Y ), a kernel function describing the covariance between the data points, k(x1 , x2 , θ), and a measurement error function, r(x), a
Gaussian process regression (GPR) attempts to fit the data in a statistically rigourous
manner. One advantage of this approach lies in the replacement of pre-defined basis
functions with the kernel, allowing for a more generalized fit. However, the disadvantage is that the fitted function cannot be expressed in an analytical form, excluding
further analysis of the fits in terms of comparing the mathematical model selection
against equations derived from theoretical interpretations of the underlying process
producing the data. All algorithms mentioned in this section are implemented within
the “GPR1D” tool, written in the Python programming language for applying the
GPR technique to one-dimensional data.
A.1

Mathematical Overview

As mentioned in Section 2.1, the GPR applies Bayesian statistical principles to general
regression fitting. This section provides a brief synopsis of the mathematical concepts
used in the derivation of the GPR algorithm.
The generalized regression model is represented as follows:
y = Φ(x, β) + ε

(17)

where Φ represent the set of basis functions in the regression analysis, β represents
the set of fit coefficients or free parameters to be adjusted by the fitting routine, and
ε represents the residuals of the model.
The derivation starts with the assumption that the optimal value of β lies within
a probability distribution, p(β), known as the prior. Then, as data points, (X, Y ),
are added to test this hypothesis, the Bayesian inference framework can be applied
to updating the prior to form the posterior distribution as follows:
p(β|X, Y ) =

p(Y |X, β) p(β)
p(Y |X)

(18)

where the denominator, p(Y |X), is known as the marginal likelihood which is a normalization factor determined by the combined likelihood over all possible models. The
posterior distribution effectively describes all the possible models within the confines
of the pre-defined basis functions, Φ, and their respective probabilities of being the
correct model given the available data, (X, Y ).
However, the purpose of a regression algorithm is usually to make predictions
of points, (X∗ , Y∗ ), that are not explicitly provided as input data, as a means of
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interpolating or extrapolating to unexplored territory. The predictive distribution,
p(Y∗ |X∗ , X, Y ), determines the probability distribution of predictions across all the
regression models described by the posterior distribution, as follows:
Z ∞
p(Y∗ |X∗ , X, Y ) =
p(Y∗ |X∗ , β) p(β|X, Y ) dβ
(19)
−∞

The normalization factor of the predictive distribution is omitted from the previous
equation as it is often unnecessary in practice, ie. only the moments of the predictive
distribution are regularly calculated. However, for completeness, this normalization
factor is identical to the marginal likelihood from the posterior distribution.
Furthermore, if all the probability distributions in this framework are assumed to
be Gaussian or normally-distributed, then these equations can be analytically solved
and simplified, resulting in the equations of the GPR predictive algorithm. This
analytical solution provides an added advantage that the explicit definition of the
basis functions, Φ, can be replaced by a more generic concept, the model covariance
function, k(x1 , x2 ). This replacement, known as the kernel trick, effectively allows for
the use of an infinite set of basis functions through a clever selection of the model
covariance function, making the GPR technique more similar to an universal function
approximator.
A.2

Predictive algorithm

Firstly, the contribution of the measurement noise, or the output noise, to the kernel
must be defined. In order to account for the possibility of spatially-varying noise, it
was decided to implement this noise as such:
R(x1 , x2 ) = r(x1 ) r(x2 ) δ(x1 − x2 )

(20)

Then, after selecting the hyperparameters, denoted as a set with θ, for the kernel, a
prediction of the fit and its confidence interval, evaluated at the points, X∗ , can be
made using the following set of equations [3, 16]:
Y∗ = K(X∗ , X) L−1 Y

σY2 ∗ = L∗ − K(X∗ , X) L−1 K(X, X∗ )

(21)

where the short-hand K = K(X, X), R = R(X, X), K∗ = K(X∗ , X∗ ), R∗ =
R(X∗ , X∗ ), L = K + R, and L∗ = K∗ + R∗ was used to improve the readability.
Most GPR implementations, including this one, modify the Y -values such that Ȳ = 0
and Y ∈ [−1, 1] and reverse these changes afterwards, in order to improve the numerical stability of the algorithm.
Additionally, provided that the derivatives of the kernel can be calculated, the
derivatives of the fit and its confidence intervals can also be predicted directly from
the data using the following equations [35]:
∂K(X∗ , X) −1
L Y
∂X∗
∂ 2 L∗
∂K(X∗ , X) −1 ∂K(X, X∗ )
=
−
L
∂X∗ ∂X∗
∂X∗
∂X∗

Y∗0 =
σY2 ∗0

(22)
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If the error function, r(x), is not known, it can be estimated using a separate
GPR on the data set, (X, ΣY ), where ΣY represents the standard deviation of the
Y -values [16]. For this GPR, it is recommended to assume a constant error function
with a normalized value of ∼ 10−3 .
A.3

Hyperparameter optimization

Within the GPR framework, the hyperparameters of the chosen kernel, θ, act as the
free variables which can be adjusted to fine-tune the fit. The optimal value for these
hyperparameters can be obtained by maximizing the log-marginal-likelihood (LML),
given as follows [3]:
1
λ
N
ln p(Y |X) = − Y T L−1 Y − ln |L| −
ln 2π
2
2
2

(23)

where the hyperparameter-dependence is given by L ≡ L(θ), the vertical brackets
represent the determinant of the enclosed matrix, λ is the regularization parameter,
used to control the degree of complexity in the model, and N is the number of data
points to be fit. By maximizing this value, the chosen model is the most probable
match to the input data but provides no guarantee that the physical process behind
the data is modelled correctly. Note that this is only one optimization criterion that
can be applied to the hyperparameters and that other criteria may provide models
that have different relations to the data.
Most maximization algorithms require the derivative of Equation (23) with respect
to each of the hyperparameters, θj , which can be calculated directly, provided that an
analytical form exists for the derivative of the kernel function with respect to these
hyperparameters, as such:


∂ ln p(Y |X)
1 T −1 ∂K −1
λ
−1 ∂K
= Y L
L Y − tr L
(24)
∂θj
2
∂θj
2
∂θj
where tr(...) represents the trace, the sum of all the entries along the main diagonal, of the enclosed matrix. The desired solution will then be the combination of
hyperparameters, θ, which satisfy the following criteria:
∇θ ln p(Y |X) = 0

(25)

However, since Equation (24) typically forms a non-linear system of equations for the
set of θ, it becomes difficult to calculate the solution explicitly. Thus, an iterative
method, such as a gradient-based optimization algorithm, is used to find the desired
solution. Of the optimization methods discussed below, the nominal implementation
uses the Adam method for fitting both the plasma profiles and the associated error
function.
A.3.1

Gradient ascent method

The most basic gradient-based optimization algorithm for maximization problems is
known as the gradient ascent method. It starts with an initial guess, θ0 , and iteratively
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updates that guess in increments, labelled with index i, as follows:
θi+1 = θi + ∆θi

(26)

where the step, ∆θi , is calculated according to a step estimator.
The step estimator used in this method is as follows:
∆θi = γ Gi

(27)

where γ, called the learning rate, was set to a value of 10−5 and
Gi ≡ ∇θ ln p(Y |X)|θ=θi

(28)

This simple method is considered to be the most robust out of all the gradientbased optimization algorithms but it also suffers from a slow convergence rate. Thus,
a number of additional methods were implemented in an attempt to improve the
performance of the algorithm, though only the ones relevant to this application will
be discussed here.
A.3.2

Adaptive moment estimation method (Adam)

This method introduces a way for the algorithm to autonomously adjust the learning
rate for each hyperparameter individually, such that a more intelligent approach path
to the optimal solution can be determined. This is done by including some memory of
both the gradient with respect to the hyerparameters and the square of the gradient
to the step estimator. This is done as follows [36]:
i−1
h 1
b /2 + ε
ci
M
(29)
∆θi = γ V
i
where all operations are done element-wise, γ was set to 10−2 , ε ∼ 10−8 is provided
to avoid division-by-zero errors in the algorithm and
1
Mi ,
1 − β1i
1
bi =
V
Vi ,
1 − β2i

ci =
M

Mi = β1 Mi−1 + (1 − β1 ) Gi

(30)

Vi = β2 Vi−1 + (1 − β2 ) G2i

where β1 ∈ [0, 1], β2 ∈ [0, 1] and Gi is given by Equation (28). For fusion data,
β1 = 0.4 and β2 = 0.8 were found to adequate choices for these memory factors.
Mathematically, this algorithm can be seen as attempting to pick steps which minimize a weighted l2 -norm of the gradient, represented by Vi , and a strong penalty is
applied to steps which dramatically increase this value. Thus, the algorithm tends to
move towards the regions where the gradients are zero with fewer iterations. This conveniently turns out to be the desired behaviour as the solutions to the maximization
problem have a gradient of zero.
B

Detailed base simulation settings

The JETTO + QLK settings used as the definition of the base settings in this paper
are detailed in Tables 3, 4, and 5.
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Table 3: Summary table of most pertinent JETTO settings of the base case simulation,
discussed in Section 4.1.

Field Name / Option

Value / Setting

JAMS Version
Shot number
Number of grid points
Start time1(s)
End time1(s)
Min. time step (s)
Max. time step (s)
Ion (1) mass (u)
Simulation boundary
Equilibrium
Equilibrium boundary
Toroidal field
Plasma current
Neoclassical model

v080817
92436
101
50
52
10−13
10−3
2
ρtor = 0.85
ESCO
0.998
2.8 T
2.9 MA
NCLASS

Additional transport2
Shape
Centre
Height (cm2 s−1 )
Width
1

Electron heat
Gaussian
0.0
104
0.212

Ion heat
Gaussian
0.0
104
0.212

Particle
Gaussian
0.0
2 × 104
0.212

The reference time, t = 0, in the PPF data system at JET is set as the time
when the magnetic coils start ramping up, instead of the time of plasma breakdown as is usual in the fusion physics community. The time interval between
these two events is typically 40 s at JET. This interval is not subtracted here
such that the entries in this table represent the exact inputs to the simulation
suite for replication purposes.
2
These transport coefficients were added to the computed ones before advancing
the transport calculation iteration, and were used here to emulate the MHDinduced transport within the central core for reasons of simplicity.
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Table 4: Summary table of most pertinent SANCO settings of the base case simulation, discussed in Section 4.1.

Field Name / Option
Impurity
Index
Mass (u)
Charge (e)
ADAS Year
Initial condition
Boundary condition
Effective charge, Zeff (e)
Time steps per JETTO step

Value / Setting
Be
1
9
4
96

Ni
2
58
28
89
Coronal
ρtor = 0.85
1.76
25

W
3
184
74
50

Table 5: Summary table of most pertinent JETTO–QuaLiKiz settings of the base
case simulation, discussed in Section 4.1.

Field Name / Option
JETTO–QuaLiKiz Version
Inner simulation boundary
Outer simulation boundary
Particle diffusion multiplier
Bohm electron diffusion multiplier
Bohm ion diffusion multiplier
Bohm momentum diffusion Prandtl number

Value / Setting
Git hash: 8c97aca0c0
ρtor,min = 0.15
ρtor,max = 0.85
1.0
0.08
0.08
1.25
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Treatment of experimental uncertainties

Through the process of developing the GPR fitting routine and workflow, a number of
comments were made on the treatment of reported diagnostic uncertainties. This section
condenses these comments and their associated discussions and attempts to address the
following concerns regarding the usage of the GPR algorithm:
• All the probability distributions associated with the GPR predictive calculation are assumed to be normally-distributed, including those describing the measurement noise [2].
This assumption may not be perfectly valid for all the processed measurement uncertainties, due to the symmetrical nature of this distribution. Is it possible to quantify
when the Gaussian assumption begins to break down?
• Given only the measurements and their uncertainties, the GPR algorithm is only capable of representing them as some form of random noise [2]. The explicit representation
of the model in the GPR derivation implies that the application of this random noise
to change depending on the source of the noise. Can these different sources of random
noise be distinguished with the data available?

3.3.1

The Gaussian assumption

A large number of diagnostics rely on optical information, i.e. photon counts, whose uncertainty envelopes are better described by an asymmetric Poisson distribution, expressed as
such:
λk e−λ
Pois(λ) =
(3.1)
k!
where λ is the expected rate of occurrance for an event and k is the number of observed
events. Luckily, the Poisson distribution can be well approximated by a Gaussian distribution for λ & 100 [4], meaning the inverse distribution of λ can also be approximated as a
Gaussian when k is sufficiently large. The plasma quantities used by the GPR are then typically calculated from λ. While this procedure is not guaranteed to preserve the distribution
shape of any single random variable, it is often the case that many repeated measurements
within a short period of time are used to improve the calculation accuracy. The central limit
theorem [5] then allows the assumption of normally-distributed processed measurements to
be reasonably justifiable under these circumstances.
Given that it is justified to use normal distributions to represent measurement uncertainties, two key issues were identified with the application of GPR to fusion measurement
data:
1. the Gaussian distribution is known to have very thin tails, characterized by a low
excess kurtosis, which causes outliers to have a large impact on the representative
distribution shape calculated from small sample sets, N . 50,
2. measurements close to the last-closed-flux-surface have relatively large uncertainties
compared to the measurement values, i.e. σ/µ & 0.5, such that the symmetrical
distribution implies a non-physical result, e.g. negative temperatures and densities
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The effect of the thin tails is trivially solved by increasing the sample size from which
the distribution is calculated, but this is often not possible with certain fusion plasma
measurements. An interesting development which could be used to address this is a closedform solution for a Student’s-t process [6], which improves the handling of outliers which
occur when sampling a Gaussian distribution with N & 5 samples. A sample size smaller
than that defies the fundamental premise of statistical analysis. Similarly, multiple studies
have formulated and described asymmetric processes, of which the most promising for this
application would be the skew-normal [7], the log-normal [8], or the Gamma distribution [9].
Unfortunately, not all of them have been rigourously derived from a Bayesian perspective.
This would need to be done to determine their applicability to this problem. Provided that an
analytical posterior distribution can be formulated, and not just the first two moments, these
would allow the measurement uncertainties to be specified with an asymmetric distribution
assumption and allow the final predictive distributions to be asymmetric as well.
However, the main disadvantage of these other processes is the loss of an analytical
closed-form integral for the marginal likelihood, which is used as the objective function
within the GPR hyperparameter optimization problem. This becomes a significant drawback as introducing numerical integration routines require more computation time than
an analytical solution, which becomes compounded by the fact that it must be performed
inside an iteration loop. An additional complication is the loss of the equivalency of the
maximum a posteriori (MAP) solution found via hyperparameter optimization and the entire hyperparameter posterior distribution, which was shown only for the Gaussian process
with non-informative (flat) priors [10]. This equivalency allows the substitution of the posterior distribution resulting from the hyperparameter values which maximizes the marginal
likelihood as the true posterior distribution. Without this equivalency, the hyperparameter
distribution would have to be propagated to the posterior distribution to determine its effect.
As the hyperparameter distribution is unknown, a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
sampling method would be required to perform this propagation statistically [11], effectively replacing the maximum likelihood optimization loop with a Monte Carlo algorithm.
As the GPR algorithm also does not directly compute the posterior of the hyperparameter distribution, the marginal likelihood can be used to provide a rejection metric within a
Metropolis-Hastings sampling scheme [12]. Unfortunately, this process further increases the
computational time required to estimate the posterior, as the number of iterations required
to sufficiently sample the hyperparameter space is generally higher than the number required
by the optimization procedure.

3.3.2

Representation of random noise

Even under the conditions where the Gaussian assumption is reasonable, there is another
lesser-known issue to address. Random uncertainties can be separated into two categories [13]:
1. Process noise describes the random variations in the measurement originating from the
measured system itself. This includes fluctuations of the actual target quantity over
repeated measurements or variations due to external background signals, e.g. stray
radiation.
2. Observation noise describes the random variations in the measurement originating
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from the measurement device. This is the variation of the measurement when the
target is perfectly known through some other means and is normally quantified from
extensive calibration and testing of the device.
The reported uncertainty of a measurement device typically only accounts for the observation noise as it is not possible to estimate the process noise without knowing the system
to be measured. This is not an issue if all the processed measurements corresponded to the
same instant in time and were used to analyze instantaneous plasma behaviour. However,
a common practice in fusion plasma transport analysis is to apply some smoothing to the
experimental data by further averaging the processed measurements over a time window.
This is supported by the relatively slower timescales of plasma transport mechanisms compared to the measurement rate, and serves double duty in helping to align potential offsets
in the measurement time of different diagnostics.
This averaging allows the reduction of the reported output noise according to the variance
of the mean, as follows:
σ2
σ2
→ r
(3.2)
σµ2 =
N
N
The last expression replaces the sample variance with the reported measurement variance, as
it is expected that the reported value encompasses a more rigourous estimation of the same
information, the expected variance over repeated measurements of a known test quantity.
This procedure makes sense when the sampled variance over repeated measurements is
similar or smaller to the reported diagnostic variance.
Unfortunately, sometimes the variation of the measurement over the time window is
larger than the reported diagnostic uncertainties, as was the case for the experimental data
for the JET discharge, #92436. Assuming that the calibrated error provided by the diagnostic is correct, this implies that there is a non-negligible amount of process noise present.
As process noise represents the variation of the system itself, it is not advised to treat it similarly to observation noise, i.e. via Equation (3.2). This thesis proposes to simply quantify
it as the unbiased estimate of the sample variance, as follows:
σs2 =

σ2
c2 (N )

(3.3)

where c(N ) is a correction factor required for estimating the variance of a random variable
with a low sample size [14]. Within this formulation, it is intuitive to consider the reported
diagnostic variance to be equivalent to the observation noise and the variation of the value
over repeated measurements as the process noise. Although it is useful to keep these two
noise sources separated for the purpose of treating each source individually, the total variance
of the time-averaged measurement can be given as:
2
σm
= σµ2 + σs2

3.4

(3.4)

Applying uncertainties to GPR algorithm

The proposed large-scale application of the Bayesian inferential technique prioritized computational speed wherever possible without compromising the rigour of the statistical tech-
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nique. Since the plasma parameters in the regions of interest fall well within the Gaussian
distribution assumptions made by the GPR, it was ultimately chosen as the applied technique. However, considerations on the categorization of process and observation noise yielded
a fruitful discussion and mathematical development.
The GPR algorithm as proposed in literature, and indeed as coded in most widely available tools, use the following long-format expression for the prediction mean, E, and variance,
V:
−1
E[Y∗ ] = K(X∗ , X 0 ) (K 0 + N 0 ) Y 0
(3.5)
−1
V[Y∗ ] = K∗ + N∗ − K(X∗ , X 0 ) (K 0 + N 0 ) K(X 0 , X∗ )
where the ∗ denotes values associated with the requested output data points to differentiate
them from those of the input data points. The only location for measured uncertainties
to be included in this prediction is via N 0 ≡ Σn , which itself is attached to the residual
noise term. As the residual noise term is not propagated through the model, Φ, defined in
Equation (2.40), it is effectively only a treatment of the observation noise. As an extension
of this interpretation, the interpolated noise term is usually set to zero [2], i.e. N∗ ≡ 0, as it
is unnecessary to propagate uncertainties from the measurement device through to the final
predictive distribution of the system.
This means that the GPR algorithm as presented in Equation (3.5) treats the input
data as data points with weights describing the importance of each one, instead of as full
probability distributions. This scheme then only effectively describes the uncertainty of
the fit, which accounts for the possible fit variations within the bounds of the optimized
kernel, K ≡ ΦΣβ ΦT . Depending on the length scales of this optimized kernel, the GPR
predicted variance in this scheme can be significantly smaller from the input measurement
uncertainties provided to the algorithm. While uncertainty reduction is a generally desired
outcome, achieving it through this mechanism is potentially improper. This means that
it could promote a sense of accuracy in the resulting plasma profile fits which is unwarranted considering the experimental data on which it was based. This has the unfortunate
consequence of severely undermining the model validation efforts using these profiles.
To address this deficiency, an examination of the mathematics behind the GPR shows
that a duality exists with a more applied technique within the field of control engineering,
the Kalman filter [15]. In retrospect, this is unsurprising given the similarity of the regression problem which both algorithms attempt to address. The benefit of this comparison is
that the Kalman filter theory provides a method of mathematically distinguishing between
process and observation noise [13]. This approach separates the model into two components,
as such:
Y = F(X) Yprev + H(X) M + w ,
M = B(X) β + v(X)
(3.6)
where F is the state transition model, Yprev is the previous model prediction, H is known as
the observation model, B is known as the control model, v represents the process noise, w
represents the observation noise. Since the GPR is applied to a time-independent problem
in this case, F ≡ 0. After substituting the placeholder variable, M, the process noise
propagates through the observation model as expected and, due to the GPR assumptions,
it is also a normally-distributed random variable, i.e. v → p(v) ∼ N (0, Σv ).
Normally, the likelihood of the model, p(Y ), would be very difficult to express in a closed-
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form solution, as the observation model, H, is not guaranteed to preserve the distribution
shape of the process noise, v. However, the justification of the Gaussian
 assumption provided
in Section 3.3.1 enables the approximation, p(Hv) ∼ N 0, HΣv HT . This effectively means
that:

ε = Hv + w
,
p(ε) ∼ N (0, Σn ) ≡ N 0, HΣv HT + Σw
(3.7)
where the replacements, HΣv HT ≡ V 0 and Σw ≡ W 0 , are used to keep the notation uniform. The derivation of the final GPR predictive equations with this model are identical to
Equation (3.5), except with the substitution of Equation (3.7), as such:
E[Y∗ ] = K(X∗ , X 0 ) (K 0 + V 0 + W 0 )

−1

Y0
−1

V[Y∗ ] = K∗ + V∗ + W∗ − K(X∗ , X 0 ) (K 0 + V 0 + W 0 )

K(X 0 , X∗ )

(3.8)

where Φ ≡ HB. This redefinition still allows the distinct separation of the observation
model, H, and the model basis functions, Φ, without violating the mathematical structure
of Equation (3.8). This is another way of saying there will always be a transformation
matrix, B, which can transform H into Φ.
By comparing Equation (3.7) to Equation (3.4), the following parallels can be made:
σs2 −→ V 0

,

σµ2 −→ W 0

(3.9)

such that W∗ ≡ 0. This result also makes intuitive sense in the case where the variation
of the measurement over the time window is much larger than the reported diagnostic
uncertainty. If the plasma is assumed to be stationary throughout the window, then any
random fluctations not explained by the measurement device must necessarily come from
the system being measured itself.
However, an argument was raised concerning the impact on the GPR algorithm when
introducing large uncertainties resulting from process noise. Due to the interaction between
the uncertainty contribution and the kernel complexity penalty term within the cost function,
this leads to an increased amount of gradient smoothing in regions of large uncertainties.
This effect is especially prominent around the H-mode pedestal top, as it is both a sharp
feature in the radial profile and exhibits large time-averaged uncertainties due to the presence
of edge-localized modes (ELMs) and other noise sources. To avoid the removal of crucial
plasma profile features, it was suggested to drop the process noise altogether, motivated
by the desire to quantify only the variation of the mean profile rather than the entire
distribution.
This thesis proposes another method of handling these cases which does not completely
discard the measurement variation over the time window, since this information can be
crucial for statistical model validation. Returning the mathematics of the GPR algorithm,
the posterior distribution and its normalization factor can be integrated over the process
noise distribution, w, through a process called marginalization. Since all the distributions
in the GPR are assumed to be Gaussian, including p(w), this integration has a closed form
solution which yields the following predictive distributions:
−1

E[Y∗ ] = K(X∗ , X) (K 0 + W 0 )

Y

V[Y∗ ] = K∗ + V∗ + W∗ − K(X∗ , X 0 ) (K 0 + W 0 )

−1

K(X 0 , X∗ )

(3.10)
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where W∗ ≡ 0 again. Note that the mean prediction, E[Y∗ ], is identical to that of Equation (3.5). Since the process noise term is removed from the inverse term, its influence on
the cost function of the GPR optimization algorithm is removed as well. However, the total
predicted variance is still appropriately expanded by process noise term. This formulation
would allow all the measurement uncertainty to be included in the GPR prediction while
avoiding undesired gradient smoothing. Unfortunately, it is more difficult to justify the
marginalization over the process noise parameter, as it assumes that the predictive distribution is independent of the process noise. If there is evidence that the process noise observed
from the measurements are present throughout the entire radial profile, i.e. more akin to
a systematic error whose magnitude is time-dependent, this would provide a reasonable
ground to marginalize over the process noise.
Ultimately, the approach applied by this thesis follows Equation (3.8) due to its strict
mathematical rigour as well as its ability to merge systematic disagreements between different diagnostics measuring the same plasma quantity. This discrepancy was often within
the relatively large process error accrued from the time-averaging procedure and fitting the
measurement data in this manner yielded consistently smooth profiles with a prediction
variance that sufficiently contained the measurement data points. Unfortunately, no clear
consensus on the correct approach for using GPR on fusion data was reached as a result
of these discussions. Nevertheless, this thesis recommends using the GPR formulation as
provided in Equation (3.8).
The restriction of the GPR algorithm to representing only random noise means the identification of systematic bias cannot be done without additional information from another
source. A suggested improvement is to apply the fitting procedure to each diagnostic individually. Measurements of the same plasma quantity from different diagnostics can then be
combined via a Bayesian inferential approach, similar to the approach applied by IDA [16,
17] and MINERVA [18]. This approach would effectively multiply all the resulting Gaussian
fit distributions from each diagnostic, inherently ensuring that the diagnostic with the lowest
uncertainty is attributed the most weight.
However, the propagation of the gradient uncertainties within this scheme is not trivial. A rudimentary error propagation would consider the profile uncertainties and gradient
uncertainties as independent random variables, but it is known in this case that they are
linked in the GPR prediction via the optimized kernel. This means that a rigourous gradient uncertainty cannot be guaranteed, significantly reducing the strength of the routine
for validation efforts on local gyrokinetic models that are most sensitive to these gradient
parameters.

3.5

Extrapolation of results to deuterium-tritium operation

Due to the record high neutron rates achieved for the JET discharge, #92436, there was
significant interest to extend the modelling effort to an extrapolation of the scenario to a
full power fusion plasma within the JET tokamak. This was primarily done to investigate
the maximum achievable performance using this plasma scenario in the deuterium-tritium
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(DT) campaigns. This section provides the details of the coupled JINTRAC-QuaLiKiz
simulations performed in support of a group effort for DT extrapolation, which resulted in
a co-authorship.
The simulation settings were taken from the JET #92436 modelling exercise performed
in the paper, with the following modifications to accomodate the extrapolation exercise:
• the heating deposition profiles were self-consistently calculated using the PENCIL [19]
and PION [20] models integrated into JINTRAC,
• the angular frequency profile was fixed and no longer self-consistently calculated, due
to the uncertainty of the QuaLiKiz momentum transport predictions in tritium.
The extrapolation itself was then split into three distinct components, which would result
in a full core transport extrapolation when combined. These components are:
1. increasing the total external heating power to match the full capabilities of the JET
device, meaning:
• the injected beam power was increased from 28 MW to 33.5 MW, in anticipation
of the restoration of JET NBI to full capacity,
• the total injected ICRH power was increased from 4 MW to 6 MW,
• the angular frequency profile was multiplied by 1.075 to account for the higher
torque provided by more powerful beams.
2. adjusting the pedestal to account for the increased external heating power, meaning:
• the boundary densities and temperatures were adjusted based on TRANSP simulations with the higher beam power, with pedestal pressure input from EPED [21]
3. switching the main plasma ion from deuterium to a mixture of deuterium and tritium,
meaning:
• the initial and boundary fuel ion composition was set to 50% deuterium and 50%
tritium, assuming that it is supported by the edge transport characteristics,
• the ions from one NBI beam box was switched from D to T, to preserve the even
isotope split in the particle source.
Figure 3.1 shows the predicted plasma profiles from this simulation, along with those of
the pure deuterium plasma simulation for comparison. From these figures, three observations
become readily apparent:
• the heat and particle source deposition profiles shift radially outwards when using the
self-consistent source calculation
• the heat and particle source deposition profiles shift radially inwards when the beam
power is increased
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• the heat and particle source deposition profiles shift radially outwards when switching
to DT plasma and beams
• and the ion temperature, Ti , increases slightly when switching to DT plasma and
beams.
The shift with the addition of PENCIL and PION is expected, as the fixed source profiles
used within the D validation exercise were provided by an interpretive TRANSP run using
the same input kinetic profiles fitted from experimental measurements. These kinetic profiles
from the self-consistent JINTRAC simulation do not match the fitted profiles exactly, namely
Ti at mid-radius is 1 keV lower and ne is 5×1018 higher. This translates into a slightly higher
collisionality at the mid-radius within the self-consistent simulation, which causes more
particle deposition to occur there [22], further increasing the density and creating a positive
feedback loop. This loop is broken when the increased turbulent transport coefficients
generated from the steeper gradients causes the transport term to become comparable to
the increased source term. This is not present within the heat transport channel since as the
turbulent transport coefficients are much more sensitive to the ion temperature gradient, as
this scenario is dominated by ITG instabilities. This causes the change in the temperature
profiles from the source to be negligible, but even if they were not, an increasing temperature
would lower the collisionality and lower the source term. Thus, the feedback loop would not
exist within this quantity in the first place.
Another potential factor comes from the fact that no impurity density profile information was available for this discharge. A flat Zeff approximation was used in the TRANSP
run while the JINTRAC run performs a self-consistent impurity density prediction using
SANCO, which drops the local Zeff from the flat value of 1.76 to a value between 1.4 – 1.6
within the predictive region. While there is a small impact of the local effective charge,
Zeff , on both the turbulent transport properties and the collisionality, it appears that the
feedback loop via the density prediction channel is stronger within this regime.
The inward shift with beam power is slightly unexpected since only the beam density is
increased, while the beam energy is kept constant. This could arise from the significantly
higher fast ion energy density, which increases the impact of the ad-hoc fast ion stabilization
coefficient. This stabilizes the ITG instabilities by effectively lowering the ion temperature
gradient, allowing higher core temperatures. In turn, the higher temperature result in a
lower collisionality and thus greater beam penetration into the central core of the plasma.
However, the outward shift from the switch to DT is expected, attributed mostly to the
increased particle mass of the T beam. Under the same beam energy, the heavier particles
have a higher collisionality, decreasing the slowing-down time of the fast T ions. This causes
the beams to interact with the plasma earlier in their flight path.
Fortunately, this increasingly off-axis deposition appears to be beneficial for the core
plasma conditions as the core density and temperature are marginally higher under these
conditions, leading to a higher total fusion power. It is suspected that the fast ion stabilization of the turbulent instabilities within the simulation are responsible for this result, but it
is not known whether the ad-hoc rule adequately captures all the related fast ion phenomena.
However, as the NBI systems in ITER are expected to have deposition profiles evenly spread
across the plasma radius at full power conditions, this thesis suggests additional studies to
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Figure 3.1: Radial profiles for the coupled JINTRAC-QuaLiKiz simulations involved with
the DT extrapolation exercise.
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investigate whether QuaLiKiz has predictive power within these conditions.
The largest unknown comes from the higher ion temperature with the switch to DT,
which seemingly breaks the gyro-Bohm scaling for turbulent transport predictions. While
this effect is observed experimentally at JET, QuaLiKiz contains an explicit gyro-Bohm
scaling factor when converting its dimensionless transport quantities to physical units. This
appears to imply that the anti-gyro-Bohm effect is not a feature of the turbulent transport prediction, but more likely from a coupling of different plasma phenomena within the
integrated model.
From these simulations, the total predicted fusion power for the DT extrapolated scenario
was 17 MW for the simulation including the extrapolated pedestal and 11 MW for the
simulation without [23]. This results in a fusion yield, Q, of approximately 0.43 and 0.30,
respectively. The various sensitivities performed yielded a ±2 MW variation on each of these
scenarios. Additionally, while the simulation calculates the fusion reaction rate based on
the predicted plasma parameters, it does not self-consistently insert the fast alpha particles
generated by the DT fusion reaction back into the simulation. These effects are not negligible
in DT plasmas but it is suspected that they will only improve the plasma performance, both
by providing additional heating [24], although primarily to the electrons, and stabilizing
certain instabilities driving turbulent transport [25].
These results, including the predicted plasma profiles, agree reasonably well with those
of another integrated model [23], CRONOS [26] coupled with TGLF [27]. This agreement
verifies the assumptions applied within the models selected and the settings chosen for this
plasma scenario. However, additional validation work is required to demonstrate the accuracy of using this code suite, JINTRAC with QuaLiKiz, for DT extrapolations within a
“predict-first” context. A recommendation for future work is to apply the same extrapolation process for a deuterium preparation discharge in the previous JET DT campaign and
compare those results to the corresponding DT discharge experiment.

3.6

Conclusion

Overall, the GPR algorithm was successfully applied for fitting experimental plasma profile
data and an automatable processing pipeline was developed around it for the JET data
repository. The quality of the automated process and the resulting GPR fits was assessed in
the validation of JINTRAC coupled with QuaLiKiz for a high-performance JET discharge,
#92436, holding the record D-D neutron rate at that time. The simulated profiles agreed
with the input fitted experimental profiles within ±2σ and demonstrated the feasibility
of self-consistent momentum transport prediction using the integrated model, a novel and
non-trivial inclusion in the predictive simulation. However, in spite of the overall success
of the validation, it was noted that this study was unable to quantitatively reproduce the
extremely high Ti observed in the experiment. The possibility that the experimental time
window selected was, in fact, not in steady state has not been ruled out. Nevertheless, a DT
extrapolation exercise was carried out from this validated simulation resulting in a predicted
fusion power of 17 MW, which is in agreement with similar extrapolations performed based
on this discharge using other integrated models within the community. A true test for
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the validity of the extrapolation process is to apply it to an existing deuterium preparation
discharge for which an identical deuterium-tritium discharge will be conducted, and compare
the experimental results to the pre-computed simulation.
Additionally, the uncertainty envelopes provided by the GPR algorithm, which capture
both the uncertainty of the fit and the uncertainty within the experimental measurements,
are valuable tools for validating these highly nonlinear models. In particular, the joint Monte
Carlo sampling of multiple input parameters within their respective uncertainties yields more
meaningful model output distributions than varying a single parameter at a time, precisely
because of this nonlinearity. It is noted that the plasma profile uncertainties presented within
this chapter are noticeably larger than expected, instigating a fruitful discussion regarding
the meaning and representation of measurement uncertainties within fusion plasma science.
Nonetheless, the GPR uncertainty information proved useful during the validation exercise
in determining the sensitivities of the model to experimentally-justified input variations
and in quantitatively identifying which of these, namely the density prediction channel,
are most likely yield problematic discrepancies when moving towards a physics-consistent
“predict-first” approach using these models. Further efforts are required in reducing the
measurement uncertainties represented by the automated routine such that they are closer
to the expected value, through improved error calculation techniques and/or incorporating
additional domain knowledge.
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Chapter 4

QuaLiKiz neural network
development
This chapter details the process of answering the second of the sub-questions discussed in
Section 1.5.
• Which considerations are crucial when applying modern machine learning techniques
to generate models to replace computationally heavy physics codes inside full-device
simulations?

4.1

State of QuaLiKiz neural networks

At the approach of this phase in the thesis, the QuaLiKiz neural network (QLKNN) proofof-principle [1], which only predicted the heat transport fluxes, had already been superceded
by the QLKNN-hyper-10D model [2]. This 10-dimensional model was trained on a dataset
generated using a lattice sampling of the input parameter space with the grid points selected
based on domain expertise. The input parameters sampled included:
• the local plasma quantities, x, q, Ti /Te , Zeff , ν ∗ ;
• and the local plasma gradients, R/LTe R/LTi , R/Lne , ŝ.
The last input parameter was the E × B shearing rate, γE , applied in post-processing,
suppressing the turbulent transport coefficients via an empirical rule.
However, a brief examination of the data extracted from the JET discharge repository
revealed that there was sufficient data present to extend the dimensionality of the QLKNN
implementation to include:
• explicit rotation information, via Mtor , R/Lutor , and γE , to separate the rotation
effects from the pressure gradient effects on E × B shearing;
100
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• impurity profile information, via Nimp,light and R/Lnimp,light , to separate dilution effects
from effective charge effects;
• and magnetic pressure information, via α, which impacts the Shafranov shift and
drift-wave stability.
The inclusion of these additional input parameters is expected to improve the applicability
of the NN to realistic JET plasmas, by rigourously accounting for fuel dilution [3, 4] and
rotation effects [5, 6]. Additionally, by sampling the inputs from experimentally measured
parameters, the drawback of an exponentially growing dataset when including new input
dimensions can be circumvented, as it approximates a Monte Carlo method. As with all
QLKNN training pipelines, QuaLiKiz is executed on the sampled input parameter sets to
generate the input-output mapping that comprises the NN training dataset. The NN itself
is then trained via a supervised learning algorithm, implemented in TensorFlow.
The attached submitted publication details the process of developing the QLKNN-jetexp15D model, using the same workflow developed for the QLKNN-hyper-10D model and making modifications where necessary.

4.2

Publication

Within the following submitted paper, the author of this thesis was the primary contributor
of the work performed, with the co-authors providing valuable advice on both accepted
data handling practices and recommended simulation considerations within their domain of
expertise. The content of the submission was reformatted for inclusion into this thesis.
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Abstract
Within integrated tokamak plasma modelling, turbulent transport codes are typically
the computational bottleneck limiting their routine use outside of post-discharge analysis. Neural network (NN) surrogates have been used to accelerate these calculations while
retaining the desired accuracy of the physics-based models. This paper extends a previous NN model, known as QLKNN-hyper-10D, by incorporating the impact of impurities,
plasma rotation and magnetic equilibrium effects. This is achieved by adding a light impurity fractional density (nimp,light /ne ) and its normalized gradient, the normalized pressure
gradient (α), the toroidal Mach number (Mtor ) and the normalized toroidal flow velocity
gradient. The input space was sampled based on experimental data from the JET tokamak
to avoid the curse of dimensionality. The resulting networks, named QLKNN-jetexp-15D,
show good agreement with the original QuaLiKiz model, both by comparing individual transport quantity predictions as well as comparing its impact within the integrated
model, JINTRAC. The profile-averaged RMS of the integrated modelling simulations is
<10% for each of the 5 scenarios tested. This is non-trivial given the potential numerical
instabilities present within the highly nonlinear system of equations governing plasma
transport, especially considering the novel addition of momentum flux predictions to the
model proposed here. An evaluation of all 25 NN output quantities at one radial location
takes ∼0.1 ms, 104 times faster than the original QuaLiKiz model. Within the JINTRAC
integrated modelling tests performed in this study, using QLKNN-jetexp-15D resulted in
a speed increase of only 60–100 as other physics modules outside of turbulent transport
become the bottleneck.

1

Introduction

With the development of increasingly powerful high performance computing resources,
machine learning (ML) techniques are becoming practical tools in model construction
and large data exploitation. These tools open new exploratory options to address
current issues in fusion plasma analysis and operation [1–5]. Specifically, the usage of
neural networks (NNs) [6] as fast surrogate models has already been applied to plasma
microturbulent transport calculations [7, 8]. These NN implementations improve the
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applicability of nuanced physics-based calculations within integrated tokamak plasma
transport modelling due to their fast evaluation times. In turn, this improves the
capability of these complex models to assist in exploratory and optimization studies
within a meaningful timeframe, such as those involved with the deuterium-tritium
extrapolation at JET [9].
Local parameters
Global transport
∂ns
+ ∇ · Γs = Ss + Cn
∂t
3 ∂Ps
+ ∇ · qs = Qs + CP
2 ∂t
∂ps
+ ps · ∇vs + ∇ · Πs = τs + Cp
∂t

δfs,k =

{Γs , Πs , qs } ∝

FM,s qs
Ts

Z

0

τ



1−

Z X Z

1

τ

k



ωk − ωs∗
J0 (k⊥ ρs )
ωk − kk vs,k − ωD,s
ns , vs,k , Ts



δfs,k dv

δφk

Sk δφk dr dτ

Turbulence module
Other models

Fluxes

Figure 1: A schematic representation of modular integration coupling the global transport code,
JINTRAC, and the turbulence module, QuaLiKiz. Under this architecture, the turbulence module
can be replaced with any component which accepts
1 the local plasma parameters and returns the
transport fluxes.

Integrated plasma transport models interconnect multiple independent physics
models to consistently evaluate the plasma state under different concurrent phenomena. This consistent calculation allows for a deeper understanding of the interactions
between various plasma physics phenomena and can be used to determine key macroscopic parameters for identifying various plasma regimes, as exampled by previous
integrated modelling efforts [10–12]. Each of these component models are responsible for computing a specific plasma phenomenon, e.g. transport fluxes, sources or
sinks. The JINTRAC integrated model [13] adopts a modular integration approach.
This means that each model, known as a module, is evaluated independently and
its outputs are explicitly converted into appropriate inputs for the others, depicted
schematically in Figure 1. This approach allows any module to be replaced with
any other which has the same inputs and outputs, a property which supports the
development of specialized reduced physics models.
The current bottleneck for these integrated transport models is the evaluation of
microturbulent transport properties. High-fidelity nonlinear models, e.g. GENE [14]
or GKW [15], require &10000 CPUh per evaluation at a single radial location, prohibiting their use in routine integrated modelling analysis. Validated reduced turbulent transport models, such as QuaLiKiz [16], speed up these calculations to ∼10 CPUs
per radial location by applying careful approximations suitable for tokamak plasma
scenarios. This currently allows integrated models to simulate 1 s of plasma in a
couple of days.
However, the replacement modules in this integrated approach are not limited to
first-principles models. QuaLiKiz NN regressions, trained on data from QuaLiKiz
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Table 1: A summary of NN training set sizes. The projected 15D size assumes a minimal resolution
of 3 points for each new input dimension.

Dataset

Points

Time [CPUh]

10D
Projected 15D
Actual 15D

∼ 3 × 108
& 7.2 × 1010
3.38 × 107

∼ 106
& 3 × 108
3.5 × 105

evaluations, provide further reduction of the computation time to ∼1 ms per radial
location while still providing an accuracy comparable to the original model [7, 17].
Within integrated modelling applications, this reduces the turbulent transport prediction time to the point that it is no longer the observed bottleneck. These NNs
allow the use of more complete physics models within iterative applications provided
that the NN training dataset encapsulates the required plasma scenarios.
This paper extends the previous NN approach [17] by incorporating the known
impact of fuel dilution [18], plasma rotation [19] and magnetic equilibrium effects [20].
While several key aspects of these dependencies are already included in the previous
work, referred to as the QLKNN-hyper-10D in this paper, their treatment is made
more explicit by allowing the NN to learn from a more complete set of input variables
within the context of the underlying model, QuaLiKiz. This is achieved by including
an additional 5 input parameters: a light impurity fractional density (nimp,light /ne )
and its normalized gradient (R/Lnimp,light ), the normalized pressure gradient (αMHD ),
the toroidal Mach number (Mtor ), and the normalized toroidal flow velocity gradient
(R/Lutor ).
QLKNN-hyper-10D used a lattice sampling method, referred to as a hyperrectangular grid in Ref. [17], over 9 of its 10 input dimensions to populate its training
dataset, with all of the input values carefully selected from domain expertise. The
remaining parameter was applied via a reduced-physics model after NN evaluation.
This lattice sampling approach ensures both adequate coverage of the input parameter space while simultaneously providing a convenient framework for visualizing the
data for validation purposes. However, it suffers from the curse of dimensionality,
which increases the dataset size exponentially with the number of input parameters.
Due to this limitation, a different dataset generation methodology was needed to
include the 5 extra dimensions. Applying the proposed 5D extension to that dataset
via the lattice sampling method would approach the limit of a tractable dataset size,
even for modern supercomputing resources, as shown in Table 1. Instead, this study
populated the training dataset by extracting experimental data from the JET tokamak
data repository and deriving the necessary input parameters from the processed data.
This avoids the curse of dimensionality by emulating a multivariate Monte Carlo
sampling method while simultaneously limiting the dataset to a relevant input space.
However, the primary drawback is the loss of clear dataset boundaries, which are
necessary in defining the NN applicability region as they are known to perform poorly
when extrapolating. The QuaLiKiz code was executed using these experimentallyderived inputs to generate the dataset used in this study to train the proposed 15D
NNs, referred to in this paper as QLKNN-jetexp-15D.
In order to address the dataset boundary issue, the concept of committee NNs was
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adopted to identify NN extrapolation regions via an increasing committee prediction
variance, similar to other NN regression studies [8, 21]. The performance of these networks were then compared to the original model, both via individual local transport
predictions and via its integration into JINTRAC. The latter approach demonstrates
a typical use case of the original model and verifies that the contours of the output
space are effectively approximated by the surrogate, due to the time evolution aspect
of the integrated model. The applicability of using the committee NN variance as indicators of the training dataset boundary was also evaluated. Although the variance,
σ 2 , is the term typically used in NN literature, the actual metric evaluated in this
paper is the standard deviation, σ.
Section 2 outlines the steps taken in dataset generation in order to ensure the
trained NN gives decent predictions within experimentally-relevant parameter space
and Section 3 describes the NN training procedure itself. Section 4 discusses the
comparison studies performed and their implications. Finally, a summary is provided
in Section 5 and comments are made on any potential future work.
2

Dataset generation

The generation and correct labelling of the training dataset is a crucial aspect of
the success of ML applications. A dataset which contains hidden systematic biases
or large portions of misrepresented data can lead to unexpected results. The general
opaqueness of the salient features learned by ML algorithms make these errors difficult
to identify without exhaustive testing. A large emphasis has been placed into the
components required for effective dataset generation to reduce the risk of propagating
these errors. To provide an idea of the parameter space involved, Figure 2 shows the
distributions of the chosen 15 input parameters within the NN training set used in
this study. This section describes the considerations taken in generating this dataset
from both the simulation code and the experimental data aspects of the problem.
2.1

Input parameter selection

Plasma transport resulting from microturbulent behaviour can be calculated from
local plasma parameters using nonlinear codes, e.g. GENE or GKW. This behaviour
starts as a set of linear instabilities which grow until mode coupling mechanisms balance the instability drive. This causes the effective microturbulent transport properties to reach a macroscopic steady-state called saturation. The quasilinear tokamak
turbulent transport code, QuaLiKiz, uses these same local plasma parameters to
calculate the linear electrostatic drift wave and interchange instabilities. It then determines these saturated fluid transport quantities directly from the computed linear
growth rate spectra using quasilinear saturation rules [22, 23].
Similar to previous NN studies, this study focuses on predicting these saturated
transport quantites given specific plasma conditions as inputs. Most of these inputs
are represented as normalized or dimensionless values, due to the size scalability of
turbulent phenomena. Table 2 provides the definition of these dimensionless parameters, specific to the QuaLiKiz code. Within the collisionality parameter, QuaLiKiz
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Figure 2: QuaLiKiz input parameter distributions (black unfilled bars) for the data set completely
characterised by available experimental data, i.e. only time windows in which rotation measurements
were available. Ti = Timp was assumed for the construction of this data set. The main ion densities
were estimated via quasineutrality, using the measured light impurity ion density, an assumed heavy
impurity species (either tungsten or iron) and a flat Zeff profile. For comparison, the distribution
of points resulting in a completely stable scenario (orange filled bars), i.e. no unstable ITG, TEM
or ETG modes, from the QuaLiKiz calculation. These distributions are only intended for gaining
an intuition on JET parameter space, as the one-dimensional projection obscures any correlations
between parameters.

uses the following expression for the Coulomb logarithm, Λ:




ne
Te
Λ = 15.2 − 0.5 ln
+ ln
1020 m−3
103 eV

and the following expression for the bounce period, τb :
 −3/2 
−1/2
r
−qe Te
τb = qR0
R0
me

(1)

(2)

where qe is the electron charge in C, me is the electron mass in kg. r is the midplaneaveraged minor radius of the flux surface, and R0 is the midplane-averaged major
radius at the last-closed-flux-surface.
The outputs are likewise computed in dimensionless values. Within gyrokinetics,
this is known as gyro-Bohm scaling, represented by the following multiplication factor:
√
mi T 1.5
χGB ≡ 2 2e
(3)
qe B0 a
where mi is the main ion mass, Te is the electron temperature, qe is the electron
charge, B0 is the magnetic field at the magnetic axis, and a is the mid-plane averaged
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Table 2: List of dimensionless parameters used as inputs within QuaLiKiz code and the formulae
for calculating them. Additional details concerning the formulae and other code inputs are available
online on:
https://gitlab.com/qualikiz-group/QuaLiKiz/-/wikis/Input-and-output-variables [24].

Name

Variable

Conversion from physical units

Species charge
number

Zs

qs
qe

Species mass number

As

ms
mp

Fractional species
density

Ns

ns
ne

Logarithmic density
gradient

R/Lns

s
− R0n∇n
s

Species temperature
ratio

Ts /Te

Ts
Te

Logarithmic
temperature
gradient

R/LTs

s
− R0T∇T
s

Mtor

utor
cs

R/Lutor

tor
− R0 ∇u
cs

Radial coordinate

x

r
a

Inverse aspect ratio
at LCFS



a
R0

Safety factor

q

∂ψtor
∂ψpol

Magnetic shear

ŝ

r∇q
q

Rotation Mach
number
Normalized rotation
gradient

Normalized pressure
gradient

2

−2µ0 qB 2R

αMHD

Collisionality
(implicit)

ν∗

E × B shearing
rate [25]

γE

P

e
9174 1020nm
−3

r
∇
q

h 
q
r

utor

Bpol
B

s

(Ts ∇ns + ns ∇Ts )
−3/2
Te
103 eV

tor
− upol BB
+

Zeff Λ τb

1
B

i
P
i ∇(ni Ti )
P
i ni qi
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Table 3: List of dimensionless transport fluxes provided as output from the QuaLiKiz code. The
code outputs these values both in dimensionless form and converted back to physical units, but the
formulae for converting them back to physical units is provided nonetheless, for reference purposes.
Additional details concerning the formulae and other code inputs are available on https://gitlab.
com/qualikiz-group/QuaLiKiz/-/wikis/Input-and-output-variables [24]..

Name

Variable

Heat flux

qs,GB

Particle flux

Γs,GB

Momentum flux

Πs,GB

Particle diffusivity

Ds,GB

Particle pinch

Vs,GB

Conversion to physical units

q

ns Ts
χGB qs,GB
a
ns
χGB Γs,GB
a
2Ts ns ms R0
χGB
ms
a

Πs,GB

χGB Ds,GB
1
χ
a GB

Vs,GB

minor radius of the plasma. This particular form of the gyro-Bohm scaling is the
definition used by the QuaLiKiz code. Further details about the output parameters
relevant for this work can be found in Table 3.
To separate the impact of effective charge, Zeff , and main ion dilution, represented
by Ni , two impurity species were specified in the QuaLiKiz simulations. This results
in a total of 4 species per simulation, 3 ions and the electrons, and leads to 33
individual dimensionless input parameters which must be specified for a complete
QuaLiKiz simulation. While NN techniques are capable of handling significantly
more inputs, it is still advantageous to reduce this number as much as possible for
ease of interpretability. The physical constraints and data availability of JET data
allow this to be done in a physically justifiable manner.
The physical requirement of plasma quasineutrality provides a constraint on the
densities and density gradients allowed in the simulation. These constraints are expressed as follows:
X
Ni Zi = 1
X

i

(R/Lni ) Ni Zi = R/Lne

(4)

i

where Zi is the charge of the ion species, i, and N and R/Ln are dimensionless
parameters defined in Table 2.
The impurities were categorized into a generic light impurity species, defined as
any ion with charge 1 < Zs ≤ 10, and a generic heavy impurity species, defined
as any ion with charge Zs > 10. The specific light impurities used in the dataset
cover multiple species (He, Be, C, N, Ne), whereas the heavy impurity was defined
to be Ni. This removes the need to uniquely specify Zimp,light , Zimp,heavy , Aimp,light ,
and Aimp,heavy . The loss of explicit uniqueness brought by this categorization is
considered acceptable as the discrepancies associated with this choice are assumed
to be negligible in this work. Further studies are required to determine whether
the transport characteristics of species within each group are similar enough to be
categorized as such. The effective charge, Zeff , is used in place of one the species
charge numbers and the other is left floating due to its approximate invariance. This
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parameter is expressed as follows:
Zeff =

X

Ni Zi2

(5)

i

Based on the general availability of processed diagnostic data within the JET
experimental repository, the following assumptions were made in order to complete
the specification of a QuaLiKiz run:
• Zeff is radially constant throughout the plasma, i.e. ∇Zeff ≡ 0
• Ti = Timp , as the widely available diagnostics measure the temperature of impurity ion species, implying R/LTi = R/LTimp
• and the main fuel ion is deuterium, with Zi = 1 and Ai = 2
The effective charge gradient was calculated assuming that the impurity charge numbers are radially constant. This assumption is generally not true, especially for impurities with Z > 10. However, due to the relatively low densities of heavy impurity
species in real plasmas, it is expected that the discrpenacies introduced with this
assumption are negligible. This results in the following constraint:
X
(R/Lni ) Ni Zi2 = (R/Lne ) Zeff
(6)
i

In addition, the geometry of JET generally restricts the inverse aspect ratio to  '
0.33. Applying these constraints leaves a total of 15 parameters, detailed in Table 4.
For reference, Ωtor is the angular frequency of the toroidal rotation and the associated
rotation velocity, utor , was calculated in this study using the following expression:
utor =

Router + Rinner
Ωtor
2

(7)

where Rinner and Router are the innermost and outermost major radius of the flux
surface, respectively.
2.2

Sampling methodology

This study uses the data acquired from JET tokamak plasma experiments to populate the input space. This approach mimics a multivariate random sampling method
applied to the required input parameters, due to the various experimental conditions
available and the presence of measurement uncertainty. This method is expected
to converge to an equivalent representation of the physically relevant input parameter space with much fewer samples than the lattice sampling approach [26, 27].
Additionally, the physical and technological limitations of the experimental device
provide natural restrictions to the sampled region which exclude deeply non-physical
conditions. The presence of experimental noise allows some limited excursion into
non-physical space, which is beneficial for NN prediction robustness. The primary
drawbacks of this approach include difficulties in:
• identifying gaps in the sampled data;
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Table 4: The 15 dimensionless input parameters chosen for the NNs trained in this study. Although
each dimensionless parameter is a function of many physical values, computing them in order from
top to bottom in this list allow each dimensionless value to be defined solely on its associated physical
value. The ion pressure, ni Ti , is estimated from the density and temperature measurements of the
other species combined with the Zeff measurement. The gyro-Bohm scaling factor accounts for the
last remaining experimental measurement, Te , which should be placed at the top of this list.

Dimensionless
Parameter

Associated Physical
Parameter (Measured)

x
q
ŝ
R/LTe
Zeff
log10 (ν ∗ )
R/Lne
Ti /Te
R/LTi
Nimp,light
R/Lnimp,light
αMHD
Mtor
R/Lutor
γE

r
q
∇q
∇Te
Zeff
ne
∇ne
Timp
∇Timp
nimp,light
∇nimp,light
B0
Ωtor
∇Ωtor
∇2 (ni Ti )

• identifying the input boundaries to determine when the NN begins to extrapolate;
• and visualizing the high-dimensional data to develop an intuition about the
problem.
While Latin hypercube sampling is a more efficient solution for multivariate random sampling [28], it was not used in this study as the distributions of the output
transport coefficients are unavailable prior to generating the dataset. As the final
predictive capability is more dependent on whether this output space is sufficiently
sampled, this method introduces the risk of undersampling when performed while
only accounting for the distributions of the input parameters. The iterative process of adding more samples post-analysis renders it counterproductive in reducing
the overall time required to generate the dataset. To avoid this issue, the dataset
was generated using as many of the experimentally-derived input points as possible,
accepting that the parameter space may still be overpopulated. Additional data clustering and reduction techniques, e.g. DBSCAN [29] or k-means [30] algorithms, can
be used to minimize the degree of overpopulation, but this is not within the scope of
this study and is left as future work.
However, tokamak experimental measurement data have irregular spatial and temporal structure and are subject to multiple sources of noise, described by its reported
measurement uncertainties. This means it must first be screened for validity and fitted in order to provide a data format suitable for sampling. The workflow performing
this task must be automatable and robust enough to handle both the volume and
variety of data being processed.
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This study uses a previously created and verified data pipeline [31] to satisfy
these criteria, featuring the use of Gaussian process regression (GPR) [32] for onedimensional plasma profile fitting. Specifically, the fits were performed on the quantities, q, ne , Te , Ti , Ωtor , and nimp,light , when measurements were available. The
primary advantage of the GPR algorithm is its capability to rigourously propagate
measurement uncertainties to the resulting fits and fit derivatives. The availability of
meaningful derivative uncertainties is especially useful in this application, due to the
sensitivity of plasma microinstabilities on local plasma gradients [14, 33].
Experimental data was extracted from 2135 discharges within the JET data repository, where the selected discharges were inspired by those recorded within the JETPEAK database [34]. The experimental data was extracted over a pre-determined
time window and averaged in time. For steady-state scenarios, the window was chosen to have a width of 500 ms. Steady-state scenarios are defined in this study as
those which have:
•
•
•
•

approximately constant plasma current;
approximately constant toroidal magnetic field;
approximately constant line-integrated Zeff ;
no power transitions in the external heating systems

throughout the entire time window. For non-steady-state or transient scenarios, this
window was chosen to have a width of 200 ms.
The time-averaged uncertainty, σ, of a given measurement was updated from
Reference [31] to the following expression:

2
N
N
1
1 X
1 X 2
2
σn +
(yn − ȳn )
(8)
σ2 =
N n
c4 (N ) N n

where yn is the measured value, σn is its reported uncertainty, N is the total number
of measurement points in the time window, and c4 (N ) is a correction factor to obtain
the unbiased estimate of the sample standard deviation [35]. This correction factor
is preferred over the commonly used N − 1 correction for N < 10. Equation (8)
incorporates the expected diagnostic noise reduction from repeated measurements
while still retaining information about the spread of values obtained from those same
repeated measurements.
A minimum of 1 time window in each of the following phases were selected from
each discharge:
• current ramp-up (3742 transient windows);
• current flat-top (5419 steady-state windows);
• current ramp-down (3167 transient windows).
These selection criteria ensure that a wide variety of plasma scenarios and parameters
were sampled. A total of 12328 time windows were extracted from the 2135 discharges
selected.
Certain processed data fields were only available for a subset of the sampled time
windows. In these cases, the following assumptions were made in order to fill in any
missing data within the 15 required parameters, standardizing the data for automated
execution of the QuaLiKiz code:
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• The Zeff contribution of the light impurity did not exceed 0.2 if insufficient
impurity information is provided;
• Mtor = R/Lutor = γE = 0 if no plasma rotation measurements are available;
• Ti = Timp = Te if no ion temperature measurements are available;
• Zeff = 1.25 if no line-integrated effective charge measurements are available.
Also, the availability of magnetic information within the experimental repository
generally restricts the extracted database to using the equilibrium and q profile provided by EFIT executed with only magnetic measurement data, as it was automatically produced after each discharge. Although the accuracy of the EFIT algorithm
under these conditions is generally insufficient for detailed transport analysis, it is
considered less problematic for the purposes of sampling experimental space. This is
because any such inaccuracies should be covered by the statistical distribution over
all the sampled discharges, converting any individual bias into sampling noise. This
same principle applies to many of the broad assumptions made in order to standardize
the input parameters, provided that assumptions are not applied to an overwhelming
majority of the sampled data points.
With the experimental data extracted and standardized, the resulting profile
database can then be sampled to populate the input part of the training dataset.
The specific values of the inputs were taken by radially sampling the fitted onedimensional profiles obtained via GPR techniques along the radial coordinate, ρtor ,
defined as follows:
s
ψtor (r)
(9)
ρtor (r) =
ψtor |r=a
where ψtor is the toroidal magnetic flux passing through the poloidal cross-section of
the tokamak plasma. This radial sampling was done via a fixed grid on ρtor specifically for testing the interpolative power of the NN regression method, as any large
discrepancies in between radial points would also be easily observable in the integrated modelling application. Table 5 provides the sampled values for variables in
which a fixed user-defined grid was used. The radial, ρtor , sampling range was determined from the historical region of applicability of the QuaLiKiz model within global
transport simulations, while the interval was chosen to avoid generating an excessively large dataset. The sampled wavenumbers, kθ ρs , selected within QuaLiKiz are
identical to the set chosen for the validation of QuaLiKiz within integrated modelling
applications [20].
2.3

Dataset refinement

Due to the sensitivity of the turbulent behaviour on 5 of the 15 input parameters,
namely {R/Lne , R/LTe , R/LTi , ŝ, γE } [14], the sampling statistics of these parameters were artificially enhanced, as detailed in Table 5. This ensures that the linear
critical thresholds, a crucial feature of the output space, are properly resolved. Since
the GPR routine rigourously propagates the experimental uncertainties through to the
fits, performing a lattice expansion of each data point within the normally-distributed
± 1σ uncertainties of these quantities achieved this goal while remaining true to the
underlying experimental data. A 5-point expansion was taken in {R/LTe , R/LTi }
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Table 5: A summary of the explicitly chosen sample values for NN training dataset generation. µ
and σ represent the mean and standard deviation of the variable in question, respectively, and both
are given by the GPR fit routine. As indicated by *, the variation of the rotation shear parameter,
γE , was only applied for data points which had non-zero rotation.

Variable
ρtor
kθ ρ s
R/LTe
R/LTi
R/Lne
ŝ
γE *

Values
0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9
0.1, 0.175, 0.25, 0.325, 0.4, 0.5, 0.7,
1, 1.8, 3, 9, 15, 21, 27, 36, 45
µ − 1σ, µ − 0.5σ, µ, µ + 0.5σ, µ + 1σ
µ − 1σ, µ − 0.5σ, µ, µ + 0.5σ, µ + 1σ
µ − 1σ, µ, µ + 1σ
µ − 1σ, µ, µ + 1σ
0, µ − 1σ, µ, µ + 1σ

and a 3-point expansion in {R/Lne , ŝ}, leading to a minimum sample multiplication
factor of 225. All samples which contained rotation data were duplicated assuming
zero rotation to enhance the ability of the NN to interpolate in the rotation variables.
They were also subjected to an additional 3-point expansion in γE . This gives a sample multiplication factor of 900 for these samples with rotation measurements. The
final sampled dataset size after this expansion is ∼37.65 million data points, where
∼16.91 million or ∼45% of them come from time windows with rotation measurements
and the remaining ∼20.74 million or ∼55% are from the remaining time windows.
Next, the output half of the NN training dataset was populated by executing
QuaLiKiz on all of the collected samples. However, not every sample yielded a valid
set of QuaLiKiz inputs, due to unforeseen abnormalities in the experimental data
repository and/or failures in the automated data extraction routine. This left a total
of ∼33.8 million data points which took ∼350,000 CPUh to compute, notably less
than the pure lattice approach. This data was trimmed into a single ∼12 GiB HDF5
data file (uncompressed) and is available upon request. One data point in the NN
training set consists of a set of these 15 input parameters and the output transport
quantities produced from the corresponding QuaLiKiz run. At this point, ∼41.6% of
the dataset are stable, i.e. they exhibit no ITG, TEM, or ETG linear instabilities.
This statistic supports the viability of using experimental data for sampling as it
reflects the notion that tokamak experimental conditions lie near the threshold of
these linear instabilities.
Additional data filtering was performed on the QuaLiKiz outputs via a number of
sanity checks computed in post-processing. This prevents the introduction of excessive
noise to the NN training set. These check the consistency of the output with respect
to:
• abnormally small fluxes due to rounding errors, |Γe,i,GB | ≥ 10−4 if Γe,i,GB 6= 0
• non-negative heat fluxes, qe,i,GB ≥ 0
P
• ambipolar particle flux, i Γi,GB Zi = Γe,GB

• calculation of electron particle flux from diffusive and convective terms, Γe,GB =
De,GB (R/Lne ) + Vn,e,GB
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• and calculation of electron heat flux from diffusive and convective terms, qe,GB =
χe,GB (R/LTe ) + VT,e,GB
Any points which do not pass these checks are excluded from the training dataset.
Since QuaLiKiz computes the transport flux separately from the corresponding diffusive and convective transport coefficients, the last two checks ensure that these
numerical solutions are consistent with each other. While not all of the output variables validated by these checks are used in the NN training, passing all of the tests
provides some confidence on the convergence of the numerical algorithms as well as
the sufficiency of resolved wavenumbers. Overall, ∼57.9% of the original expanded
dataset were considered suitable for training the NNs. This degree of data loss is expected due to the relatively loose sampling criteria and brute-force lattice expansion
of the gradient quantities. Additional details about the filters and their associated
statistics are provided in Table 6.
As provided at the beginning of this section, Figure 2 shows the single parameter
distributions of the 15 dimensionless inputs chosen for the final NN training set. This
particular visual representation of the data obscures any correlations present in the
dataset, e.g ŝ generally increasing with q. However, it provides valuable insight into
the input parameter ranges present in the dataset. This is especially useful when
for determining extrapolation regions. The filled bars in the figure represent the
distribution of data points which result in a prediction of no transport resulting from
microturbulent behaviour from the QuaLiKiz model, i.e. no unstable ITG, TEM or
ETG modes. As expected from known literature, the large majority of these points
occur at lower logarithmic gradients.
Within the NN training set, 65.0% of the input-output pairs are completely stable;
13.5% exhibit dominant ITG modes; 4.6% exhibit dominant TEM modes; and 5.3%
exhibit only ETG modes. The remaining input-output pairs yielded a combination
of these three instabilities, with 8.1% being a combination of ITG and ETG modes
and the remaining split (∼1% each) across the other possible combinations, including
exhibiting all three instabilities.
3

Neural network training

This section provides a basic description of NNs and detail the NN architecture and
training hyperparameters used for this study. In general, the NNs trained within this
study used the same TensorFlow-1.6 training pipeline used by the previous work [17]
and further details can be found in the referenced paper. The weights and biases of
the NNs are publicly available in a GitLab repository, Ref. [36], in which version 1.0.1
is discussed in this document.

Sampled fitted profiles
Expanded gradients within ±1σ
Completed QuaLiKiz runs
Bounded input ranges
Applied consistency filters
Electron particle flux filter @ ±5%
Electron heat flux filter @ ±5%
Negative heat flux filter
Ambipolar filter @ ±10%
Rounding error filter
Capped heat flux output, qe , qi ≤ 100

Extraction step
18792
12684600
11478375
11232300
7000646

6582532

14476613

With rotation

92160
24964200
21916575
21744487
16187891

Without rotation
–
0%
11.3%
1.3%
29.7%
11.3%
4.0%
6.2%
6.8%
1.3%
9.2%

Data lost

44.1%

–
0%
11.3%
12.4%
38.4%

Total data lost

Table 6: Number of data points in the training dataset at each stage of its generation, along with percentages of data retention. The consistency filters
were applied cumulatively for performance reasons, meaning that their quoted statistics do not double-count data points which would be screened out
by multiple filters.
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Fundamental concepts

Neural networks are a type of ML regression model in which an arbitrary function is
represented by a large number of simple non-linear components called neurons [37].
Each neuron contains a small number of free parameters which are adjusted to fit the
overall function to a given dataset. This process is called supervised learning. The
necessary free parameter adjustments for each update step in the learning process is
determined by using gradient-based methods [38]. In general, all networks contain an
input layer and an output layer of neurons, which can be used for data normalization
or criteria enforcement. Any layers between these two interfaces are called hidden
layers, whose specific architecture can depend on the application.
The NNs used in this study are fully-connected feedforward NNs (FFNN), a network architecture in which the outputs of each neuron are:
• connected to the input of every neuron in the next layer;
• not connected to the input of any neurons in the current layer;
• not connected to the input of any neurons in any previous layers.
Information is passed forward from a neuron i within a layer to a neuron j within the
next layer using the following expression:
X
xj =
wij yi + bj ,
yj = f (xj )
(10)
i

where x and y represent the input and output of a given neuron, w and b represent
the neuron weights and biases, and f (x) is the activation function of the neuron. The
non-linear regression capabilities of the NN model require that some portion of the
activation functions within the network are themselves non-linear [39, 40].
The NNs in this study consist of 3 hidden layers with 150, 70, and 30 neurons going
from the input layer to the output layer. This tapered multi-layer structure was
proposed heuristically to minimize overfitting [41] and later shown to be generally
optimal for FFNN regression using adaptive network pruning techniques [42]. All
neurons within the hidden layers have the same activation function, f (x) = tanh(x).
Both input and output layers do not have an activation function, i.e. f (x) = x. In
practice, the input layer is not treated as a true NN layer as these neurons simply
serve to accept the values given by a user and distribute it to the first hidden layer,
i.e. they only have 1 input connection with w = 1 and b = 0. This architecture results
in a total of 15131 free parameters per NN, significantly less than the number of data
points multiplied by input parameters. This check ensures that the NN cannot simply
memorize the entire input dataset exactly through tuning its free parameters.
The training algorithm computes the square difference, or a related measure, between the prediction of the network at a given input point and its corresponding
known output and adjusts the weights and biases accordingly to reduce that difference. This measure is generally known as the cost function and the training algorithm
attempts to minimize it over all of the given inputs, turning it into an optimization
problem. The backpropagation method [43] allows this update to be done on all
the free parameters of the NN simultaneously, making the optimization of such large
numbers of free parameters feasible. Although there are generally less free parameters
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than input data points, there is still a large risk of overfitting as not every point in the
dataset introduces new features that must be captured. Additionally, the presence
of data noise and redundancy can bias the optimization scheme towards undesired
solution spaces. Constraints based on regression complexity can be provided to the
cost function to reduce this risk, a technique known as regularization. The L2-norm
was chosen to fulfill this function in this study, defined as a term in the cost function
as follows:
λ XXX 2
wij,l
(11)
CL2 =
2
j
i
l

where l represents the neuron layer and λ is the hyperparameter to adjust the degree
of regularization applied.
Although this paper used the same training pipeline as the previous NNs, slight
differences in the training dataset required modifications to the hyperparameters to
achieve the desired network performance. The hyperparameter values used for all the
networks in this study are detailed in Appendix A. It is noted that the NN training
algorithm uses a built-in outlier filter, which trimmed the upper and lower 0.1% of
the values present in each input and output parameter. Although the exact number
of filtered points depends on the specific output parameter that each NN is being
trained on, it can be assumed that this process removes .1% of the values in the NN
training set.
3.2

Committee neural networks

Similar to previous approaches [21, 44], this study employs a committee of NNs to
improve the prediction quality. A committee NN evaluates multiple separate NNs,
known as members, with identical input and output parameters and combines their
predictions into a collective prediction via a weighted average. This technique also
provides information on the spread or standard deviation, σ, of the predictions of
each member. It is proposed to use this standard deviation to address the issue of
identifying the extrapolation boundary of the training dataset.
Each member within the committee NNs used in this study have exactly the
same architecture and were trained on the same dataset, although this is not strictly
necessary. The random initialization of the NN training pipeline ensures that each
member converges to a different local minimum, in terms of the optimized free parameter configuration, but with a similar overall solution. As a result, each member
can be weighted equally and the mean prediction of all the members taken to be
the prediction of the committee. Additionally, the standard deviation of the member
predictions can then be used to identify when the networks are extrapolating. As
the NN training hyperparameters were tuned specifically to avoid overfitting, large
disagreements between the members could either be the result of a lack of data in that
region or an extreme volatility in the output space in that region within the training
dataset. The careful design of the input and output variables, combined with domain
knowledge about the smoothness of the output space, rules out volatility due to an
extremely high model sensitivity or a non-unique solution space.
A committee NN with 10 members was trained for each of the 25 output quantities,
for a total of 250 individual NNs within the QLKNN-jetexp-15D model. The NNs
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predicting the main ion momentum flux is a novel addition within this study. This
paper also employed the leading flux networks developed previously, in order to ensure
the simultaneous threshold behaviour for each predicted quantity corresponding to the
same microturbulent mode [17]. The leading fluxes for the three modes present in
QuaLiKiz are:
ITG: qi ,

ETG: qe ,

TEM: qe

and the NNs representing the remaining transport quantities are fitted on the ratio
of that quantity to the leading flux of the turbulent mode. For example, the ITG ion
particle flux within the leading flux methodology is then calculated as follows:

 
Γi
E[qi,ITG ]
(12)
E[Γi,ITG ] = E
qi ITG
where E represents the mean prediction of the committee NN. While this operation is
trivial for the mean, the impact on the committee standard deviation is less straightforward. For ease of implementation, the non-leading flux variances were calculated
assuming each NN can be treated as an independent random variable, leading to the
expression:

2
 
 
Γi
Γi
2
V[Γi,ITG ] = V
E[qi,ITG ] + E
V[qi,ITG ]
(13)
qi ITG
qi ITG
where V represents the prediction variance, i.e. σ 2 , of the committee NN and the
other symbols are described in Equation (12).
4

Comparison studies

This section attempts to validate the QLKNN-jetexp-15D model by comparing its
predictions to the original QuaLiKiz model within a wide variety of conditions. The
numerical accuracy of the NN and its capability to capture known trends were validated by directly comparing the predicted transport quantities using parameter scans,
detailed in Section 4.1. The general output topology and suitability of the NN training
dataset were validated by comparing the results from a time-evolved plasma simulation within the integrated model, JINTRAC. This is detailed in Section 4.2. These
methods are chosen since the typical NN goodness metrics, e.g. root-mean-squared
(RMS) error or descaled validation loss, only have relative meaning within the NN
training process. This limits their uses to those of model optimization.
No comparisons are made between the QLKNN-jetexp-15D and the QLKNNhyper-10D models within this study, due to fundamental differences in the NN training datasets. After considering the assumptions made during their respective dataset
generation steps, the two training datasets had no overlapping regions in which a
meaningful direct comparison could be made. Also, the QLKNN-jetexp-15D training dataset was generated using QuaLiKiz-v2.6.1, whereas the QLKNN-hyper-10D
training dataset was generated using QuaLiKiz-v2.5.1. This study found that an adjustment to the ion heat flux, qi , saturation rule between these two versions had a
non-negligible impact on the JINTRAC results, meaning no meaningful integrated
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modelling comparison could be made as well. For the purposes of validating the NN
model, comparisons solely against the original model will suffice.
4.1

Model prediction comparisons

The irregularity of the input values in the training dataset make it difficult to visually
compare the NN prediction directly against the dataset itself. This visualization
would require the data to be sorted into bins around the desired input values. Since
the ranges required to produce useful bins are partly dependent on the data density, it
cannot be guaranteed that the corresponding output does not vary significantly within
these ranges. This introduces an uncertainty over whether any observed discrepancies
are from the inaccuracy of the surrogate model or the blurring of output values over
the chosen input ranges.
To avoid this issue, the original QuaLiKiz model was independently executed with
a set of input parameters chosen to emulate a one-dimensional scan in the dataset
generation workflow. This means the QuaLiKiz inputs in the scan were chosen to
keep the other 14 dimensionless parameters constant while adhering to the same
assumptions discussed in Section 2.1. The resulting QuaLiKiz transport coefficients
are then compared to the NN predictions.
Figures 3, 4, and 5 compare the NN surrogate models to the original QuaLiKiz
evaluations over parameter scans of the logarithmic ion temperature gradient, R/LTi ,
magnetic shear, ŝ, and normalized E × B shearing rate, γE , respectively. These scans
were performed with the other 14 parameters retaining the following base values:
R/LTe = 5.5, R/LTi = 5.5, x = 0.55, R/Lne = 2, R/Lnimp,light = 2, Nimp,light = 0.017,
Ti /Te = 1, log10 (ν ∗ ) = −0.9, Zeff = 1.7, q = 1.8, ŝ = 0.8, α = 0.3, Mtor = 0.3,
R/Lutor = 1.5, γE = −0.2. These base values were chosen to be near the highest data
point density in the training set for the radial grid point, ρtor = 0.5. The minimum
and maximum values of the scans were chosen to extend into the low density regions
of the training set, whenever allowed by the constraints of the physical system. Since
the leading flux NN output is clipped to zero when the prediction is negative, the
leading flux NN standard deviation is also clipped to zero in these cases.
Although the parameter scans were performed for all 15 input parameters, these
3 input parameters were chosen to emphasize the capability of the NNs to resolve
specific features in output space. The remaining 12 parameter scan plots can be
found in Appendix E. Additionally, only the main transport fluxes, i.e. main ion heat
flux, qi , electron particle flux, Γe , main ion particle flux, Γi , and momentum flux, Π,
for ITG turbulence are shown as it is the dominant turbulent regime found in JET.
However, the agreement between QuaLiKiz and QLKNN-jetexp-15D is similar for the
TEM and ETG turbulence as well.
From these figures, it can be concluded that the QLKNN-jetexp-15D model successfully replicates the original QuaLiKiz model in regions where the training set is
sufficiently dense. As expected, the discrepancy between the committee NN mean
predictions and the original QuaLiKiz model increases as the data density in the
training set, shown in Figure 2, begins to decrease. More importanty, this increased
discrepancy is accompanied by an increase in the committee NN standard deviation,
demonstrating the proposed relation between the committee standard deviation and
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Figure 3: Comparison of main ITG-driven transport fluxes as a function of the logarithmic ion
temperature gradient, R/LTi , predicted by QLKNN-jetexp-15D (blue lines) and QuaLiKiz (green
points), showing points which would pass the data pipeline filters (circles) and those which would
be screened out (crosses). The standard deviation of the committee NN (shaded regions) and the
equivalent transport flux (dashed lines) reconstructed by combining simulation plasma parameters
and NN predicted diffusion, D, and pinch coefficients, V , are also shown. The necessity of careful
dataset generation is demonstrated via the regression quality reduction (red lines) by artificially
removing one input parameter, R/Lutor . The base value (dotted green vertical line) and 2.5%,
97.5% quantiles (dashed black vertical lines) are shown to highlight the growing standard deviation
as the NN leaves the training dataset boundaries.

the underlying training set data density. With appropriately selected threshold, this
standard deviation becomes a useful metric to identify when the committee NN prediction is within an extrapolation region, i.e. a region in input space for which there
is minimal representation within the training set.
However, this metric is only meaningful provided that the possibility of excessive
training set noise and NN overfitting are sufficiently reduced during the generation
of the trained NN model, as was done in this study. This is shown by the red lines
and shaded regions in Figures 3, 4 and 5, where input noise was artificially added
by removing the R/Lutor parameter from the training set. This reduced the problem
to a 14D description and broke the uniqueness criteria established in Section 2. The
resulting committee NNs not only make worse mean predictions in general but the
standard deviation is no longer strongly tied to the input data density, best shown in
Figure 5.
The effective flux reconstructed from the NN-predicted electron particle diffusion,
De , and pinch, Ve , coefficients, shown in the figures with the dashed lines, generally
agree with the NN-predicted electron particle flux itself, Γe . This result is attributed
to the presence of the strict input data filter on the electron particle flux consistency
with the respective D and V from the same simulation, as described in Section 2.3.
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Figure 4: Comparison of main ITG-driven transport fluxes as a function of the magnetic shear, ŝ,
predicted by QLKNN-jetexp-15D (lines) and QuaLiKiz (green points), showing points which would
pass the data pipeline filters (circles) and those which would be screened out (crosses). The standard
deviation of the committee NN (shaded regions) and the equivalent transport flux (dashed lines)
reconstructed by combining simulation plasma parameters and NN predicted diffusion, D, and pinch
coefficients, V , are also shown. The necessity of careful dataset generation is demonstrated via the
regression quality reduction (red lines) by artificially removing one input parameter, R/Lutor . The
base value (dotted green vertical line) and 2.5%, 97.5% quantiles (dashed black vertical lines) are
shown to highlight the growing standard deviation as the NN leaves the training dataset boundaries.

Conversely, this agreement is not generally observed with the ion particle flux, likely
due to the absence of a similar consistency filter on the ion transport quantities.
Although the metric required to apply the filter is computed by QuaLiKiz, it was
purposefully not done in the dataset generation step in this study. A brief examination
showed that the ion particle transport consistency filter by itself would discard ∼50%
of the unstable points in the collected data if set with a tolerance of ±5%, and discard
∼25% with a tolerance of ±20%. This amount of data loss was considered too much
to be reasonable from a single filter. Since the NN applications do not rely solely
on the Di and Vi predictions, this was seen as an acceptable loss in NN performance
for the purposes of this study. As a result, only the ion particle flux prediction, Γi ,
is recommended for use inside an integrated model, although the detailed trials are
provided in Section 4.2.
Recent investigations into the internal consistency check revealed that the ion
rotodiffusion pinch term of QuaLiKiz, which is set to zero from previous verification
exercises, was distorting the calculation. This has been fixed for QuaLiKiz-v2.8.1
and higher, which is expected to improve the statistics of the ion particle transport
consistency filter. However, this version was not available during the data generation
phase of this study. To this effect, a further investigation into the impact of a strict
ion transport quantity consistency filter, and/or other physics-informed consistency
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Figure 5: Comparison of main ITG-driven transport fluxes as a function of the normalized E × B
shearing rate, γE , predicted by QLKNN-jetexp-15D (lines) and QuaLiKiz (green points), showing
points which would pass the data pipeline filters (circles) and those which would be screened out
(crosses). The standard deviation of the committee NN (shaded regions) and the equivalent transport
flux (dashed lines) reconstructed by combining simulation plasma parameters and NN predicted
diffusion, D, and pinch coefficients, V , are also shown. The necessity of careful dataset generation
is demonstrated via the regression quality reduction (red lines) by artificially removing one input
parameter, R/Lutor . The base value (dotted green vertical line) and 2.5%, 97.5% quantiles (dashed
black vertical lines) are shown to highlight the growing standard deviation as the NN leaves the
training dataset boundaries.

filters, on the overall NN performance are suggested as future work.
4.2

Integrated modelling comparisons

The QLKNN-jetexp-15D model was further tested within the integrated model, JINTRAC, based on their reasonable regression performance shown in the previous section. This paper applies these new NNs to the same 3 integrated modelling cases examined in the previous work [17]: a carbon wall baseline discharge (JET#73342) [20],
an ITER-like wall hybrid discharge (JET#92398) [45], and an ITER-like wall highperformance baseline discharge (JET#92436) [31]. In addition, 2 extra cases are
included in this comparison in order to test the NN applicability within other common plasma scenarios: an ITER-like wall ohmic L-mode discharge (JET#91637) and
an hydrogenic isotope-mixing discharge (JET#91227) [46].
The integrated modelling simulations use the NNs to predict the electron and ion
heat fluxes, qe and qi , as well as the ion particle flux, Γi . These are then given to
JETTO [47], the global transport module in JINTRAC, which primarily solves the
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following equations for all species, labelled with s, within a one-dimensional plasma:
∂ns
+ ∇ · Γs = Ss
∂t
3 ∂ns Ts
+ ∇ · qs = Qs
2 ∂t

(14)

where n is the number density, T is the temperature, and S and Q represents the
particle and heat sources and sinks, respectively. These equations then provide the
evolution of the electron temperature, Te , main ion temperature, Ti , and electron
density, ne , as a function of radius in time. Other physics models or experimental
measurements were used to provide the values for the various sources and sinks, whose
performance has already been validated for the test cases shown.
In some select cases, the momentum flux, Πi , is also provided to simultaneously
solve the momentum transport equation, given as:
∂ps
+ ps · ∇vs + ∇ · Πs = Rs + τs
∂t

(15)

where p is the bulk plasma momentum, v is the bulk plasma velocity, R is the resistivity term, and τ represents the remaining momentum sources and sinks. It is important
to note that self-consistent momentum evolution, via the inclusion of Equation (15),
is not routinely performed within current integrated modelling workflows. However,
a predict-first approach would necessarily include momentum transport. This motivated the novel inclusion of momentum flux predictions within QLKNN-jetexp-15D.
Unfortunately, the wide variety of possible impurity species in the plasma means
that a complete and consistent description of the transport properties is not always
guaranteed by the QLKNN-jetexp-15D output. This is due to the impurity categories
implemented to standardize the input portion of the NN training dataset. For this
reason, the NN ion transport coefficients are strictly for deuterium, where it is the
main fuel ion. Due to the stiffness of heat transport and strength of the equipartition
coupling, the differences in the heat transport properties of the different ion species
are typically neglected. However, this cannot generally be assumed for particle transport [46]. In simulations where the density profiles of these additional species are not
fixed, further assumptions are required to provide the transport coefficients for these
species.
The plasma ambipolarity constraint can be used to specify one these extra coefficients and it is expressed as follows:
X
Γe =
Γi Zi
(16)
i

However, this is insufficient to fully specify the transport properties of simulations
with 2 or more additional species, which is becoming more routine in tokamak plasma
modelling. 6 different options were developed to address the remaining parameters,
taking advantage of the fact that the committee NNs were trained to predict the total
fluxes, the diffusion coefficients and the convection coefficients separately. Based on
the test results, only 3 of these options are shown and discussed within this section.
The remaining options are provided in Appendix B.
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The first option, labelled P1 in this document, assumes that the all ion particle
fluxes are directly proportional to the electron particle flux, as follows:
Γi = Γe

ni
ne

(17)

where e represents the electrons and i represents a generic ion species. Although this
assumption is not generally valid, this is the current default option within the QLKNN
implementation in JINTRAC and the closest option to the one used to benchmark
the QLKNN-hyper-10D model [17]. It is kept here as a comparison to the previous
implementation.
The second option, labelled P6 in this document, assumes that the ion particle
diffusive and convective transport coefficients are equal to those of the deuterium ion,
expressed as follows:
Γi = −Di0 ∇ni + Vi0 ni
(18)
where i0 represents the deuterium ion and i represents a generic ion species. This
is the ideal option to transfer deuterium transport quantities to other hydrogenic
species [46]. The performance of this option is questionable with QLKNN-jetexp-15D
due to absence of ion particle transport consistency filters. However, it is shown here
for comparison purposes.
The third option, labelled P5 in this document, assumes that the ion particle
diffusive and convective transport coefficients are equal to those of the electrons,
expressed as follows:
Γi = −De ∇ni + Ve ni
(19)
This is the current recommended option to transfer transport quantities to nondeuterium ion species, based solely on its performance in reproducing the total particle
flux within the parameter scan comparisons in Section 4.1.
Table 7 provides a summary of the most relevant simulation specifications and
results. Figures 6 – 11 show a comparison of the plasma profiles using QLKNN-jetexp15D and the original QuaLiKiz model, along with the time-averaged measurements
and uncertainties from the experimental discharge, for use as reference. Additional
information regarding other integrated modelling runs performed within this study
are available in Appendix C.
To take advantage of the committee NN standard deviation predictions, the QLKNN
implementation within JINTRAC was updated to evaluate and check the NN prediction standard deviation for each time step in the integrated model simulation. If the
standard deviation of any given quantity exceeds a pre-defined threshold for a given
time step, the integrated model switches back to the original QuaLiKiz model for
all radial points on that time step. The exact threshold values used for the committee NN standard deviation checks and a detailed description of the method used to
determine them can be found in Appendix D. Even with relaxed thresholds, it was
found that the NN standard deviation nearly always exceeds them near the edge of
the simulation boundary. There are multiple potential reasons for this, such as:
• insufficient data density in this region due to the extreme plasma parameters
there;
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• insufficient data density in this region due to its proximity to the edge of the
sampled parameter space;
• frequent deviations from the sampled parameter space due to the time evolution
computation scheme;
• numerical abnormalities at the simulation boundary are causing deviations from
the expected parameter space;
• or any combination of the above.
This region only spans 2 or 3 radial grid points next to the simulation boundary
and was considered to be a negligible discrepancy due to the fine grids used within
the simulations in this study. To avoid future spurious tripping of this nature, the
standard deviation check was set to trigger only when half of the points or more
inside the turbulence prediction region exceeds the pre-defined threshold. Under these
conditions, the extrapolation switch was never triggered within any of the simulations
shown in this section. Nonetheless, the model switching scheme could be improved
by running the original QuaLiKiz model only on the radial points where the standard
deviation threshold was exceeded and/or only when a given radial point exceeds the
threshold multiple times successively. Although this study demonstrates the viability
of the proposed implementation, further studies into more optimal standard deviation
threshold values and threshold triggering schemes are strongly recommended.
From these figures, there is a generally good qualitative agreement between the
predicted profiles resulting from using the QLKNN-jetexp-15D model and the original
QuaLiKiz model across a wide variety of plasma simulation scenarios. The general
profile shape and gradient are comparable in all cases except the mixed-isotope case,
JET#91227, where odd bends occur in all the predicted profiles. From Table 7, it can
be seen that the profile-averaged RMS between QLKNN-jetexp-15D and the original
QuaLiKiz model for all the predicted profiles is <10% with the recommended settings.
As expected, option 6 provides results similar to option 1 in the majority of the test
cases but is more prone to erratic behaviour due to the lack of a consistency filter on
the ion diffusion and pinch coefficients in the dataset.
The particle transport option 5 yields comparable results to option 1, except
for a non-negligible discrepancy in JET#92436 with predictive momentum transport
(right side of Figure 8) and a significant discrepancy in JET#91227 (Figure 11).
Both simulations include predictive momentum transport and predictive impurity
transport. However, since the JET#92436 simulation with predictive momentum
does not affect this discrepancy significantly, it is more likely that the inclusion of
predictive impurity transport is the cause. By using QLKNN with predictive impurity
transport, the NN-predicted particle transport quantities are scaled according to the
impurity species density and inserted as impurity transport quantities. For heavy
impurities, this assumption may be reasonable due to the dominance of neoclassical
transport over turbulent transport phenomena at high particle mass. However, this
assumption may not be suitable for light impurities, which could have a large impact
on electron density profile within JINTRAC depending on the Zeff .
For the case of JET#91227, the presence of both hydrogen and deuterium species
in the plasma adds an additional complication to its interpretation. In spite of the
improved agreement, it is actually surprising that option 5 gives reasonable results
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Figure 6: Comparison of integrated modelling results, Te , Ti , ne , for JET#73342 using predicted
transport fluxes from 15D NN against those of the original QuaLiKiz model, without the impact of
plasma rotation (left) and with the impact of plasma rotation only applied to ρtor > 0.4 (right). The
experimental data (gray points) used to determine the initial conditions of the simulation are also
shown. The turbulent transport predictions are applied between 0.15 ≤ ρtor ≤ 0.85.
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Figure 7: Comparison of integrated modelling results, Te , Ti , ne , for JET#92398 using predicted
transport fluxes from QLKNN-jetexp-15D model against those of the original QuaLiKiz model,
without the impact of plasma rotation (left) and with the impact of plasma rotation only applied
to ρtor > 0.4 (right). The experimental data (gray points) used to determine the initial conditions
of the simulation are also shown. The turbulent transport predictions are applied between 0.03 ≤
ρtor ≤ 0.85.
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Figure 8: Comparison of integrated modelling results, Te , Ti , ne , for JET#92436 using predicted
transport fluxes from 15D NN against those of the original QuaLiKiz model, without the impact of
plasma rotation (left) and with the impact of plasma rotation only applied to ρtor > 0.4 (right). The
experimental data (gray points) used to determine the initial conditions of the simulation are also
shown. The turbulent transport predictions are applied between 0.15 ≤ ρtor ≤ 0.85.
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Figure 9: Comparison of integrated modelling results, Te , Ti , ne , Ωtor , for JET#92436 using predicted transport fluxes from 15D NN against those of the original QuaLiKiz model, with the impact
of plasma rotation only applied to ρtor > 0.4. The experimental data (gray points) used to determine the initial conditions of the simulation are also shown. The turbulent transport predictions are
applied between 0.15 ≤ ρtor ≤ 0.85.
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Figure 10: Comparison of integrated modelling results, Te , Ti , for JET#91637 using predicted transport fluxes from 15D NN against those of the original QuaLiKiz model, without the impact of plasma
rotation (left) and with the impact of plasma rotation only applied to ρtor > 0.4 (right). The experimental data (gray points) used to determine the initial conditions of the simulation are also shown.
The turbulent transport predictions are applied between 0.15 ≤ ρtor ≤ 0.90.
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Figure 11: Comparison of integrated modelling results, Te , Ti , ne , Ωtor , for JET#91227 using predicted transport fluxes from 15D NN against those of the original QuaLiKiz model, with the impact
of plasma rotation only applied to ρtor > 0.4. The experimental data (gray points) used to determine the initial conditions of the simulation are also shown. The turbulent transport predictions are
applied between 0.03 ≤ ρtor ≤ 0.80.
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in this scenario. This is because it conflicts with the expectation that the electron
D and V can be very different from the ion D and V in mixed-isotope plasmas [46].
Since this simulation was designed for analyzing long-timescale transport behaviour,
it is suspected that this difference between electron and ion transport properties
becomes overshadowed by the ambipolarity constraint in the plasma. This allows the
substitution of electron coefficients over these long timescales to provide an equivalent
plasma profile. Nonetheless, additional work in developing option 6 is required to
extend the application of the NN into transient analysis, as it is expected to provide
the most accurate description of the dynamic ion transport properties [50].
Finally, the generally good agreement between the two models within the ohmic
L-mode discharge, JET#91637, indicate that the model can also be suitable for analyzing transport behaviour in plasma ramp-up and ramp-down phases. The discrepancies of the temperature profiles in the inner core (ρtor ≤ 0.2) are expected to
be reduced with the inclusion of predictive impurity transport and a heavy impurity species in the simulation. This allows some central accumulation of radiating ion
species, which effectively lowers the core temperature by increasing the heat sink term.
As this heavy impurity accumulation is determined mostly by neoclassical transport,
this discrepancy does not invalidate the turbulent transport properties predicted by
the NN.
Overall, it is important to highlight that the success of the QLKNN-jetexp-15D
model is both unprecedented and not trivial. The highly nonlinear interaction between plasma microturbulent transport coefficients and global plasma transport can
create undesired effects within the integrated model, typically in the form of numerical instabilities. From a plasma transport perspective, the creation of a surrogate
model in which only simultaneous heat and particle transport predictions reproduce
experimental results is already not guaranteed. This becomes considerably less trivial once momentum transport predictions are also included self-consistently. This
demonstrates not only the robustness of the underlying model, QuaLiKiz, but also
that of the NN training workflow used and extended in this study.
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The term “high performance” refers to an H-mode plasma scenario in which Ti > Te by a substantial amount within the
central core [48].
2
The term “hybrid” refers to a plasma scenario in which strong q profile shaping is applied [49] during the current ramp-up
phase to achieve higher core confinement through a favourable magnetic shear, ŝ, profile.
3
The reference time, t = 0, in the JET data system is when the magnetic coils start ramping up, instead of the usual time of
plasma breakdown. These two events are typically 40 s apart at JET.
4
The particle transport options are only applicable when using the QLKNN model. Further details about the different options
available within QLKNN are given in Appendix B.

1

JET#73342
High density
H-mode
Stationary

# of cores
Wall time

# of grid points
Plasma time3
Simulation boundary (ρtor )
QuaLiKiz region
Impurity species
Particle transport option4
Impurity profile
QuaLiKiz rotation option
Momentum profile

Simulation type

Description

Table 7: Summary table of most pertinent JINTRAC settings of the base case simulation. The values in the square
brackets are taken from the benchmarking of QLKNN-hyper-10D to its corresponding version of the original QuaLiKiz
model [17].
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Conclusions

The extension of the QLKNN-hyper-10D model to explicitly include dilution, plasma
rotation, and magnetic equilibrium effects was successfully implemented. The newlydeveloped set of neural networks, named QLKNN-jetexp-15D, achieved this by including an additional 5 input parameters. The NN transport quantity predictions of
this model, including the novel momentum flux predictions, showed good agreement
with the original QuaLiKiz model over independent single parameter scans. It was
also demonstrated to give comparable results to the original QuaLiKiz model, i.e.
within ∼10%, when integrated with plasma transport models for a variety of different
plasma scenarios.
These integrated modelling applications using the QLKNN-jetexp-15D model were
shown to be 60–100 times faster than the original QuaLiKiz model, although not as
fast as 1000 times speedup reported by the QLKNN-hyper-10D model. This difference is largely attributed to the usage of committee NNs, which have 10 members
each within this study. The novel aspects of the QLKNN-jetexp-15D model over the
QLKNN-hyper-10D model is the addition of fast momentum transport predictions,
which are consistent with the original QuaLiKiz model, and the explicit inclusion of
the E × B turbulence suppression, instead of employing an approximated model in
post-processing. In addition, this study also successfully shows that the NN model
applicability can be extended to ohmic regimes and multiple isotope simulations.
The combination of improved speed and wider applicability allows JINTRAC with
QLKNN-jetexp-15D to be used as a preliminary tool for sensitivity and interconnectivity studies of the various plasma processes. This provides an ideal simulation test
environment for future work in D-T extrapolation and scenario development at JET.
From a more technical standpoint, this paper also demonstrates the feasibility of
sampling from post-processed experimental data to populate the input half of the
NN training set. This allowed the inclusion of more input dimensions while avoiding
the prohibitively large datasets caused by lattice sampling and the curse of dimensionality. The primary drawback of this sampling method, being the loss of clearly
defined dataset boundaries for the identification of NN extrapolation regions, was
successfully addressed by using committee NN. Specifically, the standard deviation of
the committee predictions was shown to increase as the data density in the training
set decreases. This property is only present if the regression problem definition and
data filtering steps were performed sufficiently rigourously, such that other sources of
input noise are removed in the training dataset.
Future work is foreseen in extending the NNs to include the transport fluxes
for impurity species, specifically for the light impurity transport quantities as they
are expected to be different than the main ion quantities. As the light impurities
effectively determine the fuel dilution, accurately predicting its particle transport
could be crucial for fusion power calculations in future modelling exercises. This may
also require including the light impurity charge, Zimp,light , as an NN input parameter.
Additional work can also be done to improve the input data filters in the dataset
generation step. It is expected that improvements in newer versions of QuaLiKiz
will allow the ion consistency check filters to be included, as well as more strict filter
tolerances.

Chapter 4. QuaLiKiz neural network development

A longer term goal would be to apply this procedure to similar data from other
tokamak devices, such as ASDEX-Upgrade, Alcator C-Mod, and WEST. The dimensionless parameter distributions of the training datasets from each machine can be
compared to gain insight into missing parameter regimes for experimental exploration.
Ultimately, such a multi-machine database could improve the predictive capabilities
of the NN by converting current extrapolation regions into interpolation regions. Furthermore, a certain risk of data bias was accepted along with the experimental-based
sampling method. Data clustering and reduction techniques could be used to minimize this bias while simultaneously keeping enough data density to take advantage of
the committee standard deviation metric for identifying regions of extrapolation.
Overall, the combined speed and accuracy of the QLKNN-jetexp-15D model enable
its use in scenario optimization and tokamak controller design. These results can
then be ratified using higher-fidelity models for both for accuracy and for deeper
fundamental physics analysis.
6
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NN training hyperparameters

Table 8 provides a list of the important hyperparameters within the NN training
algorithm used in this study, along with their values. A coarse scan was performed on
some of these hyperparameters, but there is no guarantee that the listed values are the
precise optimum for this given problem. However, due to the acceptable agreement
of the results with the original QuaLiKiz model, it was decided that the values listed
here are sufficient enough to produce an accurate result.
Table 8: Hyperparameter settings used within the NN training algorithm, implemented within
TensorFlow-1.6. The settings marked with * are custom hyperparameters specific to the training procedure developed for QuaLiKiz neural network regressions [17], and are only applied to the
leading flux networks. The values in square brackets are those used by the QLKNN-hyper networks,
only provided when they are different than those used by the QLKNN-jetexp networks.

Hyperparameter name

Value

Number of hidden layers
Neurons in hidden layer

3
150, 70, 30
[128, 128, 128]
5 × 10−5
[1 × 10−5 ]
10−3
−1 [−5]
30 [15]
Adam
10−3
0.9
0.999
5%
5%

L2 regularization factor
Positive penalty when stable*
Positive penalty offset*
Early stopping patience
Optimizer
Learning rate
Gradient memory factor
Squared gradient memory factor
Validation fraction
Test fraction

The training pipeline randomly splits the dataset into training, testing, and validation sets according to the ratios 90%/5%/5%, respectively. This random split is
done independently for each member of the committee NN, helping to reduce the
potential bias in the final committee NN. In addition, the inputs and outputs in the
training dataset were normalized to have a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1
before training. The NN evaluation implementation then reverses this transformation
when making a prediction with a trained NN.
B

Integrated modelling particle transport options

This section details the 6 different options available in JINTRAC for defining the extra
degrees of freedom present in multiple ion species simulations with QLKNN-jetexp15D. JINTRAC evolves the ion density profiles and assigns the appropriate electron
density profile via quasineutrality. For this reason, the options are all expressed in
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terms of calculating the ion transport coefficients. These options are as follows:
1:

2:

Γi = Γe

ni
ne

1
(Γe + De ∇ne )
ne
Γi = −De ∇ni + Ṽe ni

Ṽe =

1
(Γi0 + Di0 ∇ni0 )
ni0
Γi = −Di0 ∇ni + Ṽi0 ni
ni
4 : Γi = Γi0
ni0

Ṽi0 =

3:

5:
6:

(B1)

(B2)

(B3)
(B4)

Γi = −De ∇ni + Ve ni

(B5)

Γi = −Di0 ∇ni + Vi0 ni

(B6)

where e represents the electrons, i0 represents the deuterium ion, and i represents a
generic ion species.
All of these options have been implemented within JINTRAC, by introducing
the NN part trans switch setting. While the default option within the JINTRAC
interface is option 1, this study did not investigate the applicability of these options
in sufficient detail to make a concrete recommendation. This study notes that options
1, 2, and 5 have the greatest accuracy compared to the original QuaLiKiz model, due
to the presence of the electron consistency filters, but options 5 and 6 are the most
representative of the underlying physics. Due to ongoing QuaLiKiz improvements, it is
expected that the discrepancy between the various options will be reduced significantly
with the new version of QuaLiKiz, and consequently the new version of QLKNN.
C

Detailed JINTRAC results

Within the tables of this appendix, the following shorthands are used: M → momentum option; P → particle option; int. → interpretive; pred. → predictive. In this
context, “interpretive” means that the profile is fixed at its initial condition and “predictive” means that the profile is evolved in time according to its transport equation.
In both of these cases, the profile values are used within the turbulence calculations
whereas “off” means that the values are treated as zero within the calculations.
The profile-averaged relative root-mean-square (RRMS) is calculated as follows:
v
u
N
2
u1 X
(YQLKNN − YQuaLiKiz )
RRMS = t
(C1)
N j
YQuaLiKiz
where ρtor,lb ≤ ρtor,j ≤ ρtor,ub and Y represents a generic profile quantity.
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Table 9: JINTRAC RRMS results

(a) JET#73342
M

P

Te

Ti

ne

Ωtor

off

1
5
6
1
5
6
1
5
6

2.6%
2.0%
2.8%
4.4%
3.4%
1.0%
4.9%
3.7%
1.0%

2.5%
2.0%
1.9%
4.2%
3.3%
1.3%
5.0%
4.0%
1.4%

2.9%
1.0%
5.2%
7.1%
4.7%
1.4%
7.3%
5.1%
1.1%

–
–
–
–
–
–
6.2%
4.4%
1.8%

int.
pred.

(b) JET#92398
M

P

Te

Ti

ne

Ωtor

off

1
5
6
P1
5
6

0.8%
1.2%
10.0%
1.5%
1.4%
4.2%

1.3%
1.7%
7.2%
2.5%
0.9%
4.8%

0.4%
1.1%
32.5%
1.7%
3.3%
5.7%

–
–
–
–
–
–

int.

(c) RRMS results for JET#92436

(d) RRMS results for JET#91227

M

P

Te

Ti

ne

Ωtor

M

P

Te

Ti

ne

Ωtor

off

1
5
6
1
5
6
1
5
6

2.6%
2.8%
4.8%
10.5%
6.3%
5.4%
9.7%
4.7%
3.1%

14.3%
8.7%
5.9%
10.4%
5.8%
4.1%
9.9%
11.7%
4.6%

4.6%
5.3%
7.8%
1.8%
5.0%
9.1%
1.2%
5.6%
11.7%

–
–
–
–
–
–
2.6%
6.5%
3.5%

off

1
5
6
1
5
6
1
5
6

6.5%
8.4%
16.0%
10.0%
6.8%
10.2%
14.8%
4.9%
10.4%

3.7%
16.6%
9.1%
11.7%
5.8%
5.7%
8.6%
4.1%
7.5%

23.4%
5.7%
23.5%
33.4%
7.3%
11.2%
39.4%
5.7%
16.6%

–
–
–
–
–
–
21.5%
16.8%
24.4%

int.
pred.

int.
pred.

(e) RRMS results for JET#91637
M

P

Te

Ti

ne

Ωtor

off

1
5
6
1
5
6
1
5
6

9.5%
9.6%
8.5%
5.9%
6.0%
5.6%
6.4%
6.7%
5.5%

9.3%
11.4%
13.4%
3.3%
4.3%
4.7%
6.0%
8.3%
8.9%

6.2%
4.9%
7.0%
6.0%
5.3%
2.2%
5.0%
4.3%
5.0%

–
–
–
–
–
–
2.2%
2.9%
5.0%

int.
pred.
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Committee NN standard deviation acceptance thresholds

This study shows that the committee NN prediction standard deviation can be strongly
tied to the NN training set data density, provided that specific prerequisites are met
in the problem definition and data collection phase. Setting acceptance thresholds
for the various committee NN prediction standard deviations allows this correlation
to be used within integrated models to flag simulation parameters where the NNs
begin to extrapolate. This section describes how this information was translated into
a practical logic switch for the integrated model implementation used in this study.
1.0
Cumulative distribution

Cumulative distribution

1.0
0.8
qe,ETG [GB]

0.6

qe,ITG [GB]
0.4

qe,TEM [GB]
qi,ITG [GB]

0.2
0.0

qi,TEM [GB]
0

5

10
σ

15

0.8
0.6
Γi,ITG [GB]
0.4

Γi,TEM [GB]

0.2
0.0

20
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σ
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2
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4

Figure 12: Cumulative distribution of the absolute standard deviation values for the heat flux (top),
particle flux (center) and momentum flux (bottom) committee NN predictions within a random
sample of 10000 points. The samples were drawn using a uniform distribution within the central
90% of the parameter ranges inside the extracted JET database. The dashed horizontal line shows
the 90th percentile used to define the absolute standard deviation threshold.

Firstly, an NN prediction database was generated by uniformly sampling 10000
points within the central 90% of the training dataset input space, as defined by the
distributions shown in Figure 2. The prediction mean, µ, and standard deviation,
σ, of each committee NN was then evaluated at these randomly sampled points. A
brief examination of the database revealed that absolute thresholds, based directly
on σ, were better at flagging extrapolation regions where transport coefficients were
large. Relative thresholds, based on σ/µ, were better at flagging extrapolation regions
where transport coefficients were low. A combination of both were implemented to
adequately cover both cases.
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The absolute acceptance threshold, σlim , was defined at the 90th percentile of
the absolute standard deviation, σ, distribution of a random sample of 10000 evaluations. Figure 12 shows the cumulative distribution of absolute NN standard deviations
within the sample. While only the transport fluxes are shown, the same procedure
was repeated with the diffusive and convective coefficients as well. The relative acceptance threshold, (σ/µ)lim , was calculated using the remaining 10% of the data, and
was defined at the 50th percentile of the relative standard deviation, σ/µ, following
a similar procedure as the previous step. This staged process ensures that the points
with small transport coefficients and reasonable standard deviations do not bias the
relative threshold result to be larger than necessary.
Table 10 provides the standard devation thresholds determined by this procedure
for the QLKNN-jetexp-15D committee networks developed in this study. If the committee NN standard devation of any of the predicted transport quantities exceeds
either of these two thresholds, that point is flagged as potentially within an extrapolation region. Further studies into more optimal schemes for determining these
thresholds are strongly recommended, as the implementation presented here was only
designed to demonstrate the feasibility of the threshold flagging concept.
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Table 10: Absolute and relative standard deviation thresholds per transport quantity within the QLKNN-jetexp-15D
model.

1

Quantity

σlim [GB]

(σ/µ)lim

qe,ETG
qe,ITG
qi,ITG
qe,TEM
qi,TEM

8.4
5.6
13.0
9.0
8.6

0.5
1.0
0.4
0.9
1.4

Γe,ITG
Γi,ITG
Γe,TEM
Γi,TEM

3.4
5.6
3.6
5.0

2.5
3.2
2.1
2.5

Πi,ITG
Πi,TEM

2.3
2.3

1.9
2.5

De,ITG
Di,ITG
De,TEM
Di,TEM

4.2
8.0
3.2
9.5

2.5
3.0
2.4
2.8

Vc,e,ITG
Vc,i,ITG
Vc,e,TEM
Vc,i,TEM

1.6
3.0
1.3
3.2

2.6
2.3
1.2
2.6

Vt,e,ITG
Vt,i,ITG
Vt,e,TEM
Vt,i,TEM

4.6
8.7
2.0
9.0

2.4
2.0
1.5
2.5

Vr,i,ITG 1
Vr,i,TEM 1

1.0
1.0

0.1
0.1

The rotodiffusion pinch coefficients, Vr , are currently defined as zero internally within QuaLiKiz
itself. Thus, the NNs for these quantities are also
hardcoded to return zeros. The thresholds provided
here are simply placeholders for future expansion of
the QuaLiKiz and QLKNN models.
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Additional parameter scans comparisons

For all the plots in this appendix, QLKNN-jetexp-15D is represented by solid lines and
QuaLiKiz by green points. Note that QuaLiKiz-v2.6.2 was used for data reproduction
purposes, as it is identical to v2.6.1 except for changes to stabilize the code with more
modern compilers. The points which would pass the data pipeline filters are denoted
with circles and those which would be screened out are denoted with crosses. The
standard deviation of the committee NN is represented by the shaded regions, with
the darker regions belonging to the solid line and the lighter regions to the dashed
line. The solid lines represent the NN predicted transport flux directly, while the
dashed lines represent the equivalent flux reconstructed by combining local plasma
parameters and NN predicted diffusive, D, and convective coefficients, V .
Additionally, the dotted green vertical line indicate the base value from which the
parameter scan extends from, while the dashed black vertical lines indicated the 2.5%
and 97.5% quantiles. These provide a rough estimate of the useful boundary of the
training dataset, beyond which the variances are expected to grow. This behaviour is
well demonstrated by the plots in this section, other than conditions where the leading
flux is clipped to zero and the committee NN standard deviation is consequently also
set to zero.
The primary discrepancies within this section occur in the scans along the normalized pressure gradient parameter, αMHD , and the effective charge, Zeff . The
normalized pressure gradient, αMHD , is internally modified in QuaLiKiz to avoid
the parameter regime where slab modes are excited. This modification is such that
αMHD = max(ŝ − 0.2, 0.0) when the input specifies (ŝ − αMHD ) < 0.2. This breaks
the uniqueness criteria established in Section 2.1, resulting in a non-negligible effect on
the NN regression due to the effective noise added to the dataset. However, since the
impact of αMHD is relatively minor in most JET discharges, this does not significantly
impact the integrated modelling results.
Regarding the momentum transport of Zeff , it is suspected that the combined
sizes of the stable and rotationless subsets of the dataset dominated over the unstable
rotation cases at higher Zeff , as indicated by the prediction remaining close to zero.
This value of zero also alters the standard deviation prediction of the committee NN,
according to Equation (13). However, it is important to note that most validated
JET experimental data remains in the region of Zeff < 2.5, where the NN prediction
remains close the original QuaLiKiz prediction. Regardless, a more extensive sampling
of rotation cases with higher Zeff is planned for future expansion of the NN model, to
improve its range of applicability in momentum transport predictions.
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Figure 13: Comparison of main ITG-driven transport fluxes as a function of the logarithmic electron
temperature gradient, R/LTe .
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Figure 14: Comparison of main ITG-driven transport fluxes as a function of the normalized midplaneaveraged minor radius, x.
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Figure 15: Comparison of main ITG-driven transport fluxes as a function of the logarithmic electron
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Figure 18: Comparison of main ITG-driven transport fluxes as a function of the ion-to-electron
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Figure 19: Comparison of main ITG-driven transport fluxes as a function of the logarithm of normalized collisionality, log10 (ν ∗ ).
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Figure 20: Comparison of main ITG-driven transport fluxes as a function of the effective charge,
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Figure 21: Comparison of main ITG-driven transport fluxes as a function of the safety factor, q.
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Figure 22: Comparison of main ITG-driven transport fluxes as a function of the normalized pressure
gradient, αMHD .
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Figure 23: Comparison of main ITG-driven transport fluxes as a function of the toroidal Mach
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Figure 24: Comparison of main ITG-driven transport fluxes as a function of the normalized toroidal
bulk velocity gradient, R/Lutor .
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Conclusion

Overall, the developed QLKNN-jetexp-15D model successfully reproduced the original QuaLiKiz model within the boundaries of its sampled input parameters. The model was coupled
into JINTRAC integrated model and verified to be within ±10% of the original QuaLiKiz
model using two scenarios from new plasma regimes, in addition to the three scenarios from
the previous QLKNN study, to demonstrate its increased application range. Furthermore,
the question of identifying extrapolation regions, where the NN model has not seen a sufficient number of samples to make an accurate prediction, was handled through the use of
committee NNs. The variance of the predictions made by the members of the committee
NN in a given parameter space were shown to correlate with the training set data density
in that parameter, provided that sufficient care was taken to remove other sources of noise
within the dataset.
However, in spite of the success of this model in both computational acceleration and
prediction accuracy, this study also identified a number of improvements which should be
made in order to prepare the NN turbulent transport model for “predict-first” simulations.
Specifically, impurity transport coefficient predictions are vital for both density profile evolution and for low-power scenarios, such as the current ramp-up or ramp-down phases, and
the inclusion of data from different machines would broaden its resolution in currently restricted parameters, like the inverse aspect ratio, ε, or the magnetic field, B0 . Furthermore,
the QLKNN-jetexp-15D model evaluates a radial point ∼10 times slower than the previous
QLKNN-hyper-10D model, due to the usage of the committee NNs. While the developed
NN model is still significantly faster than the original QuaLiKiz model, this decrease in
computational speed brings the slightly further away from the possibility of using it within
real-time control algorithms. Although this particular application was not within the scope
of this study, it is still recommended to continue investigations in that direction since the
remaining speed gap is much narrower with the QLKNN methodology.
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Chapter 5

Predictive ramp-up modelling
This chapter details an attempt to answer the third of the sub-questions discussed in Section 1.5.
• What are the capabilities of these integated models coupled with accelerated neural
network surrogate modules outside the domain of post-experimental physics analysis?

5.1

Motivation

A common drawback of speed-oriented physics models of complex phenomena is that they
often make large simplifications of the complex physics occuring within the plasma, potentially limiting its applicability to a very narrow range of useful scenarios. Within the control
engineering fields, a plasma state which is outside the applicability of a given controller
can be analyzed to form new control points for which another set of simplified models and
controllers can be developed. The switching between control points can then be done via a
logical branches based on measurement signals within the control algorithm.
The identification of scenarios for which new control points must be developed, as well
as the development of new controllers, is a laborious process. The speed of this process
is further limited by the computational speed of the models which can accurately capture
the physics of the new control point. In this sense, it would be beneficial if the highfidelity physics models could be accelerated enough to not just be used within controller
design but even within the control algorithm itself. The neural network surrogates provide
a promising method of improving this speed without sacrificing as much accuracy as the
simplified models.
With the QLKNN-jetexp-15D model trained, integrated, and validated across a number
of common plasma regimes within JET, the final test will be of its predictive capability.
This is effectively the ability of the model to provide accurate estimations within scenarios
that were not explicitly used to guide its development. To that purpose, the NN model was
applied to model a reference deuterium hybrid ramp-up discharge, JET#97776, which was
155
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performed after the generation of the QLKNN-jetexp-15D training database.
The hybrid scenario generally involves a strong emphasis on safety factor, q, profile
tailoring during the ramp-up phase [1], which is effectively “frozen” in place due to the high
temperatures within the high-power phase of the discharge. This q-profile tailoring aims
to improve the turbulent transport characteristics during the high-power phase, due to the
suppression of microturbulent instabilities with higher magnetic shear, ŝ [2, 3].
However, the drawback of the hybrid approach comes from the strong q profile modifications, which increases the risk of forming MHD instabilities and triggering plasma disruption
mitigation systems [4]. Additionally, the hybrid ramp-up at JET exhibits a local decrease of
the electron temperature, Te , within the central core, referred to as temperature hollowing.
If this effect is strong enough, a reversal of the magnetic shear, ŝ, can occur, leading to additional MHD instabilities. In fact, the extrapolation of previous protium (H) experiments
indicate that the temperature hollowing effect will be greater in the upcoming tritium (T)
experiments [5].
Thus, the development of these scenarios would benefit greatly from a fast predictive
model to analyze the stability of an approach trajectory before the discharge occurs. Additionally, current worldwide tritium availability restricts the number of T discharges in
the upcoming T and DT campaigns at JET. This makes it increasingly advantageous to use
predictive models to assist experimental teams to guide the discharge design, helping to minimize the number of disrupted discharges under scenarios where the disruption mechanism
can be avoided.
This section outlines the validation of the coupled JINTRAC [6] and QLKNN-jetexp15D model within the ramp-up regime. Afterwards, a predictive modelling exercise was
performed to extrapolate the validated scenario into both pure H and pure T fuel mixes to
capture the isotope effect on the plasma within this regime. The results of these simulations
are compared against trends extracted from previous H isotope experiments performed at
JET [5] to validate their extension to T plasmas. Finally, in order to provide valuable insight
to the JET experimental teams, rudimentary optimization exercises were performed on the
T simulation to provide an estimate on how to produce the identity experiment between the
D and T plasmas.

5.2

Reference simulation

The chosen D reference discharge, JET#97776, was performed to test the proposed ramp-up
approach to the JET hybrid scenario in preparation of the JET tritium campaigns in 2021.
Figure 5.1 shows the time trace of the global plasma and pertinent engineering parameters
for this discharge.
This particular discharge was chosen since no auxiliary heating systems were used throughout the discharge. This allows for a more accurate depiction of the plasma state at the
planned activation time of the auxiliary heating, t = 47 s, which is used to transition into
the high-power phase. Additionally, it allowed the current redistribution to occur until the
formation of an unstable MHD (1,1) mode [7], or sawtooth instability, at t = 47.995 s.
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Figure 5.1: Time traces for deuterium reference hybrid ramp-up discharge, JET#97776. The
vertical dashed line indicates the time at which the auxiliary heating systems are activated
to transition into the high-power phase and the arrow indicates the onset time of the 1,1
MHD sawtooth mode, at t = 47.995 s.
These experimental conditions both simplify the modelling requirements and allow an ideal
environment for a simultaneous validation of the time-dependent current diffusion model.
The onset time and radial extent of the first sawtooth crash is largely attributed to
evolution of the safety factor, q, profile, specifically the q = 1 surface [8], which is itself
determined by the current profile, j. The lack of auxiliary heating allowed the current, j,
to redistribute naturally until the conditions for driving an unstable MHD (1,1) mode are
met.
Table 5.1 shows the most important details of the JINTRAC simulation using the newlydeveloped QLKNN-jetexp-15D model to predict the turbulent transport coefficients. The
simulated plasma start time was chosen to be near the first reconstructed equilibrium within
the discharge with a divertor geometry and the end time was chosen to be sufficiently past
the onset time of the MHD (1,1) mode to ensure that it is resolved in the simulation. The
data extraction and fitting workflow was based on the one developed for the work described
in Section 3.2, except with the inclusion of electron cyclotron emission (ECE) diagnostics
for improved electron temperature resolution in the inner core and minor improvements on
the heuristic data processing criteria. Due to the known dependency of the current diffusion
coefficient on the electron temperature [9], Te , it was deemed crucial to correctly specify the
boundary condition on this quantity.
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Table 5.1: Summary table of most pertinent JINTRAC settings
of the D reference ramp-up simulation.
JET#97776
Description
# of grid points
Plasma time1
Sim. boundary (ρtor )
QuaLiKiz region (ρtor )
Equilibrium model
Impurity trans. model
Impurity species
ADAS year
Neoclassical trans. model
Turbulent trans. model
NN Part. trans. option2
QuaLiKiz rot. option
Momentum profile
Predicted quantities
1

Ohmic ramp-up
101
41.77 – 49.0 s
0.9
0.03 – 0.9
ESCO – fixed boundary
SANCO
Be, Ni, W
89, 96, 50
NCLASS
QLKNN-jetexp-15D
1
0
None
j, Te , Ti , ne , nBe , nNi , nW

The reference time, t = 0, in the JET data system is when
the magnetic coils start ramping up, instead of the usual time
of plasma breakdown. These two events are typically 40 s apart
at JET.
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In addition to the Te boundary condition, it was also deemed necessary to provide a
reasonable estimate of the initial and boundary conditions (IC and BC) for the impurity
profiles within this simulation. Due to the relatively low input power to the plasma, the
radiative loss terms from heavier impurity species in the plasma were expected to become
comparable to the turbulent heat transport terms within the energy conservation equation,
given in Equation (2.10).
The initial impurity concentrations and profiles were estimated by adjusting them until
the equilibrium code, ESCO [6], converged while using its recommended settings. The timedependent impurity BC was adjusted until the time evolution of the effective charge, Zeff ,
and the total radiated power, Prad , were in agreement with the processed time-dependent
measurements of the interferometer and bolometer, respectively. In order to simultaneously
follow Zeff , Prad , and keep the light impurity dilution within acceptable limits, i.e. nBe .
0.03 ne , it was necessary to include three impurity species within the simulation: one light,
one medium and one heavy impurity species. Due to the specific materials within the
JET tokamak device, these were selected as beryllium (Be), nickel (Ni) and tungsten (W),
respectively.
The reference simulation was executed using two initial q profiles, each coming from a
different EFIT [10] equilibrium reconstruction:
• one constrained using experimental pressure profiles, labelled EFTP;
• and one constrained using polarimetry measurements of the core magnetic field, labelled EFTF.
This was done to assess the relative impact of the q profile ICs on the time evolution of the
simulation. In the case of a large discrepancy in the kinetic profile evolution, the impurity
ICs and BCs can be adjusted to match the interferometer and bolometer measurements, as
described above, to provide a meaningful comparison.
Figure 5.2 and show the time trace comparison of global plasma parameters from the
reference simulation and their corresponding processed measurement values inside the JET
data repository. The first two plots display the effective charge, Zeff , and total radiated
power, Prad , comparisons, indicating that the chosen impurity density composition fulfills
the criteria mentioned earlier. The effective charge measurement after t = 47.5 s implies
a pure hydrogenic plasma, within the uncertainty of the measurement. Although Zeff is
expected to be low in this phase of the discharge, it was deemed more reasonable to assume
a target of Zeff ' 1.1 when deciding the impurity densities at those times.
The remaining four plots displaying the volume-averaged electron temperature, T¯e , the
volume-averaged electron density, n¯e , the ITER normalized internal inductance [11], li3 , and
the safety factor at the magnetic axis, q0 , show good general agreement with the experimental measurements. The T¯e time trace is the quantity with the most obvious discrepancy,
being systematically higher, but the overall shape of the time trace matches well with the
experimental measurements. The main difference between the two q profile ICs are primarily seen in q0 , but the two ICs appear to converge as the time evolution progresses, while
the effect on the global plasma parameters is negligible. Thus, no further adjustments were
made to the impurity density ICs and BCs between the two q profile cases shown in this
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section.
Since the safety factor on the magnetic axis, q0 , drops below unity in the simulation,
an additional validation metric can be performed to ensure that the reference simulation
adequately models the dynamic current redistribution. Figure 5.3 compares the timedependence of the q profile at the observed inversion radius and the observed sawtooth
onset time, given by the vertical dashed line. As shown in the figure, the arrival of the q = 1
surface at ρtor = 0.2 within the simulation is 500 ms earlier than the first experimentally
observed sawtooth crash. This indicates that the neoclassical conductivity used within JINTRAC, combined with the improved kinetic profiles, provides an adequate description of
the current diffusion within these plasma conditions. Although the results are not shown,
additional simulations attempted using only the Spitzer conductivity term [12] within JINTRAC resulted in the q0 dropping to ∼0.5 at t = 43 s. This implies that the neoclassical
term is required for accurately modelling these plasma regimes. This appears in contrast
with recent current diffusion modelling results of the ramp-up phase in MAST and JET [13].
Future work is recommended in determining whether the discrepancy between this work and
the previous modelling exercise came from a difference in plasma regimes or from improved
data handling to better capture the Te BC.
Additionally, while the arrival of the q = 1 surface indicates that it is possible for an
unstable MHD (1,1) mode to exist at that time and with that radial extent, it is not a
sufficient criteria to determine whether it actually does occur [8]. More detailed MHD
modelling exercise would be required to determine this, but is beyond the scope of this
integrated modelling application. For the purposes of this validation exercise, the result is
considered to be in good agreement with the experimental measurements.
Figures 5.4 – 5.7 shows the kinetic profiles for the electron density, ne , electron temperature, Te , ion temperature, Ti , and the safety factor, q, profiles at various time slices
within the simulation. These figures indicate that the density peaking and temperature
hollowing effects observed in the measurements are adequately captured, along with their
time evolution.
The initial q profile switch altered the depth of the Te hollowing as the plasma evolved,
but it is uncertain which q profile IC is more accurate due to the discrepancy at ρtor = 0.3.
Since the initial q profile has only a minor global impact on the simulation and the ESCO
equilibrium boundary is taken from the EFTP calculation, the EFTP q profile run was
used as the reference simulation for this study. Additionally, it is noted that the simulated
q profile does not agree well with the estimate from the EFIT algorithm. This further
underlines the necessity to perform a predictive current simulation to self-consistently relax
the current profile before using it within an integrated modelling exercise, as is current
recommended practice within the field. Also, the discrepancy between the simulated and
measured T¯e shown in Figure 5.2 can be attributed to the increased Te around ρtor = 0.3,
although it is unclear if this is a result of the neoclassical transport or the NN turbulent
transport predictions at this moment.
Figure 5.8 shows the time traces for the predicted volume-averaged impurity density
concentrations for the three impurity species (Be, Ni, and W) and Figure 5.9 shows the
density profiles for each of the 3 impurity species at the same time slices as above. It
can be directly seen from these profiles that the temperature hollowing comes from the
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of simulated time traces (colored lines) against measured data
(gray line) for JET#97776 from t = 41.77 – 49.0 s, using two different initial q profiles from
the pressure-constrained equilibrium reconstruction (EFTP – blue) and the polarimetryconstrained equilibrium reconstruction (EFTF – red). The quantities shown are the lineintegrated effective charge (top left), Zeff , the total radiated power (top right), Prad , the
volume-averaged electron density (middle left), n¯e , the volume-averaged electron temperature (middle right), T¯e , the normalized internal inductance (bottom left), li3 , and the safety
factor at the magnetic axis (bottom right), q0 .
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Figure 5.3: Time trace of the safety factor, q, value at the inversion radius of the first
experimentally observed sawtooth crash, ρtor = 0.2. The arrival of the q = 1 (horizontal
dashed line) surface at this location occurs at t = 47.5 s (dotted vertical line), which is
∼ 500 ms before the first experimentally observed sawtooth crash at t = 47.955 s (dashed
vertical line).
accumulation of high-Z impurity species in the central core, where the peaking is much
stronger for heavier impurities than light ones. This is the expected behaviour from the
neoclassical inward flux for heavy impurities in this plasma scenario [14], although it is
worth noting that the turbulent transport contribution to the impurity fluxes do not seem
to heavily modify this response.
However, it is noted that running this same simulation with the original QuaLiKiz model
results in much more accumulation of heavy impurities in the core, leading to significantly
lower electron temperatures and more temperature hollowing. Its extent brings the result of
the original model into strong disagreement with the experimental data for ρtor . 0.3. At
this point, it is important to mention that the QLKNN-jetexp-15D model sets the impurity
particle flux, Γimp , by scaling the electron particle flux predictions, Γe , according to the
following equation:
ni
Γi =
Γe
(5.1)
ne
where i denotes any generic ion species. It is unknown whether this discrepancy is an artefact
of the neural network due to the assumption made by Equation (5.1) or the original model
due to the treatment of heavy impurities. Additional studies are required to resolve this
difference between QuaLiKiz and QLKNN-jetexp-15D in this situation.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of the simulated electron temperature, Te , profile against the timeaveraged measurement data of JET#97776 for three different time slices: t = 42 s (left),
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boundary, ρtor = 0.9, outside which the profiles are prescribed in the simulation.
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Figure 5.5: Plots of the simulated ion temperature, Ti , profile of JET#97776 for three
different time slices: t = 42 s (left), 45 s (center), and 47 s (right). The dashed vertical
lines indicates the internal simulation boundary, ρtor = 0.9, outside which the profiles are
prescribed in the simulation.

5.2.1

Separation of effective charge and radiation effects

Since the central temperature hollowing effect was tied to the accumulation of heavy impurities, two possible channels were postulated to explain the mechanism on how heavy
impurities influence the plasma:
• through the increased local effective charge, Zeff , which lowers the neoclassical conductivity [9], preventing current penetration and reducing the ohmic heating term in
the energy conservation equation;
• and through the increased local radiated power density, Qrad , which acts as a heat
sink term in the energy conservation equation.
Note that since these two channels stem from different physics phenomena affecting the
same plasma quantity, it is suspected that both are present within the plasma and the real
question is determining their relative strength.
Due to the success of the reference simulation on capturing the temperature hollowing,
additional simulations were performed to attempt to determine the relative importance of
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of the simulated safety factor, q, profile against the time-averaged
equilibrium reconstruction (EFTP) data of JET#97776 for three different time slices: t =
42 s (left), 45 s (center), and 47 s (right). The dashed vertical lines indicates the internal
simulation boundary, ρtor = 0.9, outside which the profiles are prescribed in the simulation.
these two mechanisms. In order to separate the effects, the time evolution of the density
profiles, both electrons and impurity ions, were imported from the reference simulation and
fixed within a new one. This allowed an independent variation of the impurity density
profiles for this investigation, where:
• Zeff was isolated by modifying the Be impurity profile, since its Qrad contribution is
negligible at these core plasma temperatures;
• and Qrad was isolated by modifying the W impurity profile, since its Zeff contribution
is minor due to its low absolute density in the plasma.
By investigating these effects through the adjustment of the impurity densities, the selfconsistent calculation capabilities of the integrated modelling framework can be used to
develop a more physically tangible intuition within the study. In this case, this is done
via the SANCO [6] impurity transport module. Although the impurity density evolution
equations are not solved due to the prescribed impurity density profiles, it is still used to
compute the radiated power based on the combination of the plasma kinetic profiles and the
ADAS cross-section library.
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Figure 5.8: Time traces for the volume-averaged impurity concentration for the reference D
simulation of JET#97776, containing Be (left), Ni (center), and W (right).
Figure 5.10 shows the modified impurity density profiles used in these simulations along
with their effects on the Zeff and Prad time traces. The modifications were added in two
ways: a constant multiplication factor across the entire profile and a modification applied
only in the inner core, using a Gaussian multiplication factor centered on ρtor = 0 with
σ = 0.067. These two different modification methods help to distinguish which effects are
localized to the inner core region and which are propagated inwards from the rest of the
plasma. Also, although the effect of modifying the W density appears to have a larger
impact on Zeff than expected, the resulting Zeff time trace stays within the measurement
uncertainties and is considered small enough to be inconsequential to this sensitivity study.
Figures 5.11 and 5.12 show the sensitivities due to changes in the local Zeff , via Be profile
modifications, and the local Qrad , via W profile modifications, respectively. Only the profiles
at t = 47 s are provided since the effect over the time evolution is fairly consistent and this
particular snapshot indicates when the auxiliary heating systems would be activated to enter
the high-power phase.
From these figures, the temperature hollowing is affected more by the the local Qrad
channel than the local Zeff channel in the central core region. Also, the Qrad contribution
is really a local effect as the uniform multiplication factor has the same impact on the
inner core temperature as the Gaussian multiplication factor. On the other hand, the Zeff
contribution is an accumulated global effect as the uniform multiplication factor shows a
continuous divergence of the profile from the edge while the Gaussian multiplication factor
has nearly no impact.
This Zeff modification result also raises the possibility that the increased local effective
charge, Zeff , also lowers the turbulent transport coefficients within the central core and
preventing heat diffusion. This can be done either through a stabilization of TEM modes by
increasing the collisionality, or through a stabilization of ITG modes due to the impact of
light impurity density and/or density peaking [15]. This is further supported by the fact that
the q profiles for all the various Zeff variations are nearly identical. However, if present, it is
suspected that this channel would only compound on an existing hollowing mechanism by
preventing backfilling via diffusive processes. Additional studies on the impact of negative
dimensionless temperature gradients on turbulent transport would be required to determine
if this description is physical and/or needs to be accounted for.
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Figure 5.9: Snapshots of the impurity density profiles, nBe (top), nNi (middle), and nW
(bottom), for the reference D simulation of JET#97776 for three different time slices: t =
42 s (left), 45 s (center), and 47 s (right). The dashed vertical lines indicates the internal
simulation boundary, ρtor = 0.9, outside which the profiles are prescribed in the simulation.
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Figure 5.10: Example impurity density profile modifications applied to the prescribed integrated model inputs (top row) for separating local effective charge, Zeff , effects (via Be –
left column) and local radiated power density, Qrad , effects (via W – right column). The
impact of these modifications on the simulated time traces of total radiated power, Prad ,
(middle row) and the line-integrated effective charge, Zeff , (bottom row) are also provided
for demonstrate its validity.
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of the electron temperature (left), Te , ion temperature (center),
Ti , and safety factor (right), q, profiles for the local effective charge, Zeff , sensitivity study of
JET#97776 at t = 47 s. The dashed vertical lines indicates the internal simulation boundary,
ρtor = 0.9, outside which the profiles are prescribed in the simulation. The impact of the
Gaussian modification factor is almost negligible but the effect integrated across the whole
plasma is noticeable when the uniform multiplication factor is applied.

5.3

Predictive modelling

While the core confinement is generally higher during the high-power phase of the discharge,
the hybrid approach must be carefully constructed as the strong q profile modifications increase the risk of forming locked MHD modes, with the likely culprit being an tearing mode
resonant with the q = 2 surface [4, 5]. These locked modes are reliable precursors for plasma
disruptions and any detection of their presence generally triggers an early plasma termination within the control system. For this reason, a successful hybrid approach must create
the desired q profile while simultaneously avoiding conditions which favour the development of these locked modes, necessitating an optimization exercise either through repeated
experiments or plasma simulations.
However, since the approach has already been developed and tested in the device using
the D reference discharge, another optimization of this kind is not strictly necessary. The T
ramp-up would simply have to follow the reference discharge as closely as possible in terms
of the Te and q profiles. To this effect, the integrated modelling framework can then be
used to investigate the performance of the scenario in tritium and determine which factors
are the most effective for configuring the identity experiment. Due to the success of the
D reference experiment, it can then be inferred that the identity T experiment will also
successfully avoid the locked MHD modes which trigger a mitigated disruption.
With the reference simulation configured and its results verified, as discussed in Section 5.2, incremental modifications can be made to it in order to predict the outcome of
future experimental scenarios. This section describes the results of the predictive modelling
exercise, including the impact of:
• switching the main ion isotope,
• and adjusting the electron density, ne , boundary condition.
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of the electron temperature (left), Te , ion temperature (center),
Ti , and safety factor (right), q, profiles for the local radiated power density, Qrad , sensitivity
study of JET#97776 at t = 47 s. The dashed vertical lines indicates the internal simulation
boundary, ρtor = 0.9, outside which the profiles are prescribed in the simulation. The
impact across the entire radial profile is almost negligible but the effect on the central
core is roughly equivalent regardless of the uniform multiplication factor or the Gaussian
multiplication factor.

5.3.1

Isotope effect

This study examines the effects of switching the fuel mix in the experiment from 100% D to
100% T without adjusting any other simulation input. For a more complete picture of the
isotope effect, the simulation was also performed using a 100% protium (H) fuel mix.
Figure 5.13 shows the comparison of the time traces of the global plasma parameters
using the different main ion isotopes in the simulation. In general, there is no significant
difference in the global plasma parameters with respect to the isotopic mass. Some minor
effects are the increase of total Prad with isotope mass after t = 47 s without a corresponding
increase in global Zeff , indicating an increase in inward heavy impurity transport with isotope
mass.
Figure 5.14 shows the kinetic profiles only at t = 47 s, due to its relevance to the
high-power phase of the planned hybrid discharges at JET. From these figures, the main
differences between the different simulations indicate that an increase in the main fuel ion
mass leads to:
• an increase in Te hollowing;
• a decrease in Ti across the entire radial profile;
• an increase in the ne peaking;
• and a delay in the arrival of q = 1 surface at ρtor = 0.2.
While the Te and q impacts are expected trends from previous experiments comparing H
plasma ramp-up phases with those of D plasmas [5], the Ti and ne are not. The Ti trends
may have been present in the previous isotope experiments but the measurements necessary
to determine this were not available due to the lack of NBI injection in those discharges.
The lower Ti within the T plasma simulation is likely an effect of the reduced electronion energy exchange due to the increased main ion mass. Since the ohmic heating process
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of the simulated time traces for the isotopic extrapolation of the
D reference simulation based on JET#97776 from t = 41.77 – 49.0 s, executed using a
100% fuel ion mix of D (blue), H (red) and T (purple). The quantities shown are the lineintegrated effective charge (top left), Zeff , the total radiated power (top right), Prad , the
volume-averaged electron density (middle left), n¯e , the volume-averaged electron temperature (middle right), T¯e , the normalized internal inductance (bottom left), li3 , and the safety
factor at the inversion radius (bottom right), q at ρtor = 0.2.
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of the electron temperature (top left), Te , ion temperature (top
right), Ti , electron density (bottom left), ne , and safety factor (bottom right), q, profiles at
t = 47 s for the isotopic extrapolation of the D reference simulation based on JET#97776,
executed using a 100% fuel ion mix of D (blue), H (red) and T (purple). The dashed vertical
lines indicates the internal simulation boundary, ρtor = 0.9, outside which the profiles are
prescribed in the simulation.
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of the impurity density, nimp , profiles of Be (left), Ni (center), and
W (right) at t = 47 s for the isotopic extrapolation of the D reference simulation based on
JET#97776, executed using a 100% fuel ion mix of D (blue), H (red) and T (purple). The
dashed vertical lines indicates the internal simulation boundary, ρtor = 0.9, outside which
the profiles are prescribed in the simulation.
is also dependent on the collisionality, the electron heat source remains roughly the same
but the ion heat source drops slightly. It is postulated that this lower Ti is the source of
the increased temperature hollowing, through an increase in the neoclassical inward flux
of heavy impurities leading to increased core impurity accumulation. This increases the
radiated power density, Qrad , in the central core which is an important contributor to the
Te hollowing in that region, as demonstrated in Section 5.2.1. This lower Te drives the
collisionality up, leading to a local increase in current diffusion and generating the reverse
shear in the core region if the Te hollowing is severe enough. This deduction implies that
the Te hollowing determines the q profile, not the other way around as would be expected
from an ohmic heating perspective.
With regards to the other simulation results, the delay of the q = 1 surface arrival with
the isotope mass is an experimentally observed phenomenon [5], but the time difference is
quantitatively larger within the experiments. Also, the increasing ne peaking prediction
within the simulation goes contrary to the past experimental evidence, but is the only result
which does not agree with experimental trends. Additional studies of the complex physics
within the ramp-up phase, most likely related to the impurity transport characteristics, are
recommended to resolve these discrepancies.
Impurity boundary condition scan
Due to the higher mass of tritium, an increase in the sputtering yield from the divertor and
other plasma facing components is expected with the switch of the main ion [16], assuming
all other factors remain the same. Since these simulations do not extend into the plasma edge
or SOL regions, a quantitative estimate of the sputtering source and the impurity transport
into the plasma core was not self-consistently calculated. As a proxy, the impurity density
boundary conditions was varied to study the sensitivity of the core plasma conditions to the
increased sputtering yield.
Figure 5.16 show the effect of an impurity density BC scan on the kinetic profiles of the
tritium simulation at t = 47 s. The BC scan increases all the impurity BCs, i.e. for Be, Ni,
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and W simultaneously, by a factor, ∆nimp,m /nimp , of 1.2 and 1.5. The time traces are not
shown as they do not add much value to this analysis.
As expected from the fact that the plasma profiles are not significantly altered, the
amount of core impurity accumulation increases as the impurity BC increases, leading to
more Te hollowing. However, as both Te and Ti are also slightly affected for ρtor . 0.5,
this core increase is not necessarily linear with the BC. This effect on the temperature
profiles between 0.2 ≤ ρtor . 0.5 is likely due to the increasing Zeff with higher impurity
content. This can increase the critical threshold of the turbulent transport, depending on
the unstable modes present in the scenario, reducing the turbulent transport and allowing
the energy conservation equation to support higher gradients. In spite of this, the boundary
impurity density interestingly does not seem to have a strong impact on ne , only minimially
increasing it within the inner core.

5.3.2

Density boundary condition effects

Since both current diffusion and ohmic heating are modified by the plasma collisionality,
it is suspected that the q and Te profiles can be affected by changing the plasma density,
indicated by ne . This fact has been experimentally exploited in previous H discharges to
adjust the plasma core parameters such that they are approximately the same as the D
reference discharge, known as the identity experiment. Comparing these two experiments
then allow for a better separation of the phenomena which are affected directly by the main
ion mass and those which are affected indirectly through another plasma parameter.
Within the previous JET H discharges, the core plasma density was controlled by injecting neutral gas into the SOL. By empirically extrapolating the amount of gas needed to
produce the identity experiment in H [5], it was estimated that an increase of 20–30% was
needed in the gas injection system in order to achieve identity in T. The range accounts for
the empirical uncertainties regarding the effect of impurities and other isotope effects. This
modelling study was performed to justify and/or refine that empirical extrapolation, as well
as provide key physics insights into the impurity and other isotope effects which affect that
estimate.
As mentioned earlier, the integrated model settings chosen for this exercise do not include
the edge or SOL regions of the plasma. Thus, the effect of the additional gas injection cannot
be directly modelled but can be proxied through an adjustment of the ne time-dependent
BC in the simulation inputs. Figure 5.17 shows the results of the ne BC scan on the kinetic
profiles at t = 47 s, including the self-consistent evolution of the density profile. Figure 5.18
shows the results of the ne BC scan on the impurity density profiles at t = 47 s.
As expected, the higher ne from the BC modification increases the collisionality, which
lowers the overall density gradient in the profile and in turn reduces the neoclassical transport
of heavy impurities. Consequently, this leads to less impurity accumulation, less radiated
power in the central core, and less Te hollowing.
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of the electron temperature (top left), Te , ion temperature (top
right), Ti , electron density (bottom left), ne , and safety factor (bottom right), q, profiles
at t = 47 s for the impurity BC scan of the T extrapolation simulation (blue) based on
JET#97776, using a multiplication factor of 1.2 (red) and 1.5 (purple). The dashed vertical
lines indicates the internal simulation boundary, ρtor = 0.9, outside which the profiles are
prescribed in the simulation. All impurity BCs were multiplied by the same factor and was
done to represent the increased sputtering yield from the SOL due to an increased main ion
mass.
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Figure 5.17: Comparison of the electron temperature (top left), Te , ion temperature (top
right), Ti , electron density (bottom left), ne , and safety factor (bottom right), q, profiles
at t = 47 s for the electron density BC scan of the T extrapolation simulation (blue)
based on JET#97776. The dashed vertical lines indicates the internal simulation boundary,
ρtor = 0.9, outside which the profiles are prescribed in the simulation.
Impurity boundary condition scan
Similar to the switch from 100% D to 100% T, the gas injection rate used to modify the
core density also has an impact on the impurity sputtering. This is especially true within
the divertor region [17]. The increased neutral density causes the plasma to cool faster from
collisional and radiative processes on its approach to the divertor plates. This lowers the
incident energy of the particles striking the solid surface and lowers the impurity sputtering
rate, specifically of W in the case of the JET divertor.
In order to capture this, the time-dependent density profiles were again prescribed and
a multiplication factor was applied to all of the impurity density BCs, i.e. Be, Ni, and W,
simultaneously. As the exact relation between the gas injection rate and the sputtering yield
is not quantitatively known, this study assumes a proportional relation for the impurity
density BC modifications in order to this study the sensitivity of this process, given as
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Figure 5.18: Comparison of the impurity density, nimp , profiles of Be (left), Ni (center), and
W (right) at t = 47 s for the electron density BC scan of the T extrapolation simulation
(blue) based on JET#97776. The dashed vertical lines indicates the internal simulation
boundary, ρtor = 0.9, outside which the profiles are prescribed in the simulation.
follows:

∆ nimp,c
∆ ne
= −cY
nimp
ne

(5.2)

where cY = 0.5. For example, this means a 50% increase in the ne BC results in a 25%
decrease in the nimp BCs. While it is unlikely that cY is a constant in reality, this assumption
provides an adequate estimate for this sensitivity exercise.
Figure 5.19 shows the results of the ne BC scan on the base simulation using prescribed
density profiles. Surprsingly, using the plasma conditions of this scenario, the effect of the
combined electron and impurity density BC scan is nearly imperceptible from the results
shown in Figure 5.17, except for a marginally lower Ti .
Gas injection requirement prediction
In order to use these simulations to provide a prediction for the required gas injection, the
BC modifications performed to generate Figures 5.17 and 5.19 can be permutated to generate
a grid of simulation results. Then, since the performance of the high-power phase of the
hybrid scenario is dependent on the q profile when the auxiliary heating systems are switched
on, its properties at t = 47 s can be used to compare the T simulation configuration to the
reference D simulation. Specifically, the safety factor at the magnetic axis, q0 , at t = 47 s is
used as the metric since it is the location with the greatest variability in the set of simulated
q profiles.
Table 5.2 contains the values of q0 at t = 47 s for the various permutations of the density BCs used in this predictive study. The target value, q0 = 1.132, was taken from the
validated reference D simulation shown in Figure 5.7. It is suspected that the impurity
scenarios with ∆ nimp,m /nimp ≥ 20% and cY = 0.5 are the most realistic, resulting in the
required density increase at the simulation BC to be estimated at 30–40%. However, the
experimental deductions were all made relative to a line-integrated density measurement, a
more meaningful comparison would be to compute the line-integrated density of the simulation via a synthetic diagnostic. This is becuase the self-consistent calculation of the density
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Figure 5.19: Comparison of the electron temperature (top left), Te , ion temperature (top
right), Ti , electron density (bottom left), ne , and safety factor (bottom right), q, profiles at
t = 47 s for the combined electron and impurity density BC scan of the T extrapolation
simulation (blue) based on JET#97776. The dashed vertical lines indicates the internal
simulation boundary, ρtor = 0.9, outside which the profiles are prescribed in the simulation.
profile evolution within the original ne BC scan can affect the normalizd density gradients
such that the whole profile is not just a scaling of the reference simulation.
Figure 5.20 shows the results of the synthetic diagnostic on the simulation results, as
applied to the last three columns of Table 5.2. From these plots and the estimated range
of ne BC increase given above, the synthetic diagnostic estimates the corresponding lineintegrated ne increase to be between 20 – 30%. This value is slightly lower but agrees well
with the empirical estimation from the previous H ramp-up experiments, providing an extra
degree of confidence in the predictive capability of the JINTRAC and QLKNN-jetexp-15D
coupled model within JET ramp-up scenarios.
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Table 5.2: Results for the safety factor at the magnetic axis, q0 , at t = 47 s for each of the
boundary condition modification simulations. The highlighted values are the simulations in
each column which are closest to the target value from the D reference simulation, q0 = 1.132.
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Figure 5.20: Time trace comparisons of the electron density ratios, ne /ne,base , for the T
mass-induced sputtering, ∆nimp,m /nimp , BC scan for the values of 0% (left), 20% (center),
and 50% (right) based on JET#97776. The dashed vertical lines indicates the reference
time at which the auxiliary heating systems are planned to be activated, t = 47 s.

5.4

Conclusion

Overall, the JINTRAC integrated model, coupled with the newly-developed QLKNN-jetexp15D model for turbulent transport predictions, was successfully validated against the deuterium hybrid ramp-up discharge, JET#97776, and further used for predictive simulations
for tritium plasma operation at JET. This predictive capability of the model is verified not
only via the simulation of the plasma ramp-up regime, a novel application for the QuaLiKiz
model in general, but also the via the extrapolation of the scenario to a pure T discharge,
returning results which are in good agreement with isotope-dependent trends from previous
H discharges. These include the increasing Te hollowing and the delayed onset of the 1,1
MHD sawtooth instability through the q = 1 arrival time. The only trend which appears in
opposition to the experimentally observed trends is the density peaking, which increases with
isotope mass in the simulations but decreases in experiments. However, the relative change
of the density peaking from D to T is small enough in both simulation and experiment that
the discrepancy may agree within their respective uncertainties.
Aside from the demonstration of the predictive capabilities of the integrated modelling
suite, this study also provides some insight into the physical process causing the increased
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temperature hollowing observed when moving from H to D in the previous isotopic experiments. The simulations in this study indicate that the increased main ion mass lowers Ti
through a lower electron-ion heat exchange. This increases the neoclassical inward flux of
the heavy impurities and leads to more heavy impurity accumulation in the central core.
These heavy impurities then act as a local heat sink via radiation losses bringing Te down.
The consequence is then a higher collisionality, increased current diffusion, and a higher
q0 . While each of these individual correlations are well-documented within the literature of
their respective specialized physics domains, the chain of interactions only became apparent
through the analysis of the scenario within the integrated model. The key advantage of this
approach is the capability to diagnose the relative strength of a given interaction compared
to all the others present in a given scenario.
Furthermore, the increased computational speed of the QLKNN-jetexp-15D model was
leveraged to assist with answering operational questions within the time constraints of the
planned experimental schedule. The speed of the simulations not only allowed for the
development of a state-of-the-art validated ramp-up simulation within a couple months,
but also for the execution of numerous sensitivity studies required to provide meaningful
answers. In the end, the predictive study estimated a required gas injection rate increase of
20 – 30%, with reasonable assumptions on the impact of the gas injection on the plasma edge
and SOL. This corroborates the empirical trends from isotope effect studies from previous
H discharges, which was extrapolated to T for an estimated gas injection increase of 30%.
At this point in time, it is also important to note that an initial T ramp-up experiment
has been recently conducted at JET, which realized a reasonable identity experiment using
an increase in the gas injection rate by 20 – 30%. This preliminary result provides even
greater confidence in the predictive capabilities of the JINTRAC integrated model, using
the QLKNN-jetexp-15D turbulent transport predictions, within this plasma regime at JET.
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Chapter 6

Discussion and Outlook
Aside from the deeper scientific and technical conclusions of the work done in this thesis,
detailed within Chapters 3 – 5, there are also more broad conclusions and implications
about the state-of-the-art encountered during this research project. These observations are
discussed within Section 6.1 in relation to the research sub-questions, outlined in Section 1.5.
While this project is a significant step in realizing a predictive tokamak core transport model,
there are still major challenges to address before it satisfies the requirements of a functional
predictive tokamak simulator. As such, recommendations for additional steps are provided
in Section 6.2, based primarily off the insights obtained through this work. Finally, the
thesis culminates in Section 6.3 with a response to the original research question itself, as
detailed in Section 1.5.

6.1

Extension of research findings

What is the added value of connecting experimental data and its associated
uncertainties to state-of-the-art physics-based models with minimal manual intervention?
This thesis has found that the standardization and automation of the experimental data
processing pipeline improves the following aspects of plasma modelling:
• the separation of the impact of measurement uncertainties and physics sensitivites;
• the transparency of the model validation process for physics module developers;
• the accessibility of higher-fidelity models for routine preliminary analysis.
This connection adds even more value if the current data handling practices within the experimental and theoretical domains are codified and automatically applied in said pipeline,
bolstering the communal confidence in the presentation of data and providing a platform
for effective multi-disciplinary communication. An example of each of these improved capabilities are provided through the context of this work.
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The first point is exampled by the Monte Carlo uncertainty envelopes generated for the
JINTRAC simulation of JET#92436. The temperature profile predictions are shown to
vary rigidly with the temperature boundary condition, displaying a relative insensitivity. In
contrast, the density profile prediction changes more dramatically for ρtor ≤ 0.5 than the
boundary condition, displaying an increased sensitivity in this plasma regime. Given this
inherent density sensitivity within this plasma scenario, the outward shift of the deposition profiles when using self-consistent sources in the DT extrapolation of that simulation
becomes an expected outcome, due to the dependency of NBI particle deposition on the
collisionality [1]. Thus, analyses with this level of interdependency between the physics
modules help to determine which aspects of the device are more crucial to diagnose in any
given plasma regime, as well as provide insight into how to numerically differentiate these
plasma regimes in the first place.
The second point is exampled by the automation of the JET data extraction and processing pipeline, which imposed a standardization in the inherent subjective rules applied in
translating experimental measurements into model inputs. In particular, it was considered
common knowledge among the JET team that the separatrix position of the automatically
generated EFIT [2] equilibrium at JET was often misplaced, by about 3 cm in physical
space. This discrepancy was previously explained by the relatively large uncertainty of the
EFIT reconstruction algorithm when using only the magnetic constraints, and remedied by
applying radial shifts to individual diagnostics. However, a direct consequence of developing
this automation was the discovery that a single radial shift in the entire 2D equilibrium
achieved the same effect of aligning all the diagnostics with the advantage of being more
consistent and simultaneous. This brought about additional studies performed by the JET
team which uncovered that the age degradation of the magnetic coils was causing a drift
in the reconstructed equilibrium over time. After pressure profile constraints were added
to the EFIT workflow at JET, the equilibrium and separatrix position returned within the
expected error of the algorithm. This demonstrates that the exercise of codifying heuristic domain knowledge allows large-scale assessment to more easily identify root causes for
widespread issues, ultimately resulting in a more transparent process and a more meaningful
target for model validation.
The last point is exampled by the application of the exact same extraction tool1 for the
ramp-up exercise in Chapter 5. The codified and explicitly labelled heuristics provide confidence in the data processing while the statistical rigour and numerical stability of the GPR
routine makes the returned profiles easy for codes to ingest. Combined with its demonstrated
success in the verification and validation publication 3.2 as well as its user-friendly graphic
user interface (GUI), the JET community has begun using the developed and open-sourced
tool for preparing inputs for other integrated modelling studies [3]. While it is crucial to
document the exact machinery in the tool for transparency and future development, the
simplification of the process via a user-friendly interface encourages participation through a
low risk, e.g. small time investment, and high potential payoff, e.g. useful model inputs.
1 An

open-source
data
processing
pipeline,
available
on
GitLab
at
https://gitlab.com/aaronkho/EX2GK.git. For data protection reasons, the experimental data acquisition is only functional inside the computing environments of their respective machines. However, the
processing logic and heuristics are explicitly made visible to improve transparency and promote feedback.
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Overall, this thesis concludes that a significant acceleration of preliminary scientific investigation can be achieved by simplifying workflows and interfaces such that their inputs
and outputs are intuitive and accessible, even by non-experts in a given specialization. The
experience gained during this work strongly indicate that any use of the tools deemed “improper” can be remedied through open discussion, potentially even resulting in user interface
improvements or the development of new use cases.
Which considerations are crucial when applying modern machine learning techniques to generate models for replacing computationally expensive physics codes
in full-device simulations?
This thesis has found that the key components for applying machine learning models in this
manner are:
• properly defining the problem to be solved, both conceptually and mathematically;
• automating the process of data collection, such that large volumes of data can be
gathered with consistent treatment;
• accepting that some non-insignificant portion of the automatically collected data is
not useable.
The last point is explicitly written to bring the focus back to practicality, especially when
using automated processes in conjunction with unexplored territory and unrefined data.
Even a 50% total data loss is often not detrimental to the quality of the resulting trained
ML model, provided that the statistics within the final dataset are sufficient in both the
total number of points and the representation of important subspaces [4]. However, the
first point was found to be the most important consideration in regards to the applications
demonstrated within this thesis.
Within the Gaussian process regression application, the primary issue was the definition
of the output uncertainties in the algorithm, in terms of which error source they represented.
Once the intention was defined as a rigourous propagation of random noise sources from
time-averaged measurement data to the model input distributions for validation exercises,
the calculation of these time-averaged experimental uncertainties needed to be modified and
incorporated into the algorithm in a way which was consistent with the goal. In turn, this
greatly impacted the uncertainty envelopes returned by the algorithm and allowed for a
more meaningful analysis of the sensitivities of the integrated model.
Similarly, within the neural network regression application, the primary issue was the
definition of the input parameters to be used in the NN. As the QuaLiKiz output space
is expected to provide unique solutions for any given input, the QuaLiKiz inputs were
dissected mathematically to construct a simulation setting which attempted to uphold both
the experimental relevance and the inherent uniqueness of the output space, similar to effects
done previously with global parameters . In turn, this greatly impacted the ability of the NN
model to reproduce the original model within an experimentally-relevant input subspace and
bolstered the confidence that the model can be used to analyze previously unseen scenarios,
such as the ramp-up modelling exercise.
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Overall, this thesis concludes that a detailed mathematical understanding of the numerical problem improves both the construction and application of an associated ML model.
From a scientific perspective, there is added value in breaking this rigour, i.e. performing independent parameter scans, to gain more insight into the fundamental causes behind
an observed phenomena. However, due to physical and operational constraints of a fusion
plasma device, an experiment often cannot vary certain parameters independently. Thus,
from a more technological perspective, a ML model trained on data adhering to this rigour,
i.e. only varying quantities in self-consistent ways, improves the interpretability and utility
of that model to current problems in the field. It is important to note that increasingly
complex ML models, e.g. deep neural networks, may be able to match the performance of
those demonstrated in this thesis with less rigour in the problem definition. However, the
investigation into the application of those models was outside the scope of this work.
What are the capabilities of accelerated integrated models coupled with specialized neural network modules outside the domain of post-experimental physics
analysis?
This thesis has explored the following use case for the coupled NN and integrated model
outside post-experimental physics analysis:
• predictive simulations with short turnaround time for the purposes of guiding experimental planning.
The NN-accelerated predictive integrated modelling exercise outlined within this thesis,
described in Chapter 5, took approximately 5 full-time weeks from kick-off to the delivery
of meaningful results to the experimental team. While this time frame is expected to be
extremely variable depending on the exact plasma scenario and the questions to be answered,
it does provide a decent indication of the turnaround times made possible by the combination
of automated experimental data processing and NN acceleration within the integrated model.
It is important to note that this does not reflect the training time required to understand the
underlying physics for interpreting the result or to become familiar with the input interface
of the integrated model itself. Although the simulation time of a single integrated model
execution has been reduced to a few hours using the NN, the difference between a single
simulation and a meaningful predictive study provides some crucial context for motivating
continued efforts in integrated model acceleration, either through NN surrogates or other
reduced models.
The difference in completion time is because the majority of the work revolves around
setting up a convincingly realistic reference simulation, from which incremental changes can
be made to form the prediction. This reference simulation is typically based on existing
experimental discharges. Any model inputs which are not directly defined by experimental
measurements then require additional executions to validate their selection. On top of this,
while qualitatively known to be possible, the quantitative impact of nonlinear feedback loops
with any given plasma scenario and module configuration are generally not known a priori.
If they occur during this setup procedure, a further refinement of the model parameters are
often required to remove them. In total, this means that the reference simulation involves a
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large number of trial simulations and often becomes the limiting time factor in any integrated
model application, including post-experimental physics analysis.
Without the acceleration provided both by the NN and the automated data extraction procedure, this study may have easily taken the better part of a year. This not only
brings it into the same time frame as planning an actual experiment, reducing its relative
attractiveness in the pursuit of scientific results, but also raises the entry barrier for training and development due to project and personal time constraints. Additional capabilities
in discharge design, controller design, and potentially even tokamak design are foreseen if
efforts continue in this direction. However, further investigation is required to determine
whether other first-principles physics codes, which provide the contextual foundation for NN
surrogate development, are ready for this leap.

6.2

Recommended extension studies

While the results presented in this thesis reflect a positive step forward for the field of
integrated plasma modelling, it is beneficial to also objectively identify points where improvements can still be made. This section not only highlights the limitations of the work
presented, but also provides a potential path forward to address them.
Firstly, the developed NN model, named QLKNN-jetexp-15D, was based on the most recent version of QuaLiKiz at the time of inception, version 2.6.1. Since then, the accuracy of
QuaLiKiz across multiple plasma regimes has been significantly improved through a number
of updates, including major upgrades to its integration routines, its collision operator and its
TEM drive [5]. In addition, the experimental data pipeline has been improved by incorporating better data heuristics from their respective fields. Thus, it is strongly recommended
to upgrade the NN model to match the latest version.
The data collection and training pipeline used within this thesis allow this to be done
relatively quickly but not fully automatically. Ideally, this pipeline would include the automation of the generation and storage of the training dataset, enabling a potential on-the-fly
update of the database with regularly scheduled NN re-training workflows or a living dataset.
This functionality would require exploratory studies into applying clustering techniques, e.g.
k-means [6], DBSCAN [7], affinity propagation [8], BIRCH [9], etc., for cleaning existing data
points and flagging interesting new data points for inclusion. This extra processing would
ensure that the automated process does not inadvertantly result in an unnecessarily biased
dataset.
Secondly, there are still many QuaLiKiz outputs that are not adequately represented
by the NN for the purposes of predictive integrated modelling. To maximize the impact of
these improvements, they can be focused on the following quantities:
• the ion particle transport coefficients;
• the impurity heat and particle transport coefficients;
• the growth rate and frequency spectra;
• and the electrostatic potential solution itself.
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While impurity transport is becoming increasingly identified as an important factor in an
accurate plasma simulation [10], the impurity transport coefficients calculated by QuaLiKiz
have not yet been extensively verified against higher-fidelity gyrokinetic codes. Extending
the NN to include its prediction will provide a useful method of validating those quantities
against experimental data, but the verification exercise is equally important to ensure that
the key physics has been properly represented. Indeed, recent efforts have already identified
that the small Mach number ordering assumption in QuaLiKiz is broken with heavier impurities with non-zero bulk velocity, but further investigation is required to determine whether
or not another assumption is needed. The latter two items in the list above are provided
mostly for long-term considerations, in order to aid in the development of additional quasilinear saturation rules.
Thirdly, while QuaLiKiz is a leading reduced quasilinear turbulent transport model,
it may also be valuable to apply such a NN regression on a higher-fidelity model, just
as GENE [11] or GKW [12]. The primary benefit would be the removal of constraints
imposed by the assumptions within the original QuaLiKiz model and the representation of
other turbulent modes present within the fusion plasma, e.g. KBM, PVG, etc. A foreseen
difficulty is the generation of the training dataset, which would require more computation
time to populate it with executions of the high-fidelity code. The same clustering techniques
applied to maintaining a living dataset can be used to determine the minimum viable dataset
for these applications.
Fourthly, the set of JINTRAC integrated modelling cases used for the verification and
validation of the QLKNN model can be expanded to include additional cases of the plasma
scenarios currently there. By expanding the set slowly as integrated modelling efforts increase, especially using similar scenarios with different global plasma parameters, the impact
of modifications to the individual physics modules can be more quickly and easily identified.
This further improves the transparency of the model validation process and more easily shed
light on the nonlinearities in how these phenomena influence each other.
Finally, the current NN training dataset only consists of data sampled from JET discharges. It is possible that this introduces an unintended bias within the current dataset
which can then be learned by the NNs trained on that dataset, rendering it unextendable
to the modelling of other devices. To reduce the probability of introducing this bias, this
thesis strongly recommends incorporating samples based on discharges from other machines
with different dimensionless parameter distributions, similar to previous ML work done for
disruption prediction [13]. This work is made significantly easier by establishing a suitable
automated data processing workflow to reduce the risk of inadvertently adding human bias
as well. Such an extension would also improve the generalizability of the trained NNs, as it
may convert a subset of extrapolated parameter space into interpolated space.
Although this thesis has primarily been concerned with transport within the core region
of tokamak plasmas, it is important to note that the need for fast and accurate plasma
pedestal and edge models was also identified throughout this work. While this study generally defines the core plasma boundary conditions at ρtor ' 0.9, a fully self-consistent
integrated model would extend its calculation to the separatrix, ρtor = 1, or perhaps even
beyond into the scrape-off layer or the divertor. As identified in the Monte Carlo studies in
Chapter 3 and in other works, the values at this “core plasma simulation boundary” is im-
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portant for determining global fusion performance. Unfortunately, the physical phenomena
involved within these outer regions of the plasma are outside the scope of this study, so no
further comment is made.

6.3

Implications for the field

This leaves one final topic to cover within the thesis, which concerns the answer to the
research question, reiterated from Section 1.5:
How can state-of-the-art physics-based models be used predictively to guide experimental
discharge design and operation of tokamak devices?
Integrated plasma models have the capability to perform full-device simulations which
self-consistently evaluate the impact of various physics phenomena within fusion plasmas.
As demonstrated within this thesis, the interconnectivity between these physics models, via
robust implementations of global evolution equations, may already be able to reproduce
other experimentally observed but non-intuitive behaviour. A parallel can be drawn between this outcome and the emergent properties which underline the representative power
of neural networks. By attempting to simulate a wider range of plasma scenarios using the
accelerated integrated model, critical insight into the interdependencies of the various phenomena can be obtained. This likely involves integrating additional modules but may offer
explanations to the complex phenomena being experimentally observed which are simpler
than any specialized model can provide on its own. This would not only build additional
intuition about the plasma but also fulfill Occam’s razor, stating the simplest reasonable
explanation is likely the correct one.
Such use cases would require that additional efforts be placed into the following key
areas:
• the development of fast reduced physics and / or neural network regression models to
bring full-device simulations into routine use;
• the conversion of experimental data to integrated model inputs, with defaults chosen
by best practices, for increased user-friendliness;
• the identification of an representative set of various plasma scenarios to use as a standard integration test;
• and the collection of consistency checks used by domain experts which can be used for
simulation validation.
This thesis has outlined and demonstrated a viable method of approaching these topics
through its application on the QuaLiKiz reduced quasilinear turbulent transport model
within the JINTRAC integrated model, validated in a variety of plasma regimes against
JET experimental data. However, the large variety of codes, machines, plasma scenarios,
and specialist knowledge within the field requires a more concerted multi-disciplinary effort
if such modelling capabilities are to meet the demands of a commercializable technology.
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However, the driving force behind the development of these capabilities do not solely
come from commercial reasons, as they can each be leveraged for enabling meaningful scientific research as well. By constructing automated integrated modelling workflows with a
recognized set of plasma scenarios for testing, the benchmarking of models and the identification of the impact of model improvements become significantly less laborious and require
less involvement of dedicated experts.
With a validated integrated model, statistical sensitivity studies can also be performed
to delve into which plasma parameters comprise a sufficient set to describe the plasma for
control applications. This information would be indispensable in progressing towards a
viable reactor design and operational procedure. For example, it could be used to determine
which plasma quantities should be measured, at which locations, and with what level of
accuracy and precision for a model to recreate the plasma state. With the help of synthetic
diagnostics, the measurement systems can be positioned or configured within the device to
optimally define those quantities. This information can then both be used to further develop
reduced models or directly used in a control system with a simplified model.
Overall, the experience of grappling with experimental data, developing the QuaLiKiz
neural network model, and applying it through the JINTRAC integrated plasma modelling
suite has made one point stand out clearly: the field of tokamak plasma modelling is as
complex in nature as it is rich in scientific opportunity. By efficiently leveraging the tools
and data currently at our disposal, it is likely that the desired predictive capabilities are
already within reach. It would require additional efforts to assemble these components
together and begin testing, accelerating models where needed.
While the research project detailed by this thesis is certainly not the only recent or
ongoing work pursuing this direction [14–17], modelling efforts by the community must
be pushed past the point of singular demonstration and into the realm of reliable routine
execution in order to realize a predictive tokamak model. And through this concerted and
collaborative work, perhaps one final metaphor can be offered: similar to the emergent
behaviour of plasma we study, the physics governing it, and the models used to understand
it; perhaps the community itself can also be more than just the sum of its parts.
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supervision throughout these years: Luuk, Bart, Rodolfo, and Bas. I have always found that
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teaching others tests my understanding of concepts and constantly forces me to reformulate
them in order to better explain them. So while I was the supervisor on paper, it was also a
learning experience for me as well. This is not to mention the interesting ideas, questions,
and stories that you would bring into the weekly or daily meetings, which were always fun
to listen to and talk about.
Next, I would like to send a shout out to friends and colleagues outside of DIFFER,
who have shared their time and experiences with me. So thank you Anton, Teobaldo, and
Veronica for hosting me in Garching during my trips to IPP. Especially when I broke my
collarbone on the ski slope, yeah that happened. Good thing I have another arm to lift Die
Kruge! Thank you to Hanna and Julia, you always astound me with your Swedish traditions
and it was really a pleasant surprise to be able to hang out with you two again after we
parted ways in Nancy. Thank you to Annabell, who kept my spirits up with late night
conversations and provided me very humbling perspectives from outside the technical field.
I still owe you back for scaring the crap out of me in the bike shed! And thank you to dear
old Gabby (get rekt!) for always being down to grab a proper meal and wine in the city and
generally just being fun to be around.
And now, to everyone back home.
The FourTwenTea board games group – Clement, Calvin, Sajeev, Natasha, Lavender,
Hao – for enthusiasticly welcoming me back during my hectic return trips packed with board
games, restaurants, bowling and pool halls. It amazes me that you all not only tolerate but
encourage my aggravatingly unorthodox style of gameplay (Dixit anyone?). The online game
sessions really eased the stress of thesis writing throughout the final year, what with the
other strangeness happening due to the pandemic as well. Especially to Clement, who had
to wake up at 4 am just to join us because he’s in Korea. A veritable LEGEND! And no, I
still don’t know why we didn’t think of it sooner.
The OG OTB crew (formerly the Mad Hatter Wang Night regulars, formerly the Redsuit
buddies) – Justin, Lisa, Nik, Hobo, Jon, and I guess Sam... I guess. The chats filled with
updates about life and happenings in Canada alongside the most random of random from the
random internet’s random box was definitely necessary for my overall sanity. And especially
to you, Justin, you goomba-looking MF, I am actually mildly relieved that you’ll be staying
in North America for this. I was honestly afraid that you would attempt to goggles me during
my defense or something else equally... UNACCEPTABLE! Either way, the shenanigans will
have to wait but thanks for everything over the past years!
Last, but most certainly not least, I would like to thank my family back home in Canada.
Mom, Dad, for checking up on me (and reminding me to do my taxes), my sister, Caitlin(g),
and brother-in-law, Matt, for sending derpy photos of Riker’s new antics, and the rest of
the family for giving me the tools needed to handle the stress and challenges involved both
in general life and life abroad. It is bittersweet that it will not be possible to have the full
in-person defense ceremony, as you were looking forward to coming to Europe. But I’ve
decided to stick around here for a bit so you can always come visit. And I’ll come back
home from time to time and gladly polish off the last portion in the rice cooker!
So to wrap it up, thanks to all those who have been a part of the past 4.5 years. The
names here are just those that I have interacted with frequently but it is certainly not exhaus-
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tive. Indeed, everyone had an impact on my wonderful experience here in the Netherlands
and I truly feel that I am a much more complete person for having made this journey. Here’s
to hoping for many more memories to come!

